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Ahstraet

Accident mariagement strategies that have the potential to maintain containment integrity and control or
mitigate the release of radioactivity following a sever accident at a boiling water reactor with a Mark 11
type of containment arc identified and evaluated. The strategies are referred to as containment and
release strategies. Using information available from probabilistic risk assessments and other existing
severe accident research, and employing simplified containment and release event trees, this report
identifies the challenges a Mark 11 containment may encounter during n severe accident, the mechanisms
behind these challenps, and the strategies that could be used to mitigate the challenges.11y means of a.

safety objective tree, the strategies are linked to the geacral safety objectives of containment and release
management. As part of the assessment process, the strategies are applied to certain severe accident
sequence categones deemed important to a Mark 11 containment. These sequence categories exhibit one
or more of the following characteristics: high probability of core damage, high (onsequences, lead to a -,

number of challenges, and involve the failure of multiple systems. The I imerick Generating Station is
used as a representative Mark Il p! ant to illustrate plant specifics in this report.
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Exectitive Summary

De purpose of the present report is to iJentify, as well as to assess, accident rnanagement strategies which
could be important for preventing containment failure and/or mitigatingthe release of fission products during
a severe accident in a HWR plant with a Alark 11 type of containment. While the development of detailed
actions is of necessity plant specific, the ideas contained in this report can be useful to individuallicenseeswho
are in the process of developing their accident management programs. 'lhe report should also be helpful to
a reviewer of a licensee's accident management plan, 'lhe 1 imerick Generating Station is used as the example
plant in this report, but some of the variations anung the other domestic hlark Il plants are also discussed.

ne present report emphasizes the use of cristing plant capabilities for severe accident management. 'Ihe1

containment and release management (Cithi) strategies differ from the existing emergency procedure
guidelines (EpG) primarilyin terms of the conditions under w hieh certain actions are undertaken and certain
systems activated For Cith!, systems are of ten operatcJ in an anticipatory instead of a response mode, and
of ten beyond their design limits. Non. safety grade systems are also made use of for Cithi. 'the plant features
that are important to containment and release management of a llWit htark 11 containment are reviewed to
identify their function and performance under sescre xcident conditions.. These include the containment
design, the plant systems and the remurces needed to support their operation, the emergency response
facilities, the emergency procedure guidehncs, and the instrumentation required to assess the plant and its
environs during and following an accident, impo; tant issues related to these systere and some of the
uncertaintiesinvolved in severe accident phenomena are discussed.

htaximum use was made of information containut in currently available safety studies related to llWR
containments in general, and h! ark 11 plants in particular. Use was made of simplified containment and
release event trees (CitETs)in both iJentilitationand assessment of strategies.One result of this examination
is a safety objective tree which links the general safety objectivesof containment and release management with
the strategies identified as helpful in mitigating the challenges.

The strategies were asse: sed by application to certain accident sequences. The sequence categorics selected
for strategy assessment consi;ted of station blackout, ATWS, loss of containment heat removal, and
containment bypass. These provide a range of accident characteristieswhich need to be considered: the initial
condition of the reactor and the containment at the inception of the accident, the speed of accident
progression, and the availabilityof major safety systems. The selected se'juences also cover all the identified
challenges and thereby allow all the strategies to be considered. Sequences with a signiticant probability of
core damage or with the potential for high conscquences are included in the assessment, The strategies
discussed may, of course, also be of benefit in other seq"ences than the ones considered in this report.

Important Cith! strategies are discussed in detailin this report to provide guidance for the development of
symptom based strategies which could be considered for implementation, The most important points related
to strategy implementation are discussed with emphasis on symptoms leading to strategy initiation, diagnostic

erns, downside risks, and concerns regarding operator action. the challenges to which a Af ark !!c~

coroainment is subjected during a severe accident are in.many ways similar to those f aced by the other llWit
- containments, especially hlark I plants. Therefore many of the strategies are also similar, llowever, because
of the different geometry of the 51 ark 11 containment, containment response, especia!!y after vessel breach,
can differ from that of a Niark I. The pedestal configuration of the reactor cavity area,which varies among
h1 ark li plants, willinfluence the amount of core. concrete interactions taking place in the cavity and the extent

j to which corium will spread on the drywell floor. In plants w here the corium can reach the downcomers, these
may fail creating a bypass of the suppression pool Even if corium does not reach the downcomers,i

suppression pool bypass can still occur due to failure cf drains in the cavity region by corium attack or
eventually by drywell floor failure. Desides increasing containment pressure loads, a bypass will significantly
lessen the desirability of venting via the wetwc!! Another consequen;c of these failures of the drywell to

h
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wetwell boundary is the high likelihood of . steam explosions in the wetwell when corium drops into the
: suppression pool.

The llWil limergency procedure Guidelines,llevision 4 were used to estimate the operationalresponse to
a severe accident currently available at a Mark 11 plant. While the existing liPGs are designed primarily for
plant conditions expected pilor to significant core damage, Cl(M strategies consider plant conditions well
beyond this point, including ver.el breach and containtnent failure where release management becomes rnore
important.

Although there are significant uncertaintiesin the understanding of some of the phenomena involved in a
severe accident, the ability to predict accident progression accurately, and the plant capabilitiesunder severe

- accident conditions, the strategiesidentified in this report were found to be in generaleffective based on their - ,

application during the accident sequences considered for the 1.imerick Generating Station. Often a single
strategy would have multiple beneficial effects on accident management (e.g., drywell spray could reduce
containment temperature and pressure, scrub fission products from the containment atmosphere, and provide
water for corium quenching). Ilowever some of the strategies may have significant adverse effr.

As is true for other containments,the lack of control roon indications of containment variablesin a Mark 11
could be a significant problem for accident management. This deficiencyis particularly serious for a station
bhckout sequence.The survival of plant instruments under severe accident conditions is also quite uncertain.
The containment conditions, e.g., temperature, pressure, and radiation, that may occur in a severe accident
rnay exceed the enviror.menta conditions for which the instruments are qualifiedc These areas could benefit
from additional research efforts.

An added suggestion based on the investigations performed for this report is that, during an actualaccident,
- decision making for accident management may be enhanced through the use of simplified CIlliTs with
updated plant status information and probability data to predict accident progression. When combined with
a simple consequence prediction code and with the meteorological conditions and offsite activities already
available,this could provide an integrated approach for accident progression and consequence prediction.

|
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1 Introduction
,

1.1. Background

Experience obtained from Probabilistic Risk Assessment analyses indicates that a cost effective means for liceowes
to reduce severe accident risk even further is to supplement plant operating procedures with additionalpreparation
and guidance for severe accidents, that is, by planned management of severe accidents. While minor hatdware
modifications may in some cases be necessary to implement the resulting procedural changes or additions, much
can be accomplished through innovative use of already existingplant systems. Such an approach to risk reduction ,

is preferable to one which relies on significant, and therefore mstly, hardware changes or additions.

Aspects of severe accident management have been considered in a number of previous NRC and contractor
reports such as Reference 1, llrookhaven National 1.aboratory's (11NI's) contributions include NUREG/CR-4920,
" Assessment of Severe Accident Prevention and Mitigation Features * [1], and NUREG'CR 5132," Severe Accident
insights Report"[2]. In March 1990 NUREGCR-5474," Assessment of Candidate Accident Management
Strategies"[3] was published by llNL. In this document a set of candidate accident management strategies,
previously identified from various NRC and industry reports, such as NUREG-1150 |4], were assessed to provide
information to individuallicensees for consideration when performing their Individual Plant Examinations. The
assessment focused on describing and explaining the strategies, mnsidering their relationship to existing
requirements and practices, as well as identifying possible associated adverse effects. The emphasis of the
strategies assessed in NtIREG|CR-5474 wa On preventing core damage,i.e.,on arresting the accident progression
in-vessel. The effects of the strategies considered were generally well understood and many of the strategies were
found to be alreadyimplemented at some plants.

De current phase of the NRC Research effort in identifying and assessing accident management actions is
concerned with mitigative strategies which would most likely be applied in the more advanced stages of a severe
accident [5,6]. liefore vessel failure the emphasis is on arresting or mitigating core damage progression in the
reactor vesscL If vessel failure has already occurred or is imminent the emphasis is on maintainingcontainment
integrity, quenching core debris ex vessel, and minimizing fission product release to the environment. While
identification and assessment of advanced in vessel strategies is being addressed by other NRC con ractors, llNL
is producing a series of reports dealing with the containment and release management. The present report is one
of this series. De mitigative strategies discussed here are often applied in situations where present understanding
of the phenomena encountered is limited. Therefore, the uncertainty for these strategies is larger than for the
strategies examined in NUREGCR-5474. Also, many of the suggested strategies go well beyond existing
procedures. Often the strategies and the challenges which they address depend on the specific containment types
and therefore five individual reports are being written for containment and release management, each one
addressing the challenges and strategies applicable to one of the five containment types used in the U.S.
today [7-9).

1.2: Objective and Scope
,

De purpose of the present report is to identify, as well as to assess, accident managernent strategies which could
be important for preventing or delaying containment failure and/or mitigating the release of fission products during
a severe accident in a 11WR plant with a Mark 11 type of containment. He discussions contained in this report
are intended to provide usefulinformation to licensees formulating a severe accident management plan for their
individualplants. While the development of detailed guidance is of necessity plant specific, the ideas contained in
this report can be useful to individuallicensees Aho are in the process of developing an accident management
plan.

The report can also furnish the reviewer of an accident management plan with a systematic overview of the
challenges a Mark 11 containment may face during a severe accident and the strategies which could be used to
meet these challenges.

|

|
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~ Introduction

-In the sections which follow the challenges that can impair containment integrity and give rise to fission product
releases from a hiatk 11 containment during a severe accident are discussed. Strategies which can be used to
eliminate or mitigate the effect of some of these challenges are identified bloat, but not all, challenges can be met ,

by available strategies. |

1.3 Organization of the Report

The subsequent sections of the report are arranged as follows: Section 2 describes the approach taken for strategy
identification as well as for strategy assessment. Section 3 describes the hlark 11 containment, the plant systerns
and resources, and existing severe accident management capabilities. A detailed examination of the containment
challenges and the identification of the relevant containment and release strategies for a hlark 11 plant are
presented in Section 4 At the end of Section 4 the challenges and strategies are systematically arranged in a
" Safety Objective Tree." Section 5 presents the pertinent information for each of the strategiesin a consolidated
form. The application of the strategies during certain accident sequences is discussed in Section 6. Section 7
consists of a summary and conclusions. References are contained in Sectic, 8.
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2 Approntli to Strategy 1(antification anti Assessnient

2.1 Gelieral Inforniation

in order to optimi/c the of foit of sitaun iJt nidinaion and asst ssment masimum uw was made of previous |3 -

available information f rom hiark 11 nlated safets .tudin the soones ustd inost frquently are the NUl(1-(bil41
study and the supporting reports ]4. l' . thi Stark 11 information prodund for the NI(UN SAIU(P |ll) and ('I'l
programs ||2, I t), the wotainmt nt and release inanagement study for other itWit wotainments |7,9 and a llNL
stuJy on scu re auid(nt initiration strategies for a h1 ark b ,ntainment [14[

lhe itWit (u ncis' (iroupi i muren6 l'rou Jute (iuiJo hnn (1.P(h),1(cudon 4 |15), were u ed as a bauline to
gauge the guidante presently as.olable to llWit Niark 11 litensees for thtir individual plants to rnpond to snue g
auident t hallenges. While it is tuorma d that the I mergeng ()puating Proadurn of an indisiJual plant may g
difh r or go substantially h p nd the I P(h, these guiJclinn nrocide the bnt available genuie information on how am
hiark 11 plants will t uriently respond to a snere auident

~

lhing tht sting itWit 1:P(h as a basis additionaloperator actions in the form of acadent rnanagement
--

strategies v.cie identified whue appropriate and pouible, and th(ir anticipatt d clint on the ;uident was aunsed
'"includol in the subwquent dneuwient h a destiption of the indnators that the operating stal' would hau (or

would be latking) at ddh r- . stagn of the accident to (hnk the plant status as w(ll as those they would need to _---
implenwnt the surynted strat(ries.

_

in the distuuions w hic h f o" w, w hen it is instrueth e to ref er to spmhe plant f eatures, the I smerh k (icnerating
Station is used as the nar f arl H plant

2.2 Strategy identification l'rocess

Numerous soura s referenced throughout this report, wuc wnsult(J to obtain information on the thallengn a
hiatk 11 wntainment couhl face during a severe auident, and the auident management strategies that can be used ;

to prevent or mitigate these thallenges. 'lhe thallenges and strategies are i&ntified in this report by a systematic
namination of nisting data, utilidng a simplif k d n ent tree structure, for auident progreedon, A description of
the narnination method and the ( ;tenme of this ellort are prnentcJ in Sution 4.

Strategy identilkation can be enhanad and sui.oaari/cd via a sah tv objecti e tree (501). A tree structure was
dnelop(d to link the appropriate safety objectivn with the (halknres of the accident and ultimately with the _

strategies dnised to rnt et these thallenges. 'lhis tree structure is similar to that uwd in NUltlMUlt-5 04 |3) to
orpmite the candidate strategies diwuurd there. and is umilar as well to the salety objecti e tree structue uwd
by INI 1. in NUlti:(i t 'lt-5513,"Ateident hianagement Information Needs" Volumt 1 ' .f4 to athieve uniformity
in D 1minolory with other ateident nnnarement teports where such a tree strut ture ha. i r will be used, the
terminology of NUl(1:G Cit.5513 has been adopted here.

Ior containment and release management two safety objecti o apply: (1) preventing containment failure, and
(2) mitigating fission product teltaw to thc environment, Ihne salety objectivn are achieved by the maintenante
cf certain safety functiont 1)uring an auident the normal operation of the . fety f unctions will be threatened by
particular (hallenges which ariw f rom a variety of muhanisms that can oto.: in the plant. 'lhese mechanisms on
in turn be pievented or mitirated by a number of strategiet ~lhe tree dneloped by this prono for the hiark 11
containment i< illustrated in l'igure 4 A

~lhe systematie method uwd in this repott for strategy identification and the top down structure of the 501, using
the hierarchy just described, allow an analyst to decompow the problem of stratcry identification into more and
more detailed leveh in an organi/ed manner. Thk systematic method of thallenge depiction and straten
identification is more likely to athieve a certain degree of completenew than other more hapha/ard identification
pro (esses. Nevertheless no identification process can (laim to aamunt for all posdble (hallenges and associated
mnhanisms, or to have identified all pouible strategies.

2-1 NUlll G 1'IMN15
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2.3 Stnitegy Assessment Process !

,

Previous history as well as the accident phase during which a challenge ariws often play an important role in
determining which strategics should be implemented and how suc(enful their implernentation will be. To account (
for these factors certain accident sequences are selected and the strategies are aweswd in the context of thesc ;

- sequences. Ilowever, the identified strategio are not only appikable to the sequuues diwuued. 'lhe strategies !

will olten be beneficial under other conditions as well, although thew conditions may need to be accounted for in (
- strategy implementation. ;

i

Since this report deals with containment and release telated strategies, acsident progrenion is tracked starting
from a plant damage state. l'or the Mark 11 strategy aucument this tracking was accomplished through the uw of
simpliried mntaintnent event trees whose top events consisted of events deerned irnportant for accident
management actiont 'these event trees have been uwd in the strategy identification dewribed in Section 4, where
some preliminary auessment of the strategies is also presented. A further aucument of the identified stiategies, j4

following the progrenion of selected accident sequences,is presented in Section 6.
,

To discuss strategy app ation it is convenient to distinguish .imong a nurnber of phases during accident
progrenion. 'Ihese aru (1) the very early phase, before core damage has occurred, (2) the early phase, between
the start of core darnage phase to shortly af ter vessel breath,(3) the late phase, after venel breach but prior to
containment failure, and (4) n radiological relcaw phase. 'lhese phases necd not all occ's in ordet. Depending
on the accident, the radiological relcaec phase can be entered from any of the other prases. l'or esampic,in the
case of an intctf acing systems l_. ora (ISI.), the radiological release phaw will occur concurrently with the early
phase "milarly, depending on the sequence and/or accident management actions, a recovery can be made from4

any of '.e first three phases, liigure 4.1 shows the relationship twtween the atrident phases. It should also be.

noted that vessel breach is too sudden to allow for accident management actions during the actual time of vcnel
failure,but certain actions can be taken prior to failure with the purpose of mitigating the results of vessel bicach.
'these actions are considered under the early phaw.

.

.

k

,
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3 Plant Calmbilllies and Severe Accident Managenient

1he plant information that is irnportant foi mntainment and release management is discussed in this section.
Section 3.1 describes the general features of the pressure suppression system of a Mark 11 containment, Section 3.2
discusses the plant r,afety and supporting systems that are irnimitant to severe anident management, and Section
3.3 describes existing accident management capabilities,particularly the llWit emergeng procedure guidelines and
the plant instrurnentation required by NitC for plant condition nuesstnent in an accident.

3.1_ Mark 11 Containment Systent

'the hiark il entainment system includes a prirnary containment system and a secondary containment system.
1he primary containment systern is a pressure suppression system. It consists of (1) a drywell, which has the shape
of a truncated cone and houses the reactor vessel supported on a pedestal,(2) a cylindrical shaped pressure ,

suppression chamt er (wetwell), which is hicated directly below the drywell, separated from the drywell by a
concrete diaphram slab (drywell (kor), and w hich contains a large volume of water (suppression pml), (3) a
downcomer vent system connecting the drywell and the suppression pool, (4) mntaintnent isolation systems,
(5) containment heat ternoval systems (6) cornbustible gas control systems, and (7) other setsice equipment.1he
primary containment system is designed to (1) mndense the steam released during a postulated I.OCA,(2) limit
the release of fission product in an accident,and (3) provide a source of water for the emergency core cooling
system (liCCS).

Enclosing the primary containment is the secondary containment. It consists of a reactor enclosure and r refueling
area.1he secondary containment provides housing for reactor auxiliary and service equipment, reactor refueling,
and fuel storage facilities. It also retains airborne radioactive materialsleaked from the primary containment in
the event of an accident. Mis is achieved by a centrolled, filtered and elevated release of the semndary
containment atmosphere.

1here are nine llWit facilitieswith hiark ni containment designs in the United States. Two different ilWit types
are used in these facilities, The Generall{lectric (Gli) IlWlU4 reactor design is used in five of the nine units and
the llWit/$ design is used in the remaining four units.1hc major difference between the two llWil reactor
designs is in the use of the high pressure emergency core cooling system (liCCS): the llWit/4 uses a turbine-driven
high pressure coolant injection (IIPCI) system and the IlWlU$ uses a rnotor driven high pressure core spray
(IIPCS) system. The motor driven IIPCS is also supported by a backup ac power from a dedicated diesel
generator. Table 3.1 provides a listing of the domestic hiark 11 units, and the operator, the llWit type, and related
electric power of each unit.

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the containment design for 1.imerick.1he two parts of the primary containment,
the drywell and the wetwell, comprise a structurally integrated concrete pressure vessel, lined with welded steel
plate and provided with a sttel domed head for closure at the top of the drywell. 'this construction is typical of all
but one hiark 11 containment. Instead of a concrete structure, WNP 2 utilites a free-standing steel primary
containment, surrounded by a reinforced concrete structure providing support and biological shielding.

Table 3.21 - he values of some plant parameters for the nine Mark 11 units located at six plant sites. As shown
in Table 3 rated thermal power of the eight operating units (except Shoreham)is within a narrow range,e

varying from 3,293 to 3,448 htWt, the drywell free volume varies from 200,500 to 303,400 ft', the welwell free
volume varies from 144,200 to 192,000 f t', and the suppression pool water volume varies from 112,200 to 154,800
f th Also presented in Table 3.2 are the relative elevation of the floor inside the reactor pedestal (in-pedestal)
region to the drywell floor, the numbwr of downcomers in the in. pedestal region, and the design pressure and
temperature of the containment. The characteristicsof the in pedestaldesign is important in severe accident
progression and will be discussed in more detaillater in this section.

Severe accident management, as defined in the NitC policy issue letter SilCY-88-147 [$1 includes the measures
taken by ihe plant staff to (1) rirevent core damage,(2) terminate the progress of core damage if it begins and
retain the core within the reactor vessel,(3) failing that, maintain containment integrity as long as possible, and
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Plant Capabilities

finally (4) miniml/c the consequence of offsite release. Items (3) and (4) are the objnlives of the present study.
Containment characteristics and design bases relevant to these two objecthes are discussed below for the pr%ary {

containment, the secondary containment, the suppression pool, and the in. pedestal design. In the following
discussions 1.imerick is used as the representative Mark 11 plant. It is important to note that there are variations i

among the operating htark 11 plants, and that while much of the subwquent discuuion is generic to all plants, the
variations may rnarkedly affect the individual plant responw to severe accidents. One example of important design
variations is the design of the in-pedestal region. Ilecause of its importance in severe accident progression, the in.
pedestal design of the various htark 11 containments is dheuned in some detailin this report

3.1.1 Primary Containment ;

The primary containment for 1.irnetick has an internal design pressure of $5 psig and an externaldeugn preuure
of 5 psid. 'the atmospherie design temperature is 340 T for the drywell and 220 T for the wetwell. 'the leakage
rate of the primary containtnent is lirnited to less than 0.5% free volume per day at design preuure and
ternperature. To reduce the pouibility of hydrogen combustion, the primary containment is maintained in an
inerted state by the operation of a nitrogen inerting system, which is a part of the containment atmospheric control
(CAC) system of I.imerick. Containment inertingis achieved by maintaining a nitrogen rich containment
attnosphere whose oxygen concentration is less than 4% ,

liccause of the leaktight design of the primary containment, release of fiuion products to the environment is
insignificant if the primary containment remains intact and is not bypassed. If the containment does fail, the
consequence of fission product releaw will depend strongly on the time and mode of containment failure. A
larger failure sire will result in a more rapid dkcharge,less residence time for natural deposition, and
consequently,in most cases a greater release of radioactive materialsto the environment. A failure in the wetwell

,

altspace (without suppression pool bypass) will reduce fission product release to the environment becauw the
fission products will be scrubbed by passing through the suppression pool. A delayed containment f ailure will
reduce the arnount o' tedioactiny releawd by allowing more time for fission product decay, additional natural

!
deposition in the con i iment, and a longer warning period for emergency responw actions. i.e., evacuation,
sheltering, and relocatioa.

P

The primary containment's prewure capability and its failure mode under various contaiamea loading conditions
are important factors influencing the consequence of a severe accident, 'the ability of the primary containment to
retain fission products, allowin; natural deposition processes to occur, is another irnportant factor .affecting fission
product release. Detailed discussions of these issues are presented below.

3.1.1,1 Containment Pressure Capability and l' allure Mode

Although the design containment pressure of I.imerick is 55 psig, the actual containment failure preuure is
expected to be much higher. The containment pressure capability for 1.imerick has been estimated to be between
120 to 170 psig |17) at normal temperature, liased on these estimates,the Containtnent pedormance Working

'

Group iteport concluded that a pressure capability of 140 psig was an acceptable upper limit of the internal
pressure. In analyses of the Severe Accident Itisk lieduction/Itisk llebaselining Program (SAltitP) containment
failure by overpressurization was assumed to occur at a pressure of 145 psia with a break area of 7 ft' in the
drywell lli).

There is considerable uncertainty in estimating containment strength and failure mode. Probabilistic descriptions
of containment failure pressure and failure rnode were used in the NUlti?G.ll50 studies of both the htark i and

the htark til containments [4]. (Ihe htark 11 containment is not included in the NUllEG.ll50 information
published to date [4|.) The containment strength and failure mode may also depend on containment temperature,
ard containment leakage may develop at large penetrations before containment failure pressure is reached |l?|.
Sin e c<mtainment _ temperature of over 1,0(KfF has been predicted in some severe accident analyses [13,14|,
containment strength and material properties may be degraded during these accidents. Available data to date
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- indicates that a likely failure location due to a tornbination of high containment temperature and prewure is the4

drywell head flange seal. It is a serious f ailure mode, because release through the drywell head bypasses both 11-
supprenion pool and a large part of the reactor builJing. 'lhe fission products are therfore not scrubbed before
they are released to the environment.

During a sewre accident, wme actions,like containment venting, have to be based on estrapolatedeontainment
loading conditions and the expected containment peiformance under these conditions. Since suth an action may
result in unnecessary fission product release if implemented too quickly,i.e.,before the containment's actual
pressure limit is reached, a better knowledge of the wntainment's capability willincrease the probability of making i

the cight decision.

3.1,l.2 Containment rission Product itetention

| |
In thc tbsence of additional sourecs, the amount of fission products in the containruent atmosphere will decrease
with time by natural deposition procenu. and unsequently, the amount of fission products released to the
environment will be rcJuced il containment failure is suf ficiently delayed. Additional time also allows more
radioactive decay to occur before fps are released. Containment fission product murces are twofold: those
arising from the degradation of the core materialsin the reactor pressure vessel (ItPV), and those resulting from
the attack of the conertte floor by the tuolten wre debris after vessel bicach. Under the assumptions of the
modelling for severe accidents 'used in the Source Term Code Package (SICP), most of the release from the vessel
occurs before or at vessel breath. After vessel failure and the start of core concrete interaction (CCI), the CCI
will reach a peak and then diminish to a negligible level within a fcw hours [18). Although complete cooling of the ;
debris may take a very long time, sufficient woling to significantly reduce fission product release should take only ~

a few hours. NUREG h50 delines late containment failure, when fiw;on products in the containment atmosphere
have been greatly reduced by natural deposition proecsses, as 6 hours af ter vessel breach for the in. vessel release

,

and 3.5 hours after the start of CCI for the euruel re! case [19), 'the modeh used in other severe accident codes
may produce dif ferent CUI histories.

3.1.1.3 In Pedestal Design,

'lhe design of the region inside the reactor pedestal significantly influences the progression of a severe accident
after the debris is discharged onto the drywell floor. ~lhe design features that are most important to accident
progression are the relative elevation of the in pedestal floor to the drywell floor and the existence of downcomers

-inside the pedestal region.1:igure 3.2 shows the various in pedestal design of the domestic Mark 11 containments.
In general the HWit!5 plants have a recessed in pedestal region (reactor cavity) and the llWit/4 plants have a flat
in. pedestal floor at approximately the same elevation as the ex-pedestal drywell floor (see Table 3.2). Among the
dornestic Mark 11 plants, only Nine Mile Point Unit 2 (NMP2) and Shoreham have downcomers inside the

.
pedestal region.

J

After vessel f ailure and the discharge of core debris, a ressessed cavity would confine the core debris (corium)in
the cavity. IStensive corium concrete interaction (CCl) is expected to occur because the potential for corium '

cooling is minimal. On the other hand, a shallow reactor cavity would allow the corium to spread out through the
personnel pathway onto the drywell floor, A portion of the corium could enter the first row of downcomer pipes. i

The rem,,ining portion would be cooled by heat losses to the containment otmosphere and the drywell floor |20],
and by the drywell spray it it is' operational.

j For plants that have dc wncomers in the pedestal region, wrium released f rom the vessel would enter the
. suppression pool rapid y. this design may eliminate the problems associated with CCI,if the corium is primarily in

liquid phase ud the 'esselis not pressuri/ed, but increases the potential of a severe and damaging fuel-coolant
mteraction (1 Cl, or steam explosion).

'Ihc potential for a steam esplosion as corium flows down the downeomer pipes into the suppression pool has been ,

discussed in Reference 20. The thermal attack by corium could also f ail the downcomer pipes and cause a
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suppression p el bypass Suppression pool bypass could have a significant impact on containment integrity and,
thenfore, fission product release.,

In addition to the downmmer pipes, there are drA tubes located in the drywell fher. (All plants, except
Susquenhanna, have in. pedestal drains into the wetwell.) 'Ihese drain tubes could also fail by corium attack. 'this ,

would result in a suppression pool bypass and FCI when the wrium (alk into the suppression pool through the
failed drain tubes. Since there are only a few drain tubes and their site is much smaller than the downcomer
pipes, the drain tubes are expceted to have a smaller impact on containment loading than downcomers |14].

3.1.2 Suppression Pool

The suppression pool (SP) is designed to condense the steam from the reactor pressure veuel(ItPV) during a
postulated 1.OCA event. It is connected to the drywell through a downcomer vent system (l'igure 3.1). ~1hese
downcomers are 24 inches in diameter and terminate about 11 ft below the normal water lev:1 of the supprewlon !

pool (l.imerick). Typically there are between 82 to 129 downcomers in a Mark 11 containment (l.imerick has 87
downcomers).

|

In a postulated LOCA the drywell h p win e tg' energy coolant discharged from the primary system.
'this drywell pressure increase in turn f w. & b a ' *trb '%ere through the downcomer vents into the
suppression pool, where steam is condet M &te M + gates are released to the wetwell airspace.
Vacuum breakers are provided between thm &v mithe v.uwell to alieve differentialpressure il the wetwell
pressure exceeds that of the dry *clL For Limerid thcre are four pairs of 24 inth vacuum relief valves (two vah*cs
in each pair are mounted in serice) installed in the wetwell and attached to the downcomer pipes above the
suppression pool water level. The net pressure of he,e vaccum breakers is 0.5 psid.

,

'Ihe suppression pool also provides a heat sink for steam condensatior; during safety. relief valve (SRV) actuation. t

'lhe SRVs are designed to control the primary system pressure. 'M ey are mounted on the main steam hnes inside
the drywell with the relief lines discharging into the suppression pml

'the suppression pool is an alternate water source for the high pressure core injection systems (RCIC and llPCI
for llWR!4, or itCIC and llPCS for IlWR/5), and the principal water sous for the inw pressure ECCS systems
(LPCS and LPCI) and the containment spray (CS) systems. l.PCI and CS are dif ferent operating modes of the
RilR system and, as such, share components of the RilR systemt

'lhe energy deposited into the suppression pool during an accident can be ternoved via the RilR heat enhangers.
The ultimate heat sink for the RilR heat enhangersis provided by the RllR service water (RllRSW) system.;

|- The suppression pool plays a very important role in fission product removal during a severe accident. It provides
significant fission product scrubbing of any flows passing through it. Since the pool is the water source of many ,

safety systems, pool conditions, such as water temperature and water level, affect the performance of the,

engineered safety features of these systems. A brief discussion of the role of the suppression pool in severe
'

accident management is presented below.

| 3.1.2.1 Suppression Pool Decontamination Factors

Suppression pool scrubbing is particularly cifective for fission products (FP) produced in. vessel and released
|_ through the SRV spargersJlhe decontamination factor (DF) used in the NUREG 1150 analysis for in. vessel

| releases of a Mark I containtnent (peach llottom) ranges from L2 to 4000 with a median value of 80 (4|. In

j comparison, the DF for ex-vessel releases and Dows passing through the downcomer vents is smaller. 'the DF
values used in the NURiiG-ll50 analysis for the same Mark I plant range from 1 to 90, with a median value of 10.

j

'In tamerick a crou connection hne cuats between the HilR unxc water sptem and one of the RitR LP. and ihn makea the RitR3W avadaNe
for the RitR sptem
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Since SitV disharge line and downcomer ar!angements foi a Mark 11 contaminent are similar to those of a Mark
I containment, the suppression poi decontamination f actors are espected to be similat. In f act, the Di's in a
Mark 11 containtnent are expected to be girater because of the greater submergences of luth the SitV dmharge
lines and downcomers in a Mark 11 tontainment.

After the itPY is breached, fiuion produtts are releawd to the drywell. Part of these releaws will pau through
tb downcom(t vents and be scrubbed by the suppreuion pool lhe fiuion products that rcmain in the drywtll
attnosphere will disharge directly to the reactor building without suppreuion pool wrubbing if the containna nt
failed in the drywell. As dernonstrated by the large Di' range given aluse, there is considerable untertainty in the
effectiveneu of suppression pel fission product scrubbing tapabihty. Neverthelew, the integrated
decontamination f actor is in general significant and it is impirtant to auure that any release to the t nvironnwnt
should pau through the suppicuion put, if pouible.

3.1.2.2 Suppreulon Pool Temperaturt
_

lhe suppreuion piol temperature is one of the control variables in the llWit emergency pros edure guidelines
(1:P(is) and is monitored and controlled unir teth normal and accident conditions |15). Itcattor veuel
depreuurization is required if pool temperature cuecds the heat capauty ternperature limit (llUll.) to avoid
eweeding oither the suppreuion chamber design temperature.or the primary containrnt nt preuute limit (P(TI.).

Supprenion pool temperature is controlled by the operation of the 111||1 heat cubangers,which are designed,
with redundancy, to remove the reactor duay heat in a design basis auident. llowent, t utuive piol heat up
may occur in some accident sequences. ihe pool temperature willincrease if the heat amoval rate of the 111111
heat cubangers is not sufficient to handle the heat influs, as can happen in an AIWS ennt, or if the containment
cooling function of the 111111 splom f ails, as happens in a 'tw sequence (1 ou of long term containment heat
removal).

Inss of suppression pool temperature control may result in euceding the design temperature and pressure hmits.
A saturated suppression pool may cause the pumps that take suction from the suppreuion pool to fail from
cavitation'. This is more likely to happen immediately after containment failure or unting, when the containment
atmosphere is rapidly depressurized and the SP could 11 ash. It is therefore imp >rtant to switch these pumps to an
alternate water source before such a detrimentalcondition develops. 11igh pel temperature ruay cause a
resuspension of the ITs in the SP, and a flashed SP will add to the driving forte causing the release of the
containment atmosphere (and the fission products it contains) to the environment. A high suppression pel "

temperature will also increase the potential for late iodine release f rom the suppression pol, which is one of the
source term issues addrened by expert clicitation in NUltlEll50 because of its uncertainty and importance.

3.1.2.3 Supprenlon Pmd Water Intl

'the suppression pool water level is another lip (i control variable |15]. ~l he suppression pool loses its preuute
suppression capability if its water levelis too low. Ilowever, there are also probleins associated with a high water
lent. A high water level can result if water sources other than the suppreuion piol are used for either core
injection or containment spray. A high watei level raises concerns atuut (1) the loads awociated with clearing the
water slug initially in the SilV line during Sl(V discharge, and (2) flooding the vacuum breaktrs between the
drywell and wetwell.

l'ollowing the guidance of the llWit lip (is, the plant specific emergency operating prosedures provide specific
directions and procedures to contro! suppression pool water leselin an accident. Water can be added to the
suppression pool if water sources external to the containment are used for the 1:CCS (e p., condensate storage
tank, CST) or the 111111 system (e.g.,ItllitSW). Water can also be removed from the suppression nel to the

%I the llWR 3 plants and lacri< L, the RllR ptmq* un pump uturate J wo whwi (Gurc jl2)
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water tanks outside the containment through test lines for the I:CCS or 111111 sptem (e g., CST). Since the
suppression pool water could be highly contaminated in a r.evere accident finding means to remove escessive
suppression pool water for safe storage in a leaktight tank is important.

3.1.3 Secondary Containtnent

Enclosing the primary containment is the secondary containment.1he performance objective of the secondary
containment is to provide a volume, completely surrounding the primary containment, which can be used to hold
up and dilute fission products that might otherwise leak to the environment following a design basis accident. In ,

IJmerick, the reactor enclosure recirculation system (111111S) and the standby gas treatment system (S(TIS) are !

designed to provide a mixing of the secondary containment volume and maintain the volume at a slightly negative |

pressure.1he exhaust air required to maintain the negative pressure is discharged through SOTS filters. |
.

1he secondary containment is made up of the reactor enclosure (or reactor building) and a refueling bay area. At
multi-unit sites, a single secondary containment is divided into distinct isolatable mnes. For IJmerick, a two unit
site, there are three mnes Zones I and 11 are the Unit 1 and Unit 11 reactor enclosures. Zone ill is the common
refueling area. _

,
.

'lhe construction of the secondary containment is similar in all Mark 11 plants. 'the lower levels of the sec(mdary
containment are reinforced concrete structures Above this, the building structure consists of metal siding
supported on a steel superstructure (IJmerick uses a reinforced concrete superstructure).1hc roof is usually
constructed of steel decking (l.imerick uses a teinforced concrete stab). 'the internal design pressure of the
secondary containment is usually 0.25 psi and the design leakage rate is about 100% free volume per day at 0.25 ,

inches water pressure. If the internal pressure exceeds the design pressure, the excess pressure is vented to the '

atmosphere through blow-out pancis kicated in the superstructure of the buildings. 'the ultimate failure pressure
of the secondary containment is plant specific. Ilowever,in general,it cannot take a significant internal pressure
load.

'the secondary containment houses equipment important to plant operation and accident managernent, e.g., the
ECCS and 111111 system pumps.1he reactor building heating and ventilating system is designed to provide 3

*uitabic environmentalconditions for personnel and equipment. 'ihe system is isolated upon receipt of a plant
isolation signal. 'Ihe same signal also actuates the standby gas treatment system (SG1 S), which is designed to limit ,

the ground level release from the reactor building by providing (1) a filtered release of the reactor building
atmosphert removing radioactive particulates nnd halogens, and (2) an elevated release via a vent or a stack.1he
height of the release point is 200 ft above ground level for 1.imerick and varies from about 200 to 430 ft for other

'

wiark !! plants (Table 3.2).

1he reactor building characteristics and systems that can affect the release of fission products to the environment
are discussed below.

3.1.3.1 Secondary Containment Decontamination I~ actors
"

'the secondary containment provides additional fission product retention from natural processes such as aerosol
deposition and vapor condensation. The decontamination factor of the reactor building is primarily a function of

-the residence time and thermal hydraulics of the transporting gases in the building and thus depends on (1) the
site and k> cation of the prirnary containment break, (2) the internal design of the secondary containment (e.g.,,

compartmentalization),(3) the ability of the reactor building to remain intact,(4) the magnitude and frequency of
,

*

hydrogen burns, and (5) the driving force from the primary containment. 'lhe reactor building decontamination
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factors uscd in the NUltliG !150 analysis for a Mark I plant range from 1.1 to 10 with a median value of three for
typical accident conditions |4).

.

There are significant uncettaintiesin estimating the effectivencuof secondary mntainment decontamination. This
is tellected in three issues considered by the upert pancis in the NUlt!!G ll50 analysis. 'lhey are (1) the strength
of the reactor building,(2) the probability and effects of hydrogen combustion in the ttactor building, and (3) the
reactor building decontamination factor. '

3.l.3.2 'the Standby Gas Trratment Sptem

'the standby gas treatment system (SGTS) is designed to limit the environmental release of radioisotopes,whi(h
may be released from either the f uel handling area or the reactor enclosure under accident conditions. It provides _

a filtered and controlled release of the secondary containment atrnosphere. Although the SGTS was not designed
for severe accidents and may not have the capacity to handle the releases from a particular severe accident, a
judicious use of the system may mitigate fission product release. A brief description of the SGTS for iimerick is
presented below,

'the SG'IS consists of two full capacity exhaust f ans (cath with a controllable capacity of from 500 to 3,000 cfm),
two full capacity filter trains, and two rcdundant sets of the asuinted ductwork, darnpers, and controls.17.ach
filter train consists of an electric air heater, two banks of IlliPA filters (upstream and downstream of charcoal
adsorber), and a vertical 8-inch deep charcoal adsorber bed.1hc III!PA filters can remove 99.9% of all particles
greate, than 0.3 microns in diameter, lodine is removed by activated charcoal beds, which can remove more than
99% of elementaliodine and 99% of methyliodide at 70% relative humidity. 'the maximum loading of the
chatcoal bed for 1.imerick is about six pounds (based on a maximum loading of 2.5 milligrams of iodine per gram
of activated charcoal and 2,400 pounds of charcoat |21]). ~lhe charcoal has an ignition temperature of greater than
62FF. A water flooding system is provided within the charcoal bed for fire protection. The presence of adsorbed
water on the charcoal surface will substantially affect its cificiency by reducing the surface area available for the
trapping of volatile forms of radioactive iodine.

'lhe SGIS can take suction from the IllillS or the containment purge system. I' low is initiated from the IllillSa

automatically upon receipt of a secondary mntainment isolation signal (a safety related mode of SGTS operation). .

The IlliitS retirculates the air in the secondary containtnent and reduces the activity released through the SGTS.
'lhe IllillS consists of two full capacity recirculation fans (each with a capacity of 60,000 cfm) and two full filter
trains with lil!PA filters and charcoal adsorbers, similar to that of the SG IS 'the IllillS serves as the initial
cleanup system and the SOTS serves as the final cleanup system for the ga,es discharged from the reactor
enclosure.

Upon receipt of a secondarv containment isolation signal, both SG'IS trains will start automatically. Pollowing the
initialstart, the operators may elect to place one of the SGTS trains in a standby pmition. The SGTS is manually
actuated for its non safety related function of reducing halogen and particulate concentrations in gases purged
from the primary containment.

The SGTS is designed for the amount of aerosols expected after a postulated loss of coolant accident (I_OCA)
event or a fuel handling accident. The arnount of aerosols released during a severe accident may be much greater.
These can plug 11 .ilsPA fibers and reduce the flowrate through the charcoal filter trains. liventually filter
elements may tear due to excessive aerosol plugging. Given a failure of the lilIPA filters of the SG IS a
significant amount of charcoal bed adsorption may still be maintained |22]. liven in the case when both lil!PA
and charcoal filters fail, operation of the SG 1S may still be desirable because of the paths and release poir.t
associated with the SGTS. On the negative side, the operation of the SGTS fans may reduce the residence time of
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!fission products in the secondary containment and,in the event of a lou of system filters, accelerate the fission
product sclease.

,

3.2 Plant Systems and Resources
;

The plant systerns and resourecs that can be used for severe accident management include those that are designed
ifor emergency containment cooling under accident conditions and those that, through innovative application.can

be used to perform necident management functmns they were not originally designed for. NUlt!!G/ Cit-5474 |3]
has discussed in detail some accident rnanagement strategies related to innovative use of systerns and resource
rnanagement. Although the emphasis of NUllEG/ Cit.5474 is on maintainingeore etmling, the strategies ,

concerned with locating and managing additional water power, and pneumatic supply resources are equally ?

applicable to containment and telease rnanagement (CitM). The plant systems and resources that are important j
'

to CitM are discussed briefly below 1.irnerick plant parameters are used for illustration.
i

3.2.1 Primary Containment Ventilation, Cooling, and Water Supply

in I imerick, ventilation and cooling of the primary containment is normally provided by two systerns: the
containment atmospherie c mtrol (CAC) system and the drywell air cooling system. The 111111 system, used for SP
cooling during normal operation,is used during an accident for emergency cooling of the primary containment. A
short description of these systems is given in this section. Also discussed are the 111111 system's alternate water
sources which can be used in care its normal water source, the suppression pool, is not available. I

'the CAC system of 1.imetiek incorporates features for accomplishing a number of functions, including inerting of ;

the primary containment with nitrogen, purging of the primary containment, limiting the differentialpressure
between drywell and wetwell, taenitoring of hydrogen and oxygen concentrations in the primary containment, and
controlling combustible gas concentration in the primary containment after 1.OCA. The nitrogen inerting part of
the CAC system consists of two liquid nitrogen storage tanks and one steam 4eated water bath vaporlier. It
provides nitrogen to the containment and has a nortnal pressure of 40 psig [23). The containment is inerted by
high volume purging during its normal inerting and de inertingoperations, e.g., during normal startup or
shutdown. There are four high-volume purge lines; a 24-inch drywell purge supply line, a 24 inch drywell purge
exhaust line, a 20; inch wetwrli purge supply line, and an 18-inch wetwell purge exhaust line. Gases from high.

.

volume purging are processed by the SGTS prior to release to the environment, inw volutne purging is used
during reactor operation to maintain the pressure and oxygen eencentration of the primary containment within
specified ranges. It is also used for post 1.OCA oxygen concentration control as a backup to the hydrogen
tecombiner system. I ow volume purging usrs a 1 inch supply line and a 2-inch exhaust line. All of these purge
lines can also be used for containment venting, which is one of the severe accident strategies discussed later in this
report,

Ilhe drywell air cooling system serves to remove heat from the drywell during normal plant operations and to
maintain air circulation in the drywell under accident conditions. It is designed to limit the temperature inside the
drywell to 135T during normal operation and to maintain the drywell atmosphere in a thoroughly mixed condition
Tollowing an accident to prevent stratification of oxygen in the drywell. The drywell air cooling system includes !

:

| eight drywell unit coolers, each of whleh contains two redu~ndant cooling coils and two redundant fans The flow
| rate of each unit cooler is 7,000 efm and the cooling capacity of each cooling coil is 0.575 Miltu hr. Chilled water

j is supplied to the unit coolers by the drywell chilled water system during normal operation and by the reactor
enclosure cooling water system during the loss of offsite power, when the chilled water is not available.

The Itllit system,in its containment cooling operation.is used to prevent execssive containment temperature
following a I.OCA so that containment integrity is maintained. The 111111 system in I imeiiek is comprised of four
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i independent hiops. liach kop contains a motor-driven pump, piping, valves, instrumentation. and controls. 'lhe
; RilR pumps take suction from the suppression pool and are powered by the emergern diesel generators if offsite

power is not available. Two of the hmps have heat exchangers that are cooled by the RilR senice water:

(RilllSW). 'lhe heat exchanger in each hiop is estimated to have a heat ternoval capacity of approximately 122
Miltu:hr (based on a 95T senice water temperature and a 21TF suppression pool temperature). 'lhe combined
heat removal capacity of both RilR heat exchangers is aluut 2.2'Ir of the rated thermal power of the reactor. 'the
RilR heat removal capacity may be higher if the pool temperature is bi ,her than 212^F, but corrosion ort

biofouling could also reduce this capacity significantly. *lhe RllR system can be operated in either the suppression
pool c >oling (SpC) mode or the containment spray (CS) mode for containment cooling, lloth of these modes are
manually actuated. Since they share systems with the RilR core injection mode, their use is prohibited by an
interlock, unless the core has been refkioded to two-thirds the core height. 'ihe untrol roorn operator can
override the intet*ack using a keylock. ,

|
'

The HilR system is designed to take suction from the suppresion pool. An alternate water source is needed in a
severe accident if this normal water source is not available chhst due to an alignment problem or because the
suppression pool water temperature is hign enough to raise mncern about insufficient net positive suction head
(NPSil) and possible damage to the pumps. Alternate watu supplies can be obtained from crosstics with other
plant systems or from sources outside the plant. In Limerick, a crosstic with the RllR service water (RilRSW)
system is already available. The Limerick RllRSW system takes suction from the spray pond, the plant's ultimate
heat sink (UllS). The UllS is design (d to provide cooling water, and act as a heat sink, for the ernergeng senice
water (ESW) system and the RIIRSW system during accident c4mditions. The spray pond has a storage volume of
close to 30 million gallons, and makeup water is available from the Schuylkill river. 'lhe RilRSW system
automatically aligns itself to the spray pond mode upon standby diesel start, and can be manually aligned to a
cooling tower, which cools and recirculates the RilRSW,if this mode is available.

A crosstic of the RilR system can also be made with the fire water (IT) system. The fire water system in
Limerick has a dicsci. driven pump as backup to an electric motor driven pump, and, therefore,could supply water
to the primary containment during station blackout when ac power from both offsite sources and the standby diesel !

generators is not available. Each of the two pumps can provide a flow capacity of 2s0d gpm at 125 psig, and is
capable of taking suction from either of the two 7.2 million gallon cooling tower basins of the two units.

The use of alternate water sources not presently available to the RllR system has also been suggested in previous *

investigations [3b Crosstics may be arranged to make these water sources available to the RilR system. For
,

plants that have multiple units, crosstics of similar systems from different units exist in many cases. These include
the cross-connection of the water storage tanks of various water supply systems. Water sources from outside the
plant include the municipal water system via the use of portable pumps, or the use of offsite tanker trucks or
railroad tank cars.

!

3.2.2 Electric Power and Pneumatic Supply

Electric power and pneumatic supplies are required to support the operation of safety equipment. Their
availabilityis critical to plant safety and accident management. A brief discussion of the electne power and
pneumatic supply systems for I.imerick is given in the following along with their availability and the possible
additionalsources and backup systems that can be used in a severe accident.

,

'lhe Limerick station has two independent sources of offsite power. In the event of the loss of any one of the two
connected offsite power sources, a third independent offsite source can be connected for emergency use to supply
the engineered safeguard loads . The onsite standby ac power is supplied by four independent diesel generators
(eight for both units). liach diesel generator is exclusivelyconnected to one of the four independent standby
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power divisions. 'lhe diesel generators stait automatically on a totalloss of offsite power, liath diesel engine and
I

its related generator circuit breaker are tripped by protectise devices under abnormal conditions such as high,

coolant or lube oil temperature, low coolant or tube oil temperature, or low fuel oil pressure, llowever, some of
these trip signals are bypassed when the diesel generator receives an emergency (l OCA) start signal |2 t[ Por a

,

i

ilWlU5 plant there is an additional diesel generatos dedicated to the llPCS systern.
'

'lhe de power system consists of independent Class Ili and non Clau lli de power systems. In Lime:Ick, there are
four independent divisions of Class 111 de nvems for each unit: two 125c50 V, three-wire systems and two
125 V, two wire systems. Each 125'250 V system is comprised of two 125 V batteries each with its own charger, a
fuse box for protection of each of the several 125 Y power distribution cir'euits supplying 125/250 V motor control;

centers, and two 125 V power distribution pancis. ('lhe 250 V de power is used to supply power for the larger
'

loads, such as de motor-driven pumps and valves. It is supplied by the two 125 V sources of the system, connected
in series and distributed through 250 V de motor control centers.) liach 125 V system is comprised of one 125 Y
battery with itt awn charger, a fuse box, and two 125 V power distribution panels. 'the non.Clau lli de systems '

for Limerick consist of a 250 V non. Class Ili de system and a 125/250 V non. Class !!! system. ~lhe de power can
provide control and switching power to safeguard systems and apparatus, de ausiliaries,and motor operated valves
during station blackout (loss of all ac power), in 1,imerick, the Class Ili batteries have sufficient capacity to supply
the required loads for iciur hours in a station blackout (SitO) event [2[

Strategies to extend the availabilityof electric power have been discussed in NUltlWCit 5474 [3[ l or exarnple,
the availabilityof ac power, from either offsite or emergency diesel generators, can be enhanced by crosstics with ,

other units in a multiple unit station: the operation of the diesel generators can be extended by bypassing certain t

protective trips or changing their trip setpoints if such action will not result in early diesel generator failure; and
battery life can be extended by shedding non essentialloads or with the use of portable battery chargers. 'lhe j

plant de power can also be extended by utilit.ing the non-class lli de systems. Detailed diwussions of these
strategies related to loss of power can be found in NUlmG! Cit-5474.

'Ihe pneumatic supplies in IJmerick are provided by the instrument air, the service air, and primary mntainment
instrument gas (PCIG) systems. 'Ihe instrument air system (IAS) provides filtered dry, oil free, mmpressed air for
air operated control devices and instruments throughout the plant, 'the service air system (SAS) is used to provide
filtered compressed air for service and maintenance operations and to provide a backup to the instrument air
system. 'lhe PClO systern provides a supply of compressed nitrogen gas for operating the pneumatic devices
located in the containment. The IAS backs up the PCIG system through two control room operated valves.

The instrument air system for 1.imerick consists of two full capacity compressors, complete with filter, air dryer,
and af tercooler, During noimal operation, one of the instrument air compressors is selected as the lead
compressor, while the other serves as a standby. Itach IAS compressor has a capacity of 397 scfm and can deliver
compressed air at 110 psig to support the operation of safety related equipment. 'ihe air receiver of each l AS
train has a capacity of 223 fth 'Ihe service air system consists of one full-capacity compressor with a capacity of
397 sefm and a pressure rating of 110 psig. It is arranged as an automatic backup supply to the instrument air
system through the use of a control valve which opens on reduced pressure in the instrument air line. 'lhcre is a
single backup service air system that can supply either of the two 1.imerick units in the case of loss of senice air.

L
' The PCIG system of 1.imerick consists of two full. capacity trains of gas filters, mmpressors, af tercoolers, moisture

'

separators, dryers, receivers, and associated piping, valves, controls, and instrumentation 'the PCIO mmprewors
take suction from the drywell, and each has a capacity of 10 scfm and a pressure rating of 110 psig. 'the gas
receiver of each PClO train has a capacity of 80 ft' and the two trains are cross. connected by a common header.
A backup to the PCIG system is provided by an intertie to the IAS via a normally closed valve remote-manually
operated from the control room. Vital components, such as MSIVs and SitVs, are provided with accumulators to ,

assure reliable function without compressor operation. Some plants, such as 1.imeritk also utilire a long-term,
,
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backup, ufety.related,pneutnatic supply to the Al>S valve accumulators, in 1.hnerick, gas luttles with seistnic |
Category I supports are provided for operation of the Al)S vah'es for seven days and a scistnic Category I etternal
connection is provided outside the reactor enclosure for the operation of the A1)S valves beyond seven days.

,

NUltl(G/CR 5474 |3] has discussed strategies to enable emergeng replenishment of the pneumatic supply for |
safety related air operated components. The optiorn for additionalair supplies include: diesel air comprewors
and additionalonsite storage of bottled gas systernt

3.2.3 Containment Spray System
,

'lhe containtnent spray (CS) system is designed to keep the preuure and temperature loads on the primary
containment within their design basis limits. 'ihe CS system is an operating snode of the IlllR system and shares
components with other operating modes. Two of the four RilR hiops can be utilised by the CS system. Each of

j_ - the two loops forms a completely independent and redundant CS train containing its own motor operated valves,
motor driven pump, heat exchangers, drywell spray header, lhe wetwell spray ring is common to loth loops. *lhe
CS syr, tem normally takes suction from the suppression pml and each of the two CS loops can deliver a flow rate
of 10,000 rpm to the containment,95100% of this flow can be delivered to the dry *cil sprny header with the rest
going to the wetwell spray ring. 'Ihe capability to use the RilRSW system as a CS water source is also available
via an existing crontic (see Section 3.2.1).

t

- In addition to its design function of conta!nment pressure and temperature control, the CS system is also a
significant severe accident management tool because of its ability to remove fiuion products from the containment
atmosphere. If given sufficient time, containment sprays are very effective in reducing airforne mncentrations of
fission product acrosob and vapors. 'ihis can greatly reduce releases in those scenarios involving failure of tuth
the containment and the drywell|4p

,

,

'1here are possible adverse effects associated with the operation of the CS system, particularly after the-

containment has been vented. 'lhese include unacceptable containment negative prenure loads caused by spray
"

operation and containtnent deinerting due to steam condensation allowing the possibility of subsequent hydrogen
. cambustion. 'lhe impact of these potential adverse cifects on containment integrity and the subsequent islease.

profile should be anessed before spray decisions are made. More diwuulon of these items can be found in later
sections of this report dealingwith the llWR !!PGs and the loading conditions during severe accidents.

3.2A_ Primary Containment Venting

Containment venting has been recognized as an important accident management strategy and has been
incorporated in the !!WR EPGs. It is used to prevent containment failure by providing a controlled release of the,

-containment atmosphere if the containment pressure approaches a specified limit. A successfulirnplementation of
a containment venting strategy requires:(1) establishing an optimum venting pressure, (2) identifying and
prioritidng available vent paths, (3) evaluating the flow capacity of the identified vent paths, (4) assessing the
structural capability and loading of the paths during venting,(5) a;' praising potential adverse effects,
(6) investigating the operability of the vent paths under severe accident conditions, and (7) preparing containment
venting guidelines or procedures. Some of the above issues are discussed in the following. More desatiled

- diwussions of these issues and pouible hardware modifications to improve containment venting have been
presented in the hf ark I report on CRht |7).

i 'lhe objective of containment venting in the EWR lipGs is to prevent containment overpressure failure. To
,

reduce the probability of unnecessary radioactivity release,the venting pressure should be set at the highest ;
possible value without failing the containment. Ilowever, there are other considerations for determining venting i
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preuure, in the llWit I?PGs, the primary containment prenure litnit (PCPI ),i e.,the prem for venting
initiation,is defined to be the tener of either (1) the prenure capability of the tontainment,(2) the masitnum
mntainment preuure at yhkh vent vahes can be opencd and dosed to reject decay heat from the containment,
and (3) the matimum co itainment pressure at whith SitW can be opened and will remain opened. In tertain
severe accidents, when o intainment pressure rises rapidly, venting may have to be initiated before the preuvre
limit is reached to avoid containment failure.

As discuued in Section 3.1.1.1, there is significant uncertainty in the preuure capability of the containment.
Although a Mark 11 containment is tested to 1.15 times the design pressure (63 psig for 1,irnerid) and the use of
this pressure auutes containment structuralintsgrity, a higher PCpl. is desirable as well as practical because it h
plausible that containment pressure capabilityis much higher than the design preuure. Since containment strength

~

may deteriorate as containment temperature increases, containment venting decisions may need to acwunt for
temperature alu in 1.imerick,70 psig was selected as the PCPl. |14|. This b about 1J times the design prenure,
greater than its structuralintegri?y test pressure (1.15 times design pressure).

the venting area required to maintain the containment prenure below the PCPl depends on mau and energy
-input rate to the containment attnosphere,which depend 3 on the type of accident sequence that is onutring and
the progression of the accident. The selection of the vent paths is usually limited to esisting primary mniainment
penetrationt in 1.imerick, the penetration lines of the containment purge systems (Sution .t2.1) can be used for
containment venting. Other imes that can be used for containment venting include those awociated with the
integrated leak rate testing (ll.itT, two rLinch lint's) and drywell sump drains (two 4 inch lines). lhe flow
capacitiesof the selected vent paths can be evaluated against predicted energy input rates to auure that they are
suffnient for succenful venting. The evaluation can aim provide information fer selecting the preferred vent paths ,

for a particular accident sequence and accident progrenion conditions,if these are known. l'or cxample, an
NIWS event requires a large venting area in a short duration. In this event it may not be prud(nt to spend time
to open small vent paths first and the above information will help determine the preferred vent paths to be
opened.

A successful implementation of a containtnent venting strategy requires knowledge of the potential adverse effects
aunciated with containment venting. 'lhis will hcip to identify ways to avoid or minimi/c these effects. Pouible

,

adverse effects of containment venting include loss of plant safety equipment due to containment depreuurization
and suppression pool flashing, secondary containment contamination and the resulting loss of safety related
equipment or loss of accessibility for operator actions, and fission product releases to the environment, llecause of
the above potential adverse effects, venting may not lead to a desirable result. l'or example, using peuimistic
assumptions regarding reactor coolant injection failure and secondary containment bypass, the radioactivity release
at Shoreham was predicted to be higher for the venting case than the no venting case {24). 'lhe diect of
mntainment venting for a Mark 11 containment is also affected by the likehhood of downcomer or drain line
failure (by the attack of molten core debris) and the resultant lou of supprewinn pool scrubbing |25).

The installation of an improved hardened vent capability for a llWR plant to remove some of the adverse ef fects
has been discussed by the NitC in the containment performance improvemsnt (CPI) program [2526). Ilowever,
leu definitive conclusions have been rcached regarding the need for improved venting for a Mark 11 containment
than for a Mark I containment. The risk reduction to be gained from improvements to the vent system for a Mark
11 plant maybe less than that for a Matt I plant. As a result, the NRC staff has recommended that u nling be
evaluated as part of the Individual Plant !!xaminations(IPE) process for a Mark 11 plant.17.ach rnark 11 plant
would use its own plant specific hardware and procedures to determine how best to maximize the benefit from
venting and minimite potential adverse ef fects [26].

The ability to operate the vent paths required for a successful containment venting depends on (1) the availability
of electric power and pneumatic supplies,(2) the ability to defeat isolation signals and perform valving and lineup
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operations in the secondary containment. (3) the time and manpower available to perform the required venting
operations,(4) the des:gn and environinental qualification of the equipment, and (5) accessibility to needed venting i

'

equipment if local operation is required. Most of the aluve requirements are dictated by the anident sequence
that is occurring. 'ihorough investigation of vent path operability under sarious severe accident conditions, to
identify problems and rnethods to sutruount these problerm, and (learly defined guidelines or procedures are
essential for the success of containment venting.

3.3 Existing Accident Management Capabilities

Accident management capabilitiescurrently existingin nudcar power plants are based on NitC requirements
described in NURiiG-073 7 regarding ucigency response capability |27) and NUlti!G-0654 regarding radiological
emergeng response plans and preparedness [28).1hc facilities and procedures established in response to thesc ;

requirernents will be used during a severe accident for accident management. The effectivenessof these
capabilitiesin severe accident management needs to be evaluated and information obtained from this evaluation
can be used to modify or extend existing capabilities to improve their effectiveness.

lhe elements of the existing capabilities that are most !:aportant to the investigation of CitM include
(1) emergeng response facilities,(2) existing emergency operating procedures (l! Ops), and (3) the plant
instrumentation and safety parameter display system (SPDS). These items will be discussed below. Generalideas
on extending existing emergency procedures for severe accident management and the relationship between the
extended and existing procedures are also discussed.

3.3J Einergency Response Facilities

lhe emergency response facilities include (1) the technical support center (TSC),(2) the operational support
center (OSC), and (3) the emergency operations facility (IIOF). These facilities are designed to support the

! control room (Cit) during an accident, and will be activated according to the severity of the emergency. Four'

emergency classes (in order of increasing severity) are defined by NUltEO.0654 [28],1 hey are (1) Notification of
Unusual livent,(2) Alert, (3) Site Area I!mergency, and (4) Generallimergency,4

lhe TSC is an onsite facility located close to the control room (within 2 minute walking time) and is designed to
provide management and technical support to the personnel kicated in the control room during emergeng
conditions. Its activation is optional for the Notification of Unusuallivent emergency class, but is required for
Alert and higher classes. Upon activation of the TSC, designated personnel shall report directly to the TSC, and +

the TSC shall achieve full functional operation within about 30 minutes.1he EOF is an offsite support facility for
the management of overalllicer re emergency response.1his involves coordination of raJiological and
environmental assessment, and deiermination of recommended public protective actions. Its activation is optional
for Notification of Unusual Event and Alert emergency classes but required for Site Emergency and General
Emergency classes.1hc OSC is an onsite facility where predesignated operations support personnel can assemble
during en accident. While the OSC is not specifically required by NRC regulations,both the TSC and EOF are

o required facilities.
|

- When activated, the EOF is primarily responsible for the managernent of corporate emergency response resources
and radiologicalemergency response plans.1he TSCis responsible for the management cf plant operations and
provides technical support to reactor operations, thus taking the primary responsibility for the containment and

- release management (CRM) of interest to this report. F artheless, the EOF assumes overall responsibility for
accident management upon its activation.

,

t
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As noted atuve, the TSC is activated during the Alert emergency class. the Alert emergeng class is defined in
Reference 33 as follows: 'livents are in pracess or have occurred which invohc an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the levelof safety of the plant. Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the

'

I!PA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels * lixamples of initiatingconditions for the Alert emergeticy class
include: loss of offsite power and loss of all onsite ac power: failure of the reactor protection system to initiate
and complete a scram which brings the reactor suberitical, and primary coolant 'cak rate greater than 50 gpm.1he
plant conditions when CilM is required will most likely exceed these conditions, and therefore the 'ISC is espected,

to take control of plant operations and emergeng response functions and make accident management decisions
tmtil the EOF is activated. |

'The TSC staff consists of technical, engineering,and senior designated licensee officials. 'the 'ISC perumnel are'

j ' provided with reliable data to determine site and regional status. 'Ihey determine changes in the status, forecast
the status and take appropriate actions. 'lhey are also provided with accurate, complete, and current plant records
essential for the evaluation of the plant under accident conditions. Ilowever, additionalguidelines and
calculationalaids prepared specifically for severe accident rnanagement may be usefulin the 'ISC for more
effective management.

:3.3.2 Existing Einergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs)
!

The emergency operating procedures (I! ops) are plant procedures that direct operator actions needed to mitigate
the consequences of transients and accidents that have caused plant parameters to execed reactor protection
system set points or enginected safety feature set points. or other established limits (29). 'the technical basis of an

- individualplant's liOPs are the llWR limergency Procedure Guidelines (liPGs), Revision 4, prepared by the !

General Electric Company [15|.

'lhe llWR EPGs Revision 4 are functionally divided into four Fuidelines:(1) the itPV control guideline,(2) the
primary ccmtainment control guideline (3) the secondary ccmtainment control guideline, and (4) the radioactivity
control guideline. Three of the four guidelines,i.e., Guidelines 2,3 and 4, are related to ;ontainment and release
controls. The EPGs are symptomatie guidelines: Operators' actions are based on the values of the c<mtrol
variables,e.g. suppression pool temperature,and not on their judgement _ regarding what types of events are
occurring,

t

llecause the procedures are symptom based, the operator should be able to follow the procedures well into a
severe accident by observing selected plant variables. Ilowever, some of the assumptions on which the lipGs are

,

based may not be adequate for severe accidents. Operator actions limited to the present EPGs may not be
optimum or even appropriate for severe accident management. Additional guidelines for severe accidents may
need to be developed, and the decision to switch from one guideline to another during the progression of a severe
accident may also need to be addressed. 'Ihe EPGs that ere related to containment and release control are briefly
discussed in the following sections.

3.3.2.1 Primary Containment Control Guideline

The purpose of the primary c(mtainment control guideline is to maintain primary containment integrity and protect
equipment in the primary containment. The entry conditions to this guideline used in a Mark 11 containment are
(1) high suppression pool temperature (e.g., above 95 *F), (2) high dcywell temperature (e.g., aluve 135"F),
(3) high drywell pressure (e.g , above 2 psig), (4) high or low suppression pool water level, or (5) high containment
hydrogen concentration (e.g., greater than 19) [15). The entry conditions given above are symptomatic of tuth
emergencies and events which may degrade into emergencies. Entry into the procedures does not necessarily
mean that an emergency has occurred.
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'lhe primary containment wntrol n wnterned with monitoring and controlling of the temperature and pressure of
the drpell. the temperature and water lesel ol the suppression pwl, and the hydrogen and osygen mncentrations
in the containment. According to the guidehnes, the operator should first try to wntrol the variables within
predetermined limits using normal plant equipment. If this faik and mntaintm nt conditions furth(r degrade, the
operator should then carry out the itPV wntrol guideline to shut down the reactor, to perform emergenty itPV
depressuritation.and/or to take additional actions to secure wntainnient integrity and equipment protection,
actions such as containment venting and spraying or switching the suttion source for emergenty moling system
pumpt

'lhe design assessment loading conditions, suth as those from I OCA and SitV actuation, are the basis for some of
the actions specified in the 14WR I PGs. Iloth the suppression pool air bubble load hum SitV actuation and the
pool swell load from i OCA vent dearing depend on the amount of noncondensible gases discharged to the _

suppression pool. lhe wnlainment loads f rom thne events af ter significant core degradation has occurred will be
different than those uscJ for design assessment, Consequently,containtnent damage may happen prior to the time
expectedin the liPGs if the heads under sesere accident conditions are more wrious. Since in a severe accident
the SitV loading condition occurs only if the itPV is not depressuriecd, and the i OCA pool swell loading
condition occurs only for a high pressure vessel breath, both loading conditions could be avoided by keeping the
itPV depressuri/cd.

3J.2.2 Secondary Containment Control Guldtline

'lhe purimes of the secondary containment wntrol guideline are to maintain the integrity of the secondary
containmt nt, to proted the equipment in the secondary containment, and to limit radioactive releases to the
secondary containment and the environment. lhe secondary containment wntrol guideline is concerned with
monitoring and controlling the temperature, radiation leveh, and w ater levek in the secondary containment. In
general, when the value of any of the abm e control variables neceds its predefined masimum operating limit the
operator is instructed to take actions to maintain the value within the limit and,if thk fails, to isolate the systerns
that are discharging into the problem area.1:inally,if the conditions further deteriorate,the operator should take
action by entering the itPV control gu lelice to shut down the plant or to carry out emergency itPV
depressurization.

/J. J Radioatthity itelease Control Guiddine

'lhe purpose of the radioactivity release control guidcline k to limit radioactive rdcase outside the primaiy and
secondary containments. Similar to the secondary containtm nt control guideline, the approach taken in the l{ ops
is to direct actions to dt termine and isolate the source of the release and at the same time to er vie that the
operators take proper action with respect to plant operation even if the wurce cannot be readily identified or if
isolation ef forts are not successful. l'or reasons similar to those discussed above, during a severe accident the
plant may have deteriorated to a state such that the procedures provided in this guideline become impractical.
Operator ef forts should then be concentrated on reducing offsite radioactivity release using plant features
discussed in Sedions 3.1 and 3.2, such as (1) reducing the amount of fission products in the primary containment
atmosphere,(2) providing fission product scrubbing in the primary containment by wntainment spray or pool
scrubbing, and (3) enhancing the fission product retention capability of the secondary containment.

3J.2.4 Additional Guidelines for Containment and Release Management

The existing liPGs extend wdl beyond the design basis accidents and indude many actions appropriate for severe
accident management. llowever, the existing EPGs may not be appropriate or effective for the management of a
severe accident af ter signihcant core damage has devdoped for the following reasons- (1) Ihe initiating and
limiting conditions for some operator actions are derhed f rom assumptions of wntainment noncondensible gas
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content that may not be appropriate for severe accidents alter core damage,(2) some of the procedures that emer
the early stage of an emergency are not applicable in the late stage of an accident but may still command the
operator's attention and thus become a distraction, and G) if a severe accident progresses to a certain stage, the i

emphasis shifts to the control of fission product release which is not speafically covered for severe ascident ,

iconditions in the existing !!PGs.
!

To focus the attention of the operating personnel on severe accident managment a separate guideline specifically i

prepared for severe accident management,instead of modifying and extending esisting liPUs to cover the whole
range of severe accident conditions, may be desirable. Some of the later parts of the existing 1:PGs ruay be
incorporated into the severe accident management (SAM) guideline for a smoother transition. A logical transition ,

point from existing!!PGs to SAM puidelinesis when significant core damage has occurred. SAM includes luth in- :'

vessel and ex.vesselmanagement, the present study of containment and release management (CRM) considers only
the ex. vessel part of SAM. >

'lhe CRM guidelines may have a similar general structure as that of the esisting liPGs, by specifying operator
actions based on plant symptoms, to guard against serious misdiagnosis. Ilowever, the CRM guidelines should be ,

more flexible because of the large uncertaintiesin our understanding of plant capabilities and severe accident |

phenomenologies. 'the guidelines should pay adequate attention to (1) innovative use of available equipment and
resources for accident management, and (2) diretth :tions to recover lost, or identify alternate, equipment and
resources. As discussed in Section 3.3.1 the 'ISC is most likely activated and in control of plant emergency
functions when LRM activities are dt manded. 'the TSC has the capability to assess severe accident conditions and
is suitable to manage the accident following more flexible guidelines. Ilowever, specilie TSC personnel should be
designated to take definite responsiMlities to assure suo essful severe accident management.

.

3.3.3 Instrutnentation, SPDS, and Emironmental Qualification

The instrumentation required to nuess the plant and its enviroa during and following an accident is described in
Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 3) |30]. 'lhere are five types of variables to be rnonitored during an accident and
c.ccording to their importance to safety they are separated into three design and qualification criteria categories.
'Ihe five types are: Type A, those variables that provide primary information needed to permit the control room
operating personnel to take the specified manually controlled actions for which no automatic control is provided
and that are required for safety systems to accomplish their safety functions for design basis accident events: Type r

H, those variables that provide information to indicate whether plant safety functions are being accomplished; Type
C, those variables that provide information to indicate the potential for being breached or the actual breach of the
bariiers to fission product release;~1ype D, those variables that provide information to indicate the operation of
individual safety systems and other systems irnportant to safety, and Type li, those variables to be monitored as
required for use in determining the magnitude of the release of radioactive materials and for continuously
assessing such releases |30).

Certain control room instrument indications that are essential to the emergency response capaHlity of the nuelcar
plant are displayed on the Safety Parameter Display panel. NRC requirements for the Safety Parameter Display
System (SPDS) design are specified in NUREG41737 |27]. The SPDS is required to provide a concise display of
critical plant variables to the_ control room operators to aid them in rapidly and seliably determining the state of
the plant. It shall provide sufficient information to plant operators about (1) reactivitycontrol, (2) reactor core
cooling and heat removal from the primary system (3) reactor coolant system integ*ity,(4) radioastivity control,
and (5) containment conditions. The design of the SPDS shall be integrated with the design of instrument displays
based on Regulatory Guide 1.97 guidance and the development of function oriented einergency operating
procedures (liOPs).

.
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A set of the five types of variables specified in llegulatory Guide 1.97 is available in leth the ~1SC and the lioli.
In addition, all sensor data and cakulated variables not specified in llegulatory Guide 1.97 but included in the
data sets for the hPDS will also be available for display in leth emergen y response facilities. ^1his will help the
TSC and !!OF to make severe accident rnanagernent decisions. Ilowever, under some accident conditions, such as,

'

that in a station blackout sequence, some plant instrumentation information that may help in severe accident
management could be lost. Contingency plans for obtaining plant information (for example, using local instrument
taps) may be of beneht.

1he three qualification categories referred to aluve are defined in Position 1.4 of llegulatory Guide 1.97 as
follows: *In general, Category 1 provides for full qualification, redundancy, and continuous real time display and
requires onsite (standby) power. Category 2 provides for qualification that is less stringent in that it does not (of
itself) include seismic qualification,redundanty, or continuous display and requires only a high. reliability p>wer
source (not necenarily standby power). Category 3 is the least stringent. It provides for high-qualitycommercial-
grade equipment that requires only offsite power? I or luth Category 1 and 2 variables, the instrumentathm
should be quahfiedin accordance with llegulatory Guide 1.89 [31). 'lhere is no specific provision for the
qualification of Category 3 equipment.

The enviror,rnental qualification of the Category I and 2 equipment includes consideration of temperature,
pressure, humidity, and radiation mnditions. It also awounts for the effects of sprays and themicals. 'lhe
environmental profiles described in 11!!!!! Std 3231974 |32) are acceptable to llegulatory Guide 1.89 [31|, 'lhey
are based on the petulated design basis accident event (l.OCA events) with additional margins to cover
uncertainties. 'lhe margins required for the qualification curver are: an increase of 15'F for the temperature
profile, an increase of 10% gauge pressure for the pressure profile, and an increase of 10% in the time period the

,

equipment is required to be operational.11!!!!! Std 3231974 calls for qualification for a typicalintegrated '

radiation dose of 26 Megarads and a spray exposare of demineralitedwater at a rate of 0.15 gal' min /f t'. 'the
instruments outside the primary containment are qualified for the expected environmental conditions, which may

. be less severe than those within the primary containment and are plant i.pecific.
,

- Instruments whose ranges extend beyond the qualification values specified in ll!!!!! Std 3231974 are required by
llegulatony Guide 1.97 to follow the guidance provided in ANS-4.5 [33] for equipment qualification: 'lhe value of
the maximum range,instead of the salue obtained from the design basis accident events, of the rnonitorcd variable
is to be used as the peak value in the qualification profile. Only the qualification profile of the measured variable
needs to be extended and the other profiles remain as those derived from design basis accident events. 'Ihe _ ;

environmental qualification of the containment pressure instrument for detecting |vtential containmcnt breach is
an example: While the peak value obtained from design basis accident events is almut the design piessure, the ,

- required instrument range is four times the design pressure (for a steel containtnent). 'this instrument is therefore !

quahfied for a pressure of four times design pressure. Ilowever, the qualification temperature is still that from
design basis accident events.

'lhe availabilityof an instrument during n station blackout sequence depends on its power supply and seems to be
_ plant specific, in general, all controt soom instrument information will be lost after the depletion of all station
batteries. Since station blackout (Silo) contributes significantly to the total core damage frequency for 1.imerick,
lack of instrument indication during Silo presents a serious problem for CitM particularly after the depletion of
plant batteries. Methods to obtain plant status information without electric power need to be identified. l'or
example, drpell temperature information could be available at indicators accessible from outside the control
room, suppression chamber and drywell temperature information can be obtained by monitoring installed
thermocouple elements using a portable self powered potentiometer, and containment pressure information may

- be availaMe from mechanical presure gauges. The plant information that is not readily available in the control
room but can be obtained elsewhere in the plant during station blackout will be plant specific. It is important to
identify the availabilityof means to access and manpower requir d to collect informati n n t leadily tivailable in, , e o o
the control room. An independent power supply for plant parameters that are important to CitM such as that

,

recommended by CPI for itPV depressurimlion may also be desirable.
|
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Table 3.1 Domei.:lc itWR l'acilities With the Mark 11 Containment Splem ;

.

Plants tJcensed
for ilWR Operation IJtensee Net MWe/ttn. IlWR Type

,

LaSalle Units 1 and 2 Commonwealth Edison 1.026 5 ;

IJmerick Units 1 and 2 Philadelphia Electric Co. 1,055 4

Nine Mile l'oint 2 Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. l.072 5

,

Shoreham' long Island IJghting Co. 809 4

,

Susquchanna Units 1 and 2 Pennsylvania Power & l.ight Co. 1,035 4

WNP2 Washington Public Power Supply System 1,095 5
_

'1he Shoreham unit received a full pwer operating license on April 20,1989, it achieved criticahty and pratuced gmer, but cl<med before h
could begiti mmmetelal otwration by agreement between the tong liland lighting Company and New York Staic. t

,

i
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TmMe 3.2 Comparison of Rated Power and Containment Design Characteristics of Mark II Plants
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4 Strategy Identification
,

'the strategy identification process used in this report is the sarne as that discussed in a previous report on Mark I
containments [7|. litisting information on severe accidents is reviewed to identify (1) the r,hallenges a Mark 11
containtnent could face during the course of a severe accidcnt,(2) the mechanisms behind these challenges, and
(3) the strategies that can be used to rnitigate thcsc shallenges. A systematic method utilidng a simplified event
tree structure is employed to guide the review effort. One result of this examination is a safety objcethe tree<

which presents in a tree structure the relationship between the safety objectives of accident management, the safety
functionc needed to preserve these objectives, the challenges to the safety fumtions, the mechanhms causing these
challenges, and the strategies to counter these mechanisms and thus mitigate the effects of the (hallenges.

1 ,

in the following sections, the containment and release event tree (CRlfr) used for strategy identificationis bric0y ;

discuned. (A more detailed discunion can be found in the Mark I report |7].) His is followed by a diwuuion of !,

the challenges and strategiesidentified by the proccu and a presentation of the safety objective tree which
summarites the results of this identification effort (l'igure 4.2). !

!

4.1 Containment and Release Event Trees {
ne containment and release event trees (CRiffs) used in the present investigation are sirnplified containment f

'

event trces covering the different phases of a severe accident. Each CRiil covers a time period of distinct plant
status characterhtics and distinctive emphasis of severe accident rnanagernent (SAM) activities. He early CRITI'
estends from tbc beginning of an accident, up to the time when the reac'or prewure vessel (RPV) breaches.

,

Procedures based on existing liPGs are expected to be applicable and carried out during the early part of this |
period before significant core degradation occurs. In-venci severe accident management activities to prevent core
damage.or retain the core in the RPV il core damage is unavoidable,will be ernphasized during this time. He
late CRIIT covers the time period between venci breach (VH) and containment failure (CF). De primary

; objective of SAM activities during the late CRist is to maintain containment integrity. De release CRisi covers
the time period alter containment failure, llere the emphasis of SAM activitiesis to minimize the cornequence of
offsite fission product releases. Since containment failure could occur in any phase of an accident, procedures
based on existing liPGs or in vessel activities may be carrled out concurrently with release management activities.
Figure 4.1 shows the time phases of accident progression, as well as the time phases covered by the Citifls and
the accident management guidelines (including the existing EPGs).

. liesides being used for challenge and strategy identification.the CRiiTs could aho be used to quantify the risk
'

reduction offered by the strategies,and as a severe accident management tool for ascident management decision
making. Rese aspects of the Chirl' hny;been discussed in the Mark I report |7).

4.2 The Identification of Challenges, Mech !nisms, and Strategies
;

ne CRIITs are used to examine some important accidcnt sequences to identify the challenges, the mechanisms
behind these Allenges, and the strategies which can rnitigate these challenges. Most recent information on

7
containmen , ' at trees (Cirr),or accident progression event trees (APl!T),is availablein the NURl!G il50
report and its supporting documents. Since the Mark 11 containment is not one of the containment designs
evaluated in NURIIG ll50 [4], such information for a Mark 11 containment is not provided in Reference 4.
Ilowever, similar information for Mark 11 containments can be found in the doeurnents on probabilhtic risk
assessments (PRAs) prepared by the utilities [34 37), review of these Pitas by NRC contractors [38,39), and
studies associated with NRC's CPI program |12.13].

The data provided in the NURl!G,il50 documents, although not specifically prepared for a Mark 11 containment,
can still be usefulin the evaluation of accident progression in a Mark 11 containment. Table 4.1 presents the
values of sorne the plant parameters for a Mark 11 (nntaintnent (l.imerick) and other llWit containment types that
are included in the NUREG ll50 study (Peach llottom for Mark I and Grand Gulf for Mark Ill). Table 4.1
shows significant similarity between a Mark I containment and a Mark 11 containment. Ilowever, there are
differences that may affect the progression of a severe accident. The containtnent free volume of a Mark 11

41 NUREG/CR-5805
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,

omtainment is greater than that of a htark I containment (by about 30-40%).1he containment prenure rise for a
hlark 11 containment frorn mass and energy addition during a severe accident may therefore be slower than that
for a htark I containtnent. 'lhis results in a longer duration to containment overpressure failure, and allows 3

iadditional time to plant personnel for nu inment venting and emergency resp (mst operationt

in addition to the parametea preser ted in Table 4.1, the relative configuration of the drywell, the supprenion
pool, and the wetwellis also important to accident progrenion. For luth hiark I and htark || containments, the ;

- drywell and the wetwell are separate cornpartments connected by a vertical downcomer vent system. lhis is in !

contrast to a htark lit containment, where the wetwell enthu.es the drywell, and a horiront d vent system connects
these two volumes.1hc consequence of a drywell failure is therefore similar between a htark I and a htark 11

'

containtnent, but quite diffett nt for a hiatk 111 containtnent. Ilowever, despite the general similarity between a
htark I and a htark 11 containment, there are specific features that are different in these two containment types
which have important c(fects on the psogression and tensequence of a severe accident.1hc smaller drywell(knot
area and the steel d F construction for the htark I containment tnake it snore liable to drywell khell melt through !

(by the attack of the hot core debris dissharged from the 1(PV after vesselbreach)< On the other hand the ;

location of the downcorners and the design of the in. pedestal region for the htark 11 containtnent make it more !

liable to a suppression pool bypau af ter venel bremh (Section 3.1.13), 'lhe melt through of the drywellihmt by
the corium is also more likely for a htark 11 containment than a htark I containment because af the smaller
drywell floor thicknew of the htark 11 containment. While a drpellIkior failure for a htark 11 (ontaintnent allows
the corium to fallinto the supprenion pool, resulting in a supprenion pool bypan and fuel emlant interaction
(I CI), a sirnilar failure for a hia:L i containtnent will result in a breach of the containment and fission product
release to the environment.

The important sequences that can lead to a severe accident (or plant damage states, PDS*) include station
blackout (Silo), anticipated transient without scram (A1WS), transients, loss of coolant accident (1,0CA), and
loss of containment heat ternoval(IW sequence). Table 4.2 shows the contributions from these PDSs to the total
plant core damage frequency (CDit) for 1imerkk (hlark 11), Peach llottom (htark 1), Grand Gulf, and a generic
htark 11 containment used in the CPI program (based on a llWlO4 plant), l'or the plants presented in Table 4.2,

'

luth I.imerick and Peach Hottom utilire a llWlU4 reactor design and use a turbine driven llPCI system for the
high pressure liCCS. Grand Gulf utilites a llWlU6 restor design and uses a motor driven llPCS system with a
dedicated diesel generator for the high pressure !!CCS, a feature similar to those htark 11 plants utilidng a llWlO5
reactor design. In general, Sito is the largest contributor to the total CDF for all llWit containment types.
Transients, as shown in Table 4.2, are a large contributor to the CDF of a hiaik 11 containment. The leading
transient sequence is normally the one where the high pressure injection is lost and the kiw pressure injection is

.

not available due to a IIPV depressuri7ation failure (a TOUX sequence). The large contribution of transient
sequences to the total CDF of a htark 11 containment is partly because of the use of a higher ADS failure!

probability (based on the ADS initiation logie prior to the recommended modification by iteference 40). Another
"

..important sequence shown in Table 4.2 is the A1WS sequence, it is a significant contributor to the total CDl; for
all containment types. 'the smaller contribution of KlWS tequences to the 1.imerick CDF is partly due to the
several NIWS related enhancements carried out in 1.irnerick (i.e., alternate rod insertion and automatic, two train
standby liquid control), and may not be typical for other htark 11 plants. the other sequences shown in Table 4.2,
1 OCA and 'lW, are less important and are negligible in the analyses of some plants. The Silo, A1WS, and
transient sequences can be further divided into a fast sequence and a slow sequence, in NUltliG ll50, a fast
accident sequence is defined as one with core damage occurring in a short time after accident initiation

-(approximately I hour), and a slow accident sequence is defined as one with core damage occurring in the long
term after accident initiation (approximately 12 hours).,-

'lable 43 shows the timing of key events for some accidert sequences.1he value shown in the table are from
calculations by the source term code package (STCP) <11,14] or a combinadon of the llWIbl|l'AS, llWitSAlt,

|~ and hilil Colt |13) codes, and are typical for accident pt- pssion withou any operator intcivention. Table 43
shows that containment failure could occur at different umes it, CI'erent 'equences Although not shown in Table
43, the sequence of the key events for a 1W sequence would te & urae as that for the slow A1WS sequence,i

| except that the time intervals between Key events are mueb Emger Tycal time to containment failure is expected

| NUltliG!Cib5805 42
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:

to be g cater than one day (30 hours for Peach flottom), and twical time interval between venel breach and
containment failure is also very long (20 hours for Peach Ikittom) because of the redu6cd decay power with time.

.

!

1hc sequences of key events may be changed due to variation in plant parameters or by operator actions. l'or !

example,the containment would fail at vessel breach for the f ast AlWS sequence presented in Table U if a
containment failure pressure of 110 psig, instead of 130 psig, was auumed in the S'lCP calculation.1he
containment could also fail at, or before, vessel breach in a slow Silo sequence if the battery life was extended
much longer (than six houis used in the calculation), or an alternate water supply was h>cated and used for core r

injection.

1he accident sequences discussed ateve have been examined in the challenge and strategy identification process.
'lhe challenges, mechanisms, and strategies identified in the various time phases of a severe awident are discuwed
in the following. The important time phases, as shown in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.1, include the very early phase, !
before significant core melt has developed; the early phase, between the end of the very early phase to slightly
after vessel breach; the late phase, when the core debris is discharged to the reactor cavity and core. concrete +

interaction (CCI) is in progrtr,s; and the release phase, w hen containment integrity is lost.
:

l'or car Ahere similarity exists between a h1 ark 11 and a hiark I containment, only brief discussion Will be
presented in this report. More detailed discussions for these cases can be found in the Mark I report |7).

t

4.11- The Very Early Phase - |

lhe challenges to containment integrity during the very early phase, before significant core melt has developed,
include suppression pool (SP) boundary loads and containment prenure loads (Table 4.4). The mechanisms that

j may cause significant SP boundary loads include (1) SitV air clearing and (2) SitV steam condensation. The
' mechanisms that cause significant containment pressure loads include U) lou of pressure suppression capability

either due to high SP temperature or SP bypass and (2) inadequate coratainment heat removal (Cillt). lhe ,

drywell temperature may exceed its design value in sorne accident sequences but it will not reach a value that
challenges containment integrity in this very early phase. SP temperature may also reach a level that may cause
damage to pumps which take suction from the SP. This concern has been discussed in Section 3.1.2.2 and will be j

addressed later in strategies rdated to resource management.
;

!!xisting liPGs [15] are expected to be applicable Juring this phase of an accident. De control variables in the
primary containment control guideline include SP temperature and wr.ter level, containment pressure and
temperature, and containment hydrogen and osygen concentrations. When the value of a control variable exceeds
its predefined limit the operator is insttucted to use designed plant features, e.g., the primary containment cooling
systems discussed in Section 3.2.1, to maintain it within limits, if this, effort is not successful, the operator will then
take additionalactions to mitigate the effects of thi* abnormal plant condition

SP Iloundary inade The SP boundary loads are design assessment loads of a llWit containment, and, as such,
the containment has been assessed for these loads under normal or design basis accident conditions, or operating
procedures have been established to prevent plant conditions from reaching specific limits to ensure that
unacceptable loading conditions would not occur, (e.g., the suppression Iwl levellimits or the suppression pool
heat capacity temperature limit, ilCTL). Ilowever, during a severe accident, these limits may be exceeded due to
the loss of certain plant safety functions. Furthermore, the loads that could occur concurrently with the SP
boundary loads during a severe accident may be diffcrent frorn thase used in the design assessment.17or example,
the containment may experience a high containment pressure kiad during this phase of a severe accident. A
combination of ~ ae SP boundary loads and the high containmen' pressure load may result in containment failure
earlier than expected. The strategies that can be used to eliminate these loads are presented in Table 4.4. More '

,

detailed discussions can be found in the Mark I report [7].'

i

Containment Pressure Inadt The primary ccuse of an unacceptable containment pressure load is the lack of
adequate containment heat removal (CllR) capability. This may occur either in an KlWS sequence or a 'lW ,

.

43 NURI;&CR 5805
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sequence. The containment prenure risen vary rapidly in the NIWS sequence and as a consequence the
containment may failin a short time (Table 43). At the other end of the spectrum, the preuure riw in a 'lW
sequence is much slower. ~lhe designed C1111 capability is kut in a 'lW sequence either due to a failure of the
Illill system to deliver water to the cot:tainment.or the km of the Rllit heat exchangers. Although containment
spray is operationalin the latter eaw, the delivery of the saturated suppression pool water ta the containment
atmosphere cannot repress containtnent pressure rise. Ilow(ver, containment sprays can be uwful if an alternate
cool water supply is used for the spray system. ~lhe spray of cool water into the containment atmosphere will slow
down the containment pressure increaw rate and thus estend the time available for secovery. [the use of an
alternate water supply for the 111111 system has two discuued in Section 141.) Additionally, the heat generated
by the reactor core can also be removed from the reactor by in. vessel strategies such as the uw of the reactor
water cleanup (RWCU) system in its blowdown mode or the recovery of the main condenser as a heat sink. As a
last resort, containment venting can be used to prevent, or delay, containment failure if the other strategies Iall to
prevent the containment prewure from rising, important inues regarding containtnent venting have been
discussed in Section 12.4.

_

4.2.2 The Earh Phase

The early phase of a severe accident covers the time period between the onset of core melt to shortly alter vouci
breach (Vli). This phase is characterlied by increasing radioactivity and hydrogen gas in the containment
atmosphere. The primary containment area radiation and hydrogen ementration monitoring systems can provide
the information needed to deduce core damage. Additionalinformation such as those from in.venel
instrumentation or other area radiation monitoring systems can also provide useful diagnostic information. This
phaw is further divided into two time periods, the time period before vessel breach and the one af ter veswl
brezh, The challcnges, mechanisms, and strategiesin the two time periods are prewnted in Table 4.5 and are
discussed below.

4.2.2.1 liefore Vessel tirrach

'the challenges to containment integrity during this time period include the SP boundary load and the containment
pressure and temperature loads.

SP lloundary i nads: Suppression pool boundary loads due to SRV actuation will occur if the RPV remains at _

high pressure during sore degradation. Since the mass of noncondensible gases discharged into the SP is much
greater than that originally in the SRV discharge line, used as the basis for the design assessment load, the SP
boundary load from SRV actuation af ter core melt will be different, and may be greater, than the design
assessment load. This SRV air clearing load will add to the containment pressure, and the combined load may
threaten containment integrity. Since the SRV air clearingload is caused by high pressure SRV actuation, the
load can be mitigated by keeping the RPV pressure low.

'

Containment Preuure I oads: 'lhe sources of containment pressure loads during this time period include the mass
and energy released from the RPV to the containment and hydrogen combustion in the containment. 'Ihey are
discussed in the following.

Mm and Energy Addition During Core Degrudation: The containment pressure load from mau and cnergy
_ addition to the containment atmosphere is primarily due to the heat and gaws generated in the RPV from decay
heat and fuel cladding oxidation. This containment pressure kiad is not expected to cause a significant incicise in
containment failure probability. Analyses showed that contninment failure pressure could be reached during this
time phase in either a slow Silo sequence or an Ali sequence (a large 1.OCA with loss of all core injection). In a
slow Sllo sequence, the combination of the pressure rise during core melt and the pressure rise before core melt
(due to core steam generation from an extended battery operation) may exceed the containment pressure
capability. 'the conditional probability of containment failure was estimated ta be l#7e in the NURl!G.1150
analyses for Peach llottom. Containment failure was avoided in some of the NURl!G 1150 caws by containment
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venting, which was estirnated to have a conditional probabihty of suuru of 11 Mi |41|. In an Alt sequente,
containment o..crpi aure f ailure was predkted to ouur in l'each Itottom by SICP [42]. 'the relcase of the high
temperature gases dirtet .o the dryull(without the cooling by the suppression pool) results in a high
containment pressure load, etterding the containment prosure capabdity. 'this failme pr + ability is not a
significant concern, however, because of the small probabihty of the Ali sequence and the uncertaintit sin hiad
prediction [7b

in general, the containtnent pressure load will be smaller for a Mark || containtnent (than a Mark I containment)
because of its larger volume. The f ailure probabihty for a Mark 11 containment is therclore expe< ted to be smaller
than that estimated for the Mark I centainment (assuming the contianment strength is (omparable). Although ,

unlikely, there could still be a finite probability of containment overpressure failure during this tirne phaw, and
actions are required to mitigate this challenge. 'lhe containment cooling systenn or the containment sprap (using
an alternate cool water supply if ne(esurv) can be used to remove the energy and :t m in the containtnent
atmosphere and thus reduce its preuure. Ilowever, nonconden:.ible gases cannot b( crnoved by these splems
and containment ventir g is required to maintain containtnent pressure if the use of the above miems is not
sufficient to keep the pressure lelow the actoptable limit. Wetwell venting should be used bc(ause the
containme il atmosphere is significantly contaminated at this time.

Il>drogen Combustion: llydrogen concentration in the containment atmosphe;c is influenced by the amount of
fuel cladding oxidited duri, g core degradation, which, in turn, dept nd( on the core rmIt protest Without 1(PV
depresst.ritation,the amount of hydrogen generated during cure degradation of a fast Sito sequence was predicted
to be about 1,100 lb rnoles (from the midation of approximately $3's of the fuel clad,12% of the channelInt
walls, and 1% of the control blade stainless stect). Muth less in. vessel hydrogen generation was predicted if the
1(PV was depressurized by ADS actuation according to the ilWit lipGs ($30 lb-moles from the midation of 23G
of stad,10% of channel tm walls, and 1% of control blade stainless steel [13]). 'lhese predicted values (in Ib-
moles) are significant when compared with the amount of noncondensible gases initially in the containment
(approximately 1,000 lb. moles for I,imerick). With a large portion of this hydrogen released to the containment
(aluut 50's for high RPV pressure cases and 10W1 for low itPV pressure cases) the containment hydrogen
concentration would exceed its combustitde limit,if sufficient mygen is present, Since a Mark 11 containment is
inerted, hydrogen combustion should not take plate. llowever, oxygen may be introduced to the containment
during an accident if instrument air,instead of instrument nitrogen,is used for equipment operation (Section
3.2.2). Oxygen can also enter the containment through the containment venting system (Section .t2.1) or be
generated by radiolysis. 'lhis can occur due to low containment pressure, as a result of containment venting and
containtnent sprays (Sections 3.2A and 3.2.3). ,,

in cases where the containment atmosphere's composition reathes the combustible limit, containment venting and
purging can be used to alter the composition to below the combustible limit. l'or I.imerit L, the CAC system
discussed in Section 3.2.1 can be used to supply nitrogen to the containment for containment senting and purging.
Ilowever, the CAC system rnay not have sufficient pressure head and capacity to achieve ar, etfectise containment
hydrogen control under severe core degradation conditiont Containment venting, although unable to change the
containn cnt atmospheric composition, can be used to reduce the amount of combustible gases in the containment
and the containment pressure before hydrogen wmbustion. 'lhe use of containment venting can thus reduce the
inipact of hydrogen combustion by reducing the base pressure before hydrogen wmbustion and the amount of
hydrogen burned. On the down side, hydrogen combustion during tontainment venting will result in a significant
driving force for the release of ' sotaMment atmosphere and the fission products it contains besides causing
structural damage and igniu" enal fires.

As discussed in the Mark I report. the containment spray is a very important system for severe accident
management. 'lhe containment spray may mitigate hydrogen combustion by the following mechanisms: (1) Spra)
droplets on the order of 20 microns or less in diameter can significantly rai e the lower flammabilitylimit for
hydrogen combustion;(2) sprays can enhance cooling of the burned gases and therefore cause pressures and
temperatures to decrease more rapidly to precombustion levels; and (3) water sprays may have the potentialof
reducing the probability of detonation [43[ llowever, there is considerable uncertainty in droplet si/c in the

.t .5 NUlti:0 Cit-5805
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containnant during severe accidents, it is not clear whether droplets of site 20 microns or less would form in a
containment atmosphere under conuitions psotulated for a severe accident scenario. Moreover,large water-
droplet sprays tend to increase flame speeds by promoting mixing in lean hydrogen. air mixtures and cause petk
pressures to be closer to the adiabatic. constant-volume values l'urthermore, containment sprays will change the
containment atmosphere composition by removing steam (a diluent) from the containment atmosphere and may
thus increase the probability of hydrogen combu., tion. According to the llWR EPGs, containment sprays are used
when mntainment (either the drywell or the wctwell) bydrop. mncentration reaches Mi and containment oxygen
concentration is above 5% The use of containment sprays as a means to mitigate hydrogen combustion is in
general desirable but careful monitor and control of containment conditions is required to avoid any of the
potential adverse effects discussed abwe.

Containment TenJperature 1 oad: liigh drpell temperatures are more probable during this time phase if the hot
gases generated in the RPV are released directly to the drywell, bypassing the suppression pool. A very high
drvwell temperature was predicted foi the AE sequence of Peach llottom [42). liigh containment temperature can
fail the containn'ent thermally or fail the containment by a combination of high pressure and high temperature _

(Sec'an 3.1.1.1). Containment cooling and drywell spray can be used to cool the drywell atmosphere and reduce
the probability of containment failure.

4.2.1.2 After Vessel lirtach

As shown in Table 4.5, the loads that challenge containment integrity after vessel breach include (1) SP
hydrodynamic loads, (2) containment pressure loads, and (3) transient pressure differentialloads on the RPV
pedestal created during high pressure melt ejection (ilPME). '1hese loads could fail the conta:r. ment during or
shortly after vessel breach and result in significant fission product release to the environment. Since there m'y nat
be sufficient time for plant operation personnel to take mitigating actions, any etrategies must be :arried out
before vcasel breach to be effective. 'lhe mechanisms and strategies related to these challenges are discussed
below.

SP II !mdynamie I oadv immediately following a high pressure vessel breach, the pressure and temperature ofh
the drywell atmosphere will increase rapidly. This pressure increase will clear the water column initially in the
downcomer vent, cause a gas bubble to form at the exit of the downcomer vents, and result in a pml swell in the
bulk mode (i.e., a slug of solid water accelerated upward by the air bubble). The mass and energy additions
associatad with the blowdown of the primary system after vessel breach are different from those of a IDCA event.
Iloth the amount of noncondensible gas (i.e., hydrogen) and the temperature in the primary system can be higher
than in a 1 OCA event. 'Ihe loading conditions associated with suppression pool hydrodynamics due to the
blowdown of RPV gases and molten core debris may challenge containment integrity when combined with other
containment loads. Since the SP hydrodynamic loads are caused by a high pressure RPV blowdown, their effects
can be mitigated by maintaining the RPV at low pressure before vessel breach. =

Containment Pressure I oads: The mechanisms that can cause rapid containment pressurization and possible
containment failure at vessel breach are (1) mass and energy addition to the containment atmosphere at vessel
breach,(2) direct containment heating (DCil), and (3) fuel. coolant interaction (FCl). Early wetwell venting to
reduce the initial onhinment pressure before vessel breach is suggested in Table 4.5 as a strategy to reduce the
probability of coi t ament failure from rapid containment pressurization for all of the above mechanisms. Since
early venting may result ic unnecessary fis<' n product release if containment integrity can be maintained without
venting,it should be used with extreme caution. Since Vil is difficult to pinpoint, early veuting could result in an
open vent path at Vil. This and other important issues on containment venting have been discussed in Section
3.2.4.

% Mass and Energy Addition at VH; The degree of containment pressure rise resulting from a high pressure RPV
di blowdown depends on t'.:e amount of steam and hydrogen stored in the RPV and their tem; tute immediately

before vessel breach. Containment failure at vessel breach may o aur for an Sito sequence or a fast A'IWS
sequence due to the combined effect of high containment pressure before vessel breach and the containment
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pressure rise from the high pressure blowdown (about 50-70 psi, predicted by the SI'CP and MELCOR for fast
and slow SBOs and N1WS [11,13]). Although containment failure was not predicted to occur in either of the
above sequences in Table 4.3, containment failure cannot be totally ruled out because there is considerable
uncertainty regarding the containment pressure capability, the pressure immediately before vessel breach, as well as
the pressure rise at vessel breach.

Drywell sprays, if activated before vessel breach, will condense steam and remove heat fro- Ac containment
atmosphere and thus reduce the pressure rise during vessel blowdown Early containnw e hg. before the
vesselis breached,will reduce the initialcontainment pressure and, a consequence, re w > containment
prt asure load at vessel breach. Since this pressure load is caused by a high pressure vess Jown,it can be+

mitigated by maintair.ing the RPV at low pressure before vessel breach.

Direct Containment IIcating (DCII): He pressure rise attributed to the above high pressure blowdown event may
be augmented by the energy addition to the containment atmosphere from DCil. DCil refers to a series of
physio-chemicalprocesses that contribute significantly to the energy and mass input to the containment and thus
the pressure rise in the containment atmosphere; in DCll, a fraction of the ejected core debris may be dispersed ,

into the containment as fine particles, and a substantial portion of the debris' heat can be transferred ranidly to the
atmosphere, ne metalin the dispersed debris can react chemically with the oxygen or steam in the containment
atmosphere (an exothermic reaction) and release more energy and noncondensible gases. The impact of DCII on
containment integrity has many uncertainties. For example, the severity of DCII depends an the fraction of
moun core ejected, the unoxidized metal content h the melt, the mode of vessel failure, and whether there is

-stificient time for the downcomer vents to clear. Since a large amount of acrosols, including refractory fission
products, could be generated in high piessure melt ejection, significant release of radioactive material could result
should the containment fait due to the DCII loading.

He mitigating effect of water in the reactor cavity for DCH (for plants with a deep reactor cavity, see Section
3.1.1.3)is still not clear. He water in the reactor cavity could either be dispersed ahead of the bulk of the ejected
debris or co-dispersed with th debris. The water co di;persed with the debris may continue to quench the debris
and thus mitigate the effects C DCH. Ilowever, the steam generated in this process would increase containment
pressure or cause additional metal oxidation. He effects of water on DCll are sensitive to the timing and location
of water addition, the assumptiens regarding droplet debris reaction kinetics, and the amount of water involved [4).

As in the mass and energy addition case, drywell spray can be used to reduce the containment pressure rise by
condensing steam and removing energy from the containment atmosphere. The impact of drywell spray on
dispersed core debris is not well understood and its effect on DCII is probably similar to that of the co-dispersed
water discussed above. In general, the operation of drywell spray before vessel breach is believed to be beneficial

- and desirable. Early spray will ensure a substantialinventory of water in the reactor cavity , which would help
mitigate the effect of DCII and promote the quenching of core debris. Additional strategies to mitigate the effect
of DCII include early wetwell venting, which reduces the initialpressure in the containment and thus the impact of

,
_ DCII, and RPV depressurization,which prevents IIPME and can climinate DCil.

Fuct Coolant Interaction (FCI): Two types of containment challenges may occur when the molten core debris
contacts water: a steam explosion and a rapid steam generation,which of these is more likely to occur remains
unceratin at the present time. In steam explosion, the rapid energy transfer from the fuel to the coolant results in

- an eruptive steam formation and a shock wave in the fuel coolant mixture. De containment loading conditions
associated with a steam explosion thus include those from the vapor pressure, the shock wave, and the missiles
generated by the explosion. In the other challenge, a rapid steam generation, the fuel coolant intersction does not
exhibit shock wave characteristics. A large amount of steam is produced in rapid steam generation but the process
is not explosive. He containment loading condition associated with this non-explosive steam generation is a quasi.
static pressure load in the containment atmospherc |44).

The impact of FCI on a Mark Il containment depends on the design of the region inside the reactor pedestal
(Section 3.1.1.3). For those Mark 11 containments that have dc.wncomers inside the pedestal (Shoreham and

'
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NMP2), the core debris will flow down the downcomers and into the suppressica pool. Significant FCI occurs
when the core debris contacts the suppression pool water. *Ihe FCI loads that may cause containment failure
include a dynamic pressure load (through the suppression pool) on the suppression pool luundary and a quasi-
static pressure load on the containment walls; Iloth of these loads may fail the containment directly,or fail the
reactor pedestal first and fail the containment indirectly. 'these loads could also fail the downcomers and create a
suppression pool bypass condition. There are significant uncertainties on the nature and amplitude of the FCI
loads, and analytical tools that can accurately predict FCI are still lacking.

For the Mark 11 plants that do not have downeomers in the pedestal region, the impact of the FCI loads depends
on the geometry of the reactor cavity. They can in general be separated into two categories: those with a shalk)w
reactor cavity and_those with a deep r: actor cavity. For the plants that have a shallow reactor cavity (l.imerick and
Susquehanna) the amount of water in the reactor cavity is limited, and the loads resulting from the interaction of
the core debris and the water in the reactor cavity is not expected to be very s(vere. Ilowever,in addition to the
above FCI that occurs in the drywell, F 'nay also occur in the suppression pool for these plants. The core debris
discharged from the RPV may overflow Ge reactor cavity, spread to the ex. pedestal region of the drywell, and
consequently enter the suppression pool through the ex.pedestaldowncomers. The subsequent FCI in the
suppression pool will be similar to what happens in the plants with in. pedestal downcomers, but the loads are
expected to be smaller because of the smaller amount of core debris involved in the FCI. The drywell FCI is most

~ ignificant for the plants that have a deep reactor cavity (WNP2 and La Salle),if the reactor cavity is flooded ats

the time of vessel breach. A significant drywell FCI may fail the reactor pedestal and thus indirectly fail the
containment, or fail the containment directly by a quasi. static pressure load. A wetwell FCI is not likely to occur
during this phase of the accident for these plants.

Although there are substantial uncertainties in the determination of the FCI loads, significant loads could occur in
most cases. liven if these loads may not fail the containment by themselves, a combination of these loads and the
loads that already exists in the containment from other sources may result in containment failure. Strateg;es to
prevent the occurrence,or mitigate the consequences,of the FCI loads are therefore needed. There does not
seem to be any effective strategy, besides hardware modifications, for the wetwell FCI. On the other hand, the
drywell FCI can be avoided by removing the water in the reactor cavity and preventing the use of any system that
can add water to the reactor cavity, e.g., drywell spray. Ilowever, these actions are in direct conflict with other
strategies that require the flooding of the reactor emity or the use of the drywell spray. IIarly wetwell venting, as
used in the other cases involving rapid containment pressurization, can be used here to reduce the initial
containment pressure and thus the impact of pressure rise from FCI

Transient Pressure 1 oad on RpV Pedestal: The volume beneath the RPV (reactor cavity) is small and restricted
(Figure 3.1). The primary communication passageway between this volume and the containment is one or two -
walkways. These have a limited area and will restrict the dispersalof the mass and energy from a high pressure
blowdown. Consequently, there will be a transient pressure differential between the inside (reactor cavity) and the
outside (drywell) of the reactor pedestal during vessel blowdown. The magnitude of this pressure load depends on
the area of the walkways and the mass and energy input rate to the cmity. In general,the area of the walkways,

should be sufficiently large to keep the pressure differentiallow enough to prevent an excessiveloading of the'

RPV pedeMal. Ilowever, the time scale of vessel blowdown can be very short, and the mass and energy addition
very large and thus cause a problem. In the NURiiG-1150 analyses of Peach Ikittom, a finite conditional

- probability for early containment failure was predicted to be caused by this load [41]. Since this load is caused by
a high pressure RPV blowdown it can be nrevented by RPV depressurization.

4.2.3 The Lale Phase

As defin:.d in Figure 4.1, a severe accident enters the late phase after vesset brexh but before containment failure.
,'

The sudden change in RPV and containment conditions associated with vessel breach indicates the beginning of'

the late phase. Failure of the RPV may rt; suit in a sedden incrcase in containment pressure and a sudden
decrease in RPV pressure. The radioactivityin the drywell atmosphere may also show a sudden increase, since
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prior to vessel breach (if the accident is not a I.OCA), the discharge of the fission products to the containment
atmosphere was through the SRV lines and the suppression pool, while after vessel breach the discharge goes
directly to the drywell atmosphere! This increase in radioactivitywill depend on the specific scenario and is likely

J to be more pronounced for transients *han for I.OCA's.

- For the accident sequences presented in Table 4.3, containment failure is predicted to occur in the late phase for
both the slow and the fast SUO sequence and the fast ATWS sequence, ne energy transfer from the hot core
debris, and the hot gases released from the core-concrete interaction,cause the temperature and the pressure in
the containment atmosphere to rise, ne containment pressure may reach its failure pressure if mitigating actions

- are not taken in timec ne drywell temperature is also very significant. It could reach about 1,0FF a few hours
after vessel breach if containment cooling systems are not activated and CCI continues |13,14). Wetwell
temperature will stay much lower than drywell temperature during CCI if the suppression pwl is not bypassed,
llowever, the probability of a suppression pool bypass for a Mark II containment could be veiy high [12).

,

CCI is the most important mechanism for containment los ding in the late phase.- As the high temperature core
debris falls into the reactor cavity, the molten core debris starts to beat and decompose the structural concrete.
He steam, carbon dioxide and other oxidants released from the decomposing concrete will react with the metallic

.

- constituents in the molten corium and generate a significant amount of noncondeneible and combustible gases and
release the chemical heat of reaction. I'he release of the high temperature gases and the transfer of heat from the

,

hot corium to the containment atmosphere will result in significant pressure and temperature loads on the
containment, and the release of combustible gases increases the probability of a combustion event, ne progress
o| CCI is influenced by many uncertaintics,e.g., the composition and mass of the core debris discharged from the
RPV, the initial temperature and the decay heat level of the debris, the amount and geometric configuration of the
core debris on the floor, and the composition and materialproperties of the structural concrete.

In the Mark 11 containments, the design of the region inside the reactor pedestal has an important effect on the
amount and geometric configuration of the corium on the drywell floor (Section 3.1.1.3), and consequently, a "

significant effect on the progress of CCI. Again, the Mark Il plants can be separated into three categories
'

'

according to the designs of the in-pedestal region, ne plants that have downcomers in the pedestal region may
'have a smaller effect fror,. CCIif most of the core debris remains liquid, In this case, the debris is directed to the
suppression pool ne reactor cavity in the plants that have a deep cavity,is large enough to contain all the core -
debris discharged from the vesscL ne confined geometry of the ex.vesselcore debris will make the cooling of the
core debris difficult. nese plants may be vulnerable to pedestal floor failure, ne plants that have a shallow
cavity and no downcomers are likely to experience still another CCI scenario. The ex-vessel core debris in these
plants may spread to outside the reactor pedestal, and some of the core debris may even flow to the suppression
pool through the downcomers closest to the pedestali The smaller amount of core debris remainingon the drywell
floor, as compared with _those plants having a deep reactor cavity, will result in shallower penetration. He greater
contact area between the corium and the concrete floor due to corium spreading will cause a faster containment
pressurization, but also less drywc!! floor penetration [14].;

p

-In addition to containment pressure and temperature loads, CCI may also create a suppression pool bypass
condition for a Mark Il plant. In the plants where corium can reach the downcomers, the corium may fail the
downcomers upon contact, and tne failure of the downcemers will create a bypass condition. In the plants where
there is a deep reactor cavity and the corium can not reach the downcomers, suppression pool bypass is still likely,
because all these plants (in fact, all Mark 11 plants with the exception of Susquehanna) have drains (into the

' wetwell) inside the reactor cavity, and these drains could fail by corium attack a short time after vessel breach
(about 20 minutes) [12). A suppression pool bypass willincrease the containment pressure load due to the loss of

,

suppression cooling and condensation. It will also have a significant effect on containment venting. If there is a
suppression pool bypass. containment venting is likely to be less desirable at this time, when the radioactivityin the
containment atmosphere is high, and the SP fission product scrubbing capability is lost.

Although the effect of CCIis reduced if some of the corium is transferred to the suppression pool, the.

containment pressurization rate may not be reduced. The corium entering the suppression pool will generate
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steam and cause containment pressurization. Wi'.hout even considering a steam eq tosion, MEl COR calculations
showed that the containment pressure could increase at a faster rate with more core debris entering the
suppression pool. (llecause of modelling limitations, a fraction of the core debris leaving the f ailed reactor vessel
was deposited directly into the wetwell water pool in the Mill Colt calvulations [13].) For a fast SHO sequence
with ADS actuation, Mill. Colt predicts a containment oserpressure failure at atout 8.5 hours after accident
initiation if all corium is assumed to enter the suppression pool. Conversely, the containment pressure capability is
not reached 13.5 hours after accident initiation (when the drpell Door is penetrated)it all corium is assumed to
remain in the cavity. Results from Nilil. Colt calculations also indicate that the time to reach a high containtuent
pressure (lln120 psig) is maximited for some intermediate debris split (between drvwell th>or and suppression
pool) |13]. It is noted that, even though the steam generated in the suppression pool may contribute significantly
to the containment pressure load, the steam may hase a moderating effect on the containment temperature load,
because the temperature of the steam is much less than the temperature of the gases released from CCI. In
addition, condensation heat transfer between steam and containment structures is more effective than wnvection
heat transfer between non.condensibles and structures. Furthermore, the fission products released from the
submerged corium to the containment atmosphere are also significantly reduced because of the scrubbing af the

-

suppression pool

As mentioned above, the drywell floor may be penetrated before the containment pressure capability is reached.'

A penetrated divwell Door will create a ruppression pool bypass and result in a 1:01 when the corium falls into the
wetwell (This will be the case for all but one Mark 11 plant. In the I.a Salle 17 where the pedestalis solid
concrete up to about the normal water levelin the wetwell region, CCl will continue in the wetwell after the
drywell fk>or is penetrated.) The time to drywell Door penetration depends on drvwell fksor thicknewes,* hich for
Mark 11 plants sary from three to five feet, and other parameter values (e.g., conct-te composition) and the
computer codes used in the calculation. Whether drywell Door penetration occuis before or after containment
failure is uncertain. For a sequence where all core injections are last at the beginning of the accident and the
llpV depressurization is successlul(a TOUV sequence), the SI'CP predicts a containment overpressure f ailure at
about 8.5 hours after accident initiation,before the drpell Doer is penetrated (17] On the other hand, for a
similar sequence (a fast SBO with llPV depressurization), MFl.COR predicts drywell floor penetration before
containment pressure failure ( The containment pressure at drywcil floor penetration. occurring at 13.5 hours after
accident initiation,is about 120 psia)[13]. The attack, and eventual penetration.of the drywell th>or by the corium
may result in severailoading conditions: the weakening of the reactor pedestal may cause a gross motion of the
reactor sessel and consequentialcontainment failure; the interaction between the corium and the suppression pool
water may result in a steam explosion and failure of the reactor pedestal or the containment; and the steam

-

"

generated in the suppression pool will cause continuous containment pressurization and possible containment
overpressure failure.

The potential challenges to containment integrity and their mechanisms during this phase of an accident as
discussed abos e are summarized in Table 4.6, along with the strategies for mitigation. More detailed discussions
on these items can also be found m the Mark I report p].

Containment Pressure 1 oadt The sources of containment pressure loads include the heat and noncondensible
gases generated during CCl, or the steam generated from FCI after the corium is rek)cated to the suppression
pool. Containment pressure load may also arise from the combustion of gases. The challenge of gas combustion
and the corresponding mechanisms and strategies are the same as those discussed under hydrogen combustion in
Section 4.2.2.1 and will not be repeated here. 'the strategies to mitigate the containment pressurization due to
other sources are discussed in the following.

Containment cooling is one of the strategies that can be used to mitigate the containment pressure load due to
mass and energy addition (Table 4.6). It can be used to reduce the containment pressure if containment
temperature is high, or if there is a large amount of steam in the containment. The containment spray is very
ef fective in achieving this purpose, particularly if the illlR heat exchangers are functioning. Its effect on the
containment pressure load during CCI has been discussed in the Mark I report using results from S'lCP
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calculations with a drywell spray at various flow rates. Drywell temperature is significantly reduced by the spray
due to its energy removal capability, and drywell prespire is decreased accordingly.

Containment cooling cannot prev it a further containment pressure rise if the release of noncondensible gases
ccmtinues. Containment venting is needed to remose the noncondensible gases and maintain the containment
pressure below the failure pressure. Since the containment atmosphere is highly contaminated at this time wetwell
venting should be used unless the suppression pool is bypassed. It should be noted, however, that containment '

venting during CCl, when high temperature gases are released to the containment atmosphere, may result in
higher containment temperature, and thus earlier containment failure (than the no venting case) by combined
temperature and pressure loads' [7[ Additional energy removal from the containment atmosphere is needed to
prevent containment failure in this situation. Such removal can be achieved by the operation of the drywell spray.

Since CCI is a major source of the containment pressure load, the control of its progression is an important
consideration. Availability of water in the reactor cavity before vessel breach and a continuous supply of water to
the reactor cavity after vessel breach are the most effective means to control the progress of CCI CCI will not
occur if the core debris is in a coolable configuration and there is water in the reactor cavity to cool it. The
availability of water to the core debris at vessel breach will inctcase the probability of having the core debris in a
ecmlable configuration. Water may be introduced to the reactor cavity before vessel breach by the drywell spray.
Ilowever, as discussed aluve, water in the reactor cavity increases the probability of an ex-vessel steam explosion
(Section 12.2.2).

A continuous supply of water to the reactor cavity can keep the core debris flooded and cooled. The water that is
added to the RPV after vessel breach will flow through the break to the reactor cavity. Water can aho be added
to the corium through the drywell (e.g., by the drywell spray). This is more easily achieved, and the effect more
significant, for the plants that have a shallow reactor cavity, where corium is likely to spread to the drpell region
outside the reactor pedestal. A drywell water supply not only reduces the containment pressure load by reducing
the progression of CCI, but also has the potential to prevent a suppression pool bypass by preventing downcomer
failure due to corium attack Water addition through the drywellis more unlikely for the plants that have a deep
cavity. Although there may be communication paths between the ex$edestaldrywell floor and the in-pedestal i

'cavity, these paths may be plugged during CCI and adding water to the corium through the drywell then becomes
impossible. Even if water can be delivered to the corium, the effect of water on the progression of CCI may not
be significant because the corium layer in the reactor cavity is thick and confined. Ilowever, water addition is still
desirable because the overlying water can cool the gases released from CCI and scrub the fission products, On the
downside, the addition of water to the corium on a dry floor may cause an initialpressure increase due to steam
generation. Ilowever, the pressure increaseis in general expected to be moderate and the benefit from water
addition is expected to be more important.

Continuously adding water to the containment using water sources external to the containment will result in a
containment flooding. Containment Iboding has been suggested as an in. vessel strategy to cool core materialin

. the vessel by removing heat through the bottom head if injection cooling proves unsuccessful. I rom the ex vessel
point of view, once flooded, cooling can be provided to the corium with minimal use of active equipment, e.g., '

pumps.

"Ihe results presented in Reference ? were oMained from STCP calculaims since the dowdl was modelled as a sinpk volume in NiCP. the effect
of drywell source (or sink)locatiam and thermal stratification is not accounted for in the analyws A muluple volume code, which can account
for buoyancy,e g., MELCOR,is required to proside a more detailed drywell temperature imJ profile. The drywell temperature kuds wiU depend
on the source (e g, gases relened hom CCf; and sink (e g, downcomer seni entrana if the werwell is vented; location and the correspondmg
circulation currents established in ene drywell atmmphere 'Ihe camwquence of the drywell temperature loaJs ud depend on the tem;rrature
stratification and the relatne location of containment areas that are vulnerahic to high temperature load (e r , seat area
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Containment Gooding is also a part of the RPV control guidehne in the ilWR EPGs (Contingency #6)2 |15], and
as such it may be initiated early in an accident (as compared with most of the containment strategies discussed
herc). To flood the containment (up to the level of the top of active fuel, TAF), the EPGs call for the suppression
pool makeup system to rapidly add a large quantity of water to the containment, and for all available systems that
take suction from sources outside the containment to deliver water to the containment. Contingency #6 of the
FPGs describes in detail the systems, water sources, and procedures to be used to fill the containment.

As water is addcd to the suppression pool, the gases in the wetwell airspace will be displaced to the drywell
through the vacuum breaktrs between the drwell and the wetwell until the dryvell-wetwellvacuum breakers are
fkuded A portion of the wetwell atmosphere will be trapped at the top of the wetwell, and as a consequence, the
water rcquired to fhod the wetwellis less than the total wetwell airspace volume (155 A00 f t' for 1imerick, Table
3.2). Additional water is requircJ to Good the dryvell to cover the corium, on to the top of reactor core if
substantial core materialis still in the RPV.

~lhe time required for containment Gooding depends on the level of fkuding required and the water supply _

systems available at the time of the accident For Umerick, there is no sp(cial system for suppression pool
makeup. and the systems that provide normal and alternate w ater supplies, as discussed in Section 3.2.1, are used
for containment Gooding. Assum.ng one train of the RilRSW systern is available for supplying water to the SPi

(normally one of two 1(WW capacity pumps, or 9,MO rpm), the time required to Iked the containment up to the
dr'well floor (approximately 155AfU f t), depending on the vacuu,n breaker L> cation) would be approximately two
hou rs. Another two hours are required to fh>od the drywct! up to the luttom of the RPV (approximately another
135,000 ft'). 'lhe time will be shortened if larpt, or additionalv ater supplies are available for containment
flooding. Ilowever, the water available for containment Gooding may be limited by the capacity of the water
sources, although additionalwater sources can be made available as discussed in Section 3.2.1.

During containment fk>oding, the free volume of the containment is significartly reduced and the containment
atmosphere is correspondingly compressed. 'the displacement of 155#0 f t' tree air space by water is more than
one third of the original air space volume of the whole containment (The combined drywell and wetwell air space
is about 404.100 ft' for 1.imerick, Table 3.2.). Even if the containment is flooded only up to the level of covering
the corium on the drywell floor, containment free mlume will be reduced to approximately two thirds to one half
its originalvalue, and the pressure will correspondingly be inercased by a f actor of 1.5 to 2. Wetwell venting can
be used to maintain or reduce containment pressure before wttwell vent paths are Gooded, and drvwell venting,
preferable with the use of the SG'IS, can be used after the wetull vent paths are flooded.

-

During containment flooding, there is a time interval, after the wetwell vent paths are Gooded but before the
corium on the drvwell floor is completely covered with water,in which the containment atmosphere if vented, will
not have the benefit of fission product scrubbing by a water pool. Preplanning should ensure that drywell venting
is not needed in this time intervalor that the dr)well spray or the SG'lS can be used for fission product removalif
drvwell venting during this time interval cannot be avoided-

Mass and energy will be can'inuously aged to the containment air space from detay heat and CCI,if CCI is not
terminated by the Gooding, and containment pressure will continue to rise. It is important that the drywc!! vent
paths are not flooded as they are needed for containment pressure control. Since the core materials are flooded,
the release through the d.ywell vents will have been subjected to tw! screnbing 'Ihe SUIS can be used to
further reduce the release of the radioactive material to the environment.

# lhe objecib,e of thc nWR I;PG Contingncy #6 is to keep tbc reauor tore wred throgh a bren m the pnmary miem preuure tuundary
lhit is in comrait ta the preped m-vcuel stra:ep memmed aNwe,w here mohrg to the reaoor tore n permded by beat transfer through the
vessel Contmpene, #6 m rec;uired w hen RPV watet lesel c.umot be reumed and nmnt Ard aMe TAE (from Comingeng #1) when the
mimmum allt'rnMe RPV | boding preemf Cahnot he eMahlbhed t fftm cot! f gena # 4 h or when RPV Water tesfl Canho( be reitored and
maintained aNwe the *. team eling RPV water k d (frm Contmgenn #5)
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| Drywell Temocrature load: Drywell temperature can be significantly higher than the design temperature if
mitigating actions are not taken in time. As a consequence, the containment may fait due to the high temperature
or a combination of temperature and pressure loading (Section 3.1.1.1). Drywell temperature can be controlled by
removing energy from the dnwell atmosphere or by quenching the corium. Some of the strategies discussed above
for containment pressure control can be used for drywell temperature control as well, e.g., containment cooling
and drywell spray can be used to remove containment energy, and flooding the containment to keep the corium
submerged can moderate and eventually terminate CCI.

Drvwell Moor Melt.throuch or RPV Pedes'.al Frosion: As discussed above, drywell floor melt.through or RPV
pedestal erosion could challenge the containment integrity directly or Indirectly. Since these challenges result from
concrete attack by hot corium, they can be moderated by quenching the corium. Corium and containment fkioding
discussed above can be used to achieve this purpose.

4.2A The Release Phase

He accident enters the release phase when the containment loses its integrity and the containment atmosphere is
discharged outside of the primary containment. This phase is characterized by high radiation, high temperature.or
high water levelin the secondary containment. Iloth the emergency response facilities and the radiological
emergency response plans (Section 3.3) would probably have been activated before the accident reaches this phase.
De secondary containment and radioactivity release control guidelines of the EPGs (Sections 3.3.2.2. and 3.3.2.3)
would also have been previously initiated to control fission product release. De general aim in the EPGs of
isolating the leak area, or isolating the leaking systems, is certainly applicable for release control.during this

- accident phase, but the actual situation in a severe accident will most likely be much worse than that anticipatedin
~

the EPGs. Additional strategies beyond the existing EPGs are therefore beneficial to mitigate R release after
containment failure,

The challenges, mechanisms, and strategies during the release phase are shown in Table 4.7. For some of the
2allenges, the conditions that could lead to a FP release exist before an actual release occurs and actions tox

mitigate these challenging conditions can be taken either before or after containment failure (CF). For examr!e,
reducing the amount of fission products in the containment atmosphere before CF will reduce the potential for FP
release should CF actually occur and is thus desirable. Reducing the containment pressure before CF is also

: desirable because it reduces the driving force for FP release should the containment faillater. For other
challenges, diagnostic and mitigating actions are possible only after FP release has started. A detailed discussion
of these challenges and strategies is presented in the following.

FP Concentrationsin the Containment Atmosobere: The source of fission product release before vessel breach
(in. vessel release)is the degraded reactor fuel. In general, almost all of the noble gases are released, and
significant fractions of the more volatile radionuclides (I and Cs groups) will also be released. The release of
-other less volatile FP groups will be a small fraction of their inventory

- For Limerick and other Mark U plants the fission products from the in. vessel release will pass through the
suppression pool (by SRV actuation) as long as RCS integrity is maintained. As a result, a significant fraction of
the non noble gas fission products will be retained in the suppression pool (suppression pool decontamination) and:

- the impact on environmental consequences may not be important (Section 3.1.2.1). De in. vessel release will be
' more important for those sequences where RPV inventories are discharged directly to the DW, e.g., sequences
with a stuck.open vacuum breaker on the SRV tailpipe or LOCA sequences.

It is desirable to have the in. vessel release passing through the suppression pool, preferably through the SRV
spargers, before discharging to the containment airspace. RPV depressurization before VB will assure a discharge
of RPV inventories through the SRV spargers and thus the greatest degree of decontamination achievable. The
re! case of fission products to the containment can also be reduced by reducing the probability of stuck-open SRV
tailpipe vacuum breakers. This can be achieved by delaying valve closure after each actuation (thus reducing the
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number of actuation required). For sequences where fission products are retcased directly to the drywell, without
passing through the SP, dryv ell spray can be used to remove fission products from the drywell atmosphere

(Section 3 23).

At vessel breach, the fission products in the RPV will be released directly to the drywell. 'lhe FP release is most
significant it the primary system is pressurized at the time when the bottom head of the RPV is breached. lhe
molten core debris may be ejected under pressure and result in significant aerosol generation and fuel
fragmentation. The fission products discharged to the drpell atmosphere include those originally in the RPV
atmosphere inventory and those released from the core debris during ilPMii. RPV depressurization before vessel
breach will result in both SP scrubbing for the fission products originally suspended in the RPV and the
elimination of aerosol generation associated with IIPMii. An ex-vessel steam explosion (l!VSli), if it occurs, may
also cause a significant 1 P release to the containment. liVSil can be avoided by eliminatingwater in the reactor
cavity as discussed ahwe. Drywell spray,if actuated before Vil, can reduce containment airborne fission products
by scrubbing.

_

The fission product release after vessel breach is primarily from CCI (ex vessel release). 'Ihe strategies that were
discussed ahwe for mitigating the progress 01 CCI can be used here to reduce ex-vessel fission product release.
The Gooding of the reactor cavity or the containment will not only mitigate the progress of CCI, but also provide
pool scrubbing for the fission products released from CCI.

llesides CCl, fission products may also be introduced to the drywell af ter vessel f ailure by the heat up and
revolatilization of the fission products deposited on the structure surfaces during core degradation. FP
revolatilization is affected by post-vessel-failure thermal hydraulics, RCS heat transfer, and the chemistry of the
retained radionuclides. Extensive liCS retention during the in-vessel release, high temperature of the RCS
structures, and high flow rates inside the RCS after vessel failure all contribute to greater FP revolatilization.
liigh drywell temperature will also promote FP revolatilization by reducing RCS heat removal. FP revolatilization
will be reduced if the temperatures in the RCS and the drywell are kept low. Adding water to the vessel and
initiating drywell cooling may achieve this objective. Adding a large amount of water to the RPV will also scrub
fission products from the RCS and thus reduce their release. Containment flooding up to a level that keeps a
large part of the RPV submerged will reduce FP revolatilization from the RCS by maintaining a low temperature
and providing pool scrubbing.

Another source of fission product release is the late release of iodine from the suppression pool or the water pools
-

in the reactor cavity or the drywell Door. It represents a long term challenge to release control. Release of
~

iodine from a water pool could be caused by (1) pool flashing at containment failure,(2) pool boiling as a result of
decay heating, and (3) a change of the chemical form of the iodine in the pool. Other important factors affecting
iodine release include the pool pil value and the radiation dose rate, in general, elementaliodine could be
converted into nonvolatile forms of iodine by radiation in a pool at higher Ph values.

1. ate release of iodine from water pools is influenced by the temperature and the pil value of the pool water. SP
cooling, if available,can be used to keep the pool temperature below the boiling point and thus reduce the release
of iodine from the SP. The drywell spray can add cool water to the drywell floor and thus reduce the release of
iodine from the water pool covering the drywell floor. Containment flooding would provide a large volume of
water and a corresponding reduction of iodine concentration and release.

Natural deposition will remove airborne fission products from the containment atmosphere. In absence of other
sources, the fission products released to the environment will be significantly reduced if the time of FP release is
delayed. Airborne fission products can also be removed from the containment atmosphere by the operation of
containment sprays. 'The fission product removal function of the containment sprays is most desirable if there is a
drywell failure and the SP FP scrubbing capability is lost.

Drivine Force for FP Release: Containment pressure provides the driving force for FP release af ter CF. The
containment atmosphere and the fission products it contains will be released directly to the outside of the

NU REQCR-5805 4 14
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: containment,without the benefit of SP scrubbing,if the containment fails in the drywelli _liarly wetwell venting,
which has been suggested in the p,imis secticens as a strategy to reduce the probability of CF, can also be used to,

reduce the driving force for FP release in cases where significant DW failure potential exists or even after CF.
Wetwell venting will provide SP scrubbing and reduced FP releases if subsequent drywell failure is inevitable.

FP Release From Contaipment to Outside Containment: De release of FP after CF can be either directly to the
environment or through the secondary containment. -De rate of I'P release depends on the pressure in the

'

containment and the size and kration of the failure.

In certain modes of containment leakEge, the magnitude of the leak area increases with containment pressure
-(NUREG-1037,[17]). %c total pressure-dependentleak area for Limerick, including that from the drywell head -
equipment hatches, and suppression chamber access hatches,is estimated in NUREG 1037 to be less than 0.005 in'

2 2 2 2at 55 psig.13 in at 85 psig (1 in in the drywell and 03 in in the wetwell), and 42.9 in' at 140 psig (42 in drywell
2and 0.9 in wetwell). Among these potentialleak areas leakage at the drywell head is one of the most important

early CF modes identified in NUREG-1150 [4). Such a failure will result in a direct leak path from the
containment to the upper part of the secondary containment (SC), bypassing the suppression pool and most of the
secondary containment.

Since the volumetric flow rate from an _1 in' leak area is approumately one containment volume per day for a
Mark !! containment, containment depressurization from the above leak areas could be slow (in terms of hours).
To reduce the total amount of release from the drywellleak areas,wetwellventing can be used to accelerate the
pressure reduction and possibly to reclose the drywellleak areas. Although the total amount of containment
atmosphere released to the outside is not reduced by wetwell venting, FP amounts released to the environment are
reduced. Additional release reduction may be achieved by selecting a wetwellvent path that provides a greater
secondary containment retention capability and a more favorable release point.

He FP release will also be reduced if the leak area can be flooded. The flow from the containment atmosphere
. will then pass through a pool of water where som'e of the fission products will be retained. SC radiation and
; temperature monitoring systems can be used to identify the leak location. Analytical results on containment -
performance such as those presented in NUREGyl037 can also provide information about possible leak sites and
ways to flood these areas. ' One particular leak' area that warrants special attention is the drywell headi Flooding
of this k) cation in the reactor refueling wcIl area, using the water source and systems designed for reactor
refueling, will have a significant beneficial effect on FP release and offsite risk. Its feasibility for individual plants
warrants further investigation.

A containment isolation failure may result in the leakage of radioactive material to the secondary containment or
directly to the emironment._ The probability'of this failure mode is low for Mark 11 containments because a failure
of some parts of the containment isolation system can be identified during plant operation from excessive nitrogen
requirements for containment inerting. Ilowever,if an isolation failure should occur,'the llWR EPGs provide

: guidance to identify and isolate such leaks. In cases where the failed system cannot be identified and isolated, the
result will be similar to that of any other containment failure and the strategies discussed above can be applied.

FP Release From the RCS to Outside the Containme,_nJ: In a containment bypass sequence (V sequence), the
radioactive materialin the RCS can escape directly to the reactor building or the environment. This may occur
when a failure of the pressure isolation valves (PIVs) between the high pressure and low pressure systems results
in the rupture of the low pressure piping from excessive pressure (an interfacing systems LOCA, ISI.). It is a very
unlikely, but high consequence, event. Should a containment bypass occur, the release could be reduced by
reducing the RCS pressure,i.e. the driving force for the release. The release could also be reduced by flooding
the pipe that leads to the leak area or keeping the leak area submerged under water, both of which are practical
only when the RCS presaure is low. A flooded or submerged break would result in the trapping of some fission

- products in the water and thus reduce the amount of release to the environmentJ Finally,if the system that
contains the break could be isolated the release would be stopped.
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FP Release From the SC to the Environment: According to the llWR EPGs, the secondary containment (SC)
IIVAC should b'e isolated and the SGTS initiated if the secondary containment ilVAC exhaust radiation level
exceeds the isolation setpoint.1he system will also be isolated upon receipt of a plant isolation signal. 'lhe SGTS
then proWes a filtered release of the secondary containment atmosphere to the environment at an elevated
kication; Direct release to the environment is prevented because the SGTS maintains the secondary containment
at a negative 0.25 inch water gauge pressure.

'lle combination of SC isolation and SGTS operation can significantly reduce the release of radioactive materials
to the environment if the flow from the primary containment (or the primary system if there is a bypass) to the
secondary containment is within the capacity of the SGTS. For cases where the flow rate exceed.s the SGTS
capacity (e.g., due to high containment pressure anWor a large leak area), the pressure in the SC will increase, and
leakage directly to the environment, as well as failure of the SC blow-out panels, or even structural damage to the
SC or the SGTS, may result. Even under conditions where substantialleakage from the SC develops, the
operation of the SGTS will still be beneficialbecause part of the leak flow will pass through the filters of the

. SGTS and be released at an elevated k> cation. The flow through the SGTS, and thus the benefit of filtering, could
be enhanced if the SGU can be operated in a recirculation mode.

The performance of the SGTS is also limited by the amount of aerosols collected in the high efficiency particulate
air (IIEPA) filters. The pressure drop across the filter increases as the amount of aerosols collected on the filter
increases. The IIEPA filter could be ruptured when the pressure drop across the filter exceeds its design limit.>

-The above limitations indicate that the effectiveness of the SGTS will be reduced if the rate of gases leaked or
vented into the Ril is large or if acrosol content in the gas discharge is high. In the containment performance
improvement program, a hardened vent path bypassing the SGTS is suggested for containment venting. This is
particularly helpful for containment venting early in an A1WS sequence when the required venting flow rate is
large and the fission product content is k)w. The acrosol content in the containment atmosphere will be high if
the aerosols generated from core degradation are released directly to the drywell, or if no mitigating actions are
taken to remove the acrosols generated from CCI during the ex-vessel release. llecause of the litnited capacity of
the llEPA filters for aerosolloads, aerosol scrubbing by the SP or containment sprays should be utilized to reduce

. the amount of aerosols released to the SC and thus the acrosolload on the SGTS filters-

It is important to maintain the SGTS functional throughout an accident. It has the capability to remove volatile
forms of iodine, e.g., elementaliodine, from the release. Such volatile forms of iodine cannot be removed by pool
scrubbing or deposition, and the potential for their release late in an accident from the water pools in the
containment exists. The SGTS may lose its function or its effectiveness from structural damage. Possible sources

,

of structuui damage and methods to avoid such damage have been discussed above. In addition to structural
darnage, the SGTS may also lose its function if its fire dampers close.

If a significant amount of fission products is released to the secondary containment, the SC fire spray system, if
manually operable, can be used to scrub fission products from the SC atmosphere and consequently reduce the
release of fission products to the environment.

4.2.5 Fission Product Release During Containment Venting

.The objective of the strategies described in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 is to prevent containment failure and the
resultant uncontrolled fission product release. Containment venting has been suggested as a potential strategy to
prevent containment failure during various accident situations. The implementation of containment venting is

- usually based on the assumption that containment failure is inevitable without venting and that the consequence of
a controlled release would be less sevene than that from containment failure. The decision to initiate venting thus
involves projection of future accident progression. To make optimum accident management decisions, tools for
this purpose should be readily available to the plant operation personnel.

,
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CRETs discussed in this report could be used as such a tool for accident projection, the results of which can be
used to make CRM decisionsi The data for the important events used for accident projection during an accident

- would be different from those used for pre-accident PRA studies because some events have already occurred.-
Some plant conditions may be obtained from plant instruments and more appropriate probability distributions may
be inferred for some of the crucial events.

For example, using probability data that is updated as the accident is in progress to quantify the probability of
recovery of equipment and resources, and using the short term forecast of meteorokigical conditions, and the

. existing and expected offsite emergency response data,'would result in a more reliable data base than that available
from pre-accident PRA analyses, for making CRM decisions. Parametric studies using the above approach could
provide valuable information for SAM decisions. Using this technique, containment venting decisions could be
based on predictions of the expected consequences both with and without containment venting. Additional
information may be needed to help the decision for venting. This may be derived from additional analyses
addresting timing and pressure rise rate.

. 4.3 The Safety Objective Tree

The results of the above strategy identification effort are summarized in the safety objective tree shown in
Figure 4.2. As indicated in Section 2.2, for containment and release management, two principal safety objectives
exist: maintaining containment integrity and mitigating fission product releases to the environment. If
containment integrity is preserved little or no fission products are released. Ilowever, since mntainment integrity

- may be violated not only by a bypass or failure of the containment,but also by venting strategies intended to
prevent uncontrolled containment failure,it becomes important to minimize the amount of fission products
released under these circumstances. Figure 4.2 was constructed according to the process defined in Section 2.2
and the results of strategy identification presented in Tables 4.4 through 4.7. It systematically defines the
challenges to the overall safety objectives for a Mark 11 containment, identifies safety functions that need to bc

. preserved to meet the objective and lists the specific challenges found in a Mark Il containment during a severe
accident which could interfere with maintaining these safety functions. Various mechanisms which could cause the
challenges are listed and strategies which may be able to prevent the mechanisms from occurring, or which can
mitigate their effect, are identifiedi

As can be seen from Figure 4.2, a particular strategy is often used for many different mechanisms and their
associated challenges. This indicates that the same or very similar actions may be taken for a variety of reasons
and that once such an action is taken it can have a beneficialeffect on arresting and mitigating a number of
mechanisms besides the ones which may have originally triggered its implementation. This point is further
developed in the detailed strategy description presented in Section 5.

|

|
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Talite 4.1 Comparison of inVR hfark I, II, and ill Containments

. = =

. IJmerick - - Peach Bottorn : Grand Gulf
(Mark II) (hf ark I)- (hlark IIIL

Reactor Type B W R/4 BWR,i4 BWi%

Rated Power (MWt) 3,293 3,293 3,833

Drywell Free Volume (ft') 248,700 159,000 270,000 '

- Wetwell I nce Volume (ft') 155,400 127,000 1,264,000

Suppression Pool Water 124,700 122,900 136,000

Volume (It')-

Containment Design - 55 56 15

Pressure (psig)

Drywell Design . 340 - 281 330
Temperature ("F)

Wetwell Design _ 220 281 185

.'emperature (*F)

Estimated Containment 140 150' 55'
Pressure Capability (psig)

*50th percentile value in NUREG-il50.

Table 4.2 Important Plant Damage States and their Contribution
in Percentage to the Total Plant Core Damar.e Frequency

Plant Damuge Generic hlark
State IJmerick"* Peach Bottmu''' Grand Gull''' 11'''

CDF(l$r) 1.5 E-5 4.5 E-6 4.0E.6 1.3E-5

Silo - 44.4 46.7 97.1 41.6

: A*IWS - 747 43.1 2.9 27.9

Transient 373 5.0 -- 27.7

F 1;OCA - 0.4 5.8 '
--

-IW 5.0 -- -

'

2.7

Note: (1) llased on the top 20 core damage sequences (95% of total CDF) of Limerick PRA.
(2) Data from NUREG-1150.

- (3)- Data from NUREG'CR-5528.
'

i
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Table 4.3 T)pical Timing for Dilierent Accident Phases of Various Accident Sequences

. _ -

Very Early l'hase Earl) Phase Late Phase

Accident Sequence Accident initiation thr) Onset of Core Vessel Itreath (hr)-

Melt (br)

Slow SHO*" b 0 12 16 Cl2(21)*""

Fast SBO"b 0 2 4 Cl2(10)

Slow A'lWS** * O CF (0.7) 1 2.5

Fast A'lWS** b 0 0.5 - 1 2 CF (3)
-

Notes:

1. CF (15) means containment failure occurs at 15 hours after accident initiation.
2. The plant batteries last 6 hours after accident initiation.
3. All core injection is lost at the inception of the accident and the ADS is not actuated.
L lt is assumed that the core power is at 30% normal power level and the containment failure

causes the loss of core injection systems.
5. Core pcwer is assumed at 30'i normal power level. Core injection is lost before containment

failure ' ore melt may begin in less than 0.5 hour if core injection is lost at accident initiation.

Table 4.4 Challenges, Mechanisms, and Strategies During the Very Early Phase

Challenge Mechanism Strategy

1. SP Boundary I oad SitV Air Clearingwith lligh SP SP Water I.evel Control or llPV ~

Water I.evel Depressurization or itPV
-

Cooldown

SRV Steam Condensation with SP SP Cooling or llPV
Tcmperature lixceeding Pool Depressuriation
Temperature Limit

Downcomer Vent chugging Load Drywell Spray to lledistribute
Noncondensible Gases

2. Containment Pressure I oss of Vapor Suppression llestore SP Capability,
Load Capability Containment Spray, or ItPV

Depressurization

inadequate Containment Ileat Containment Cooling by llestoring
itemoval Capability CIllt or by Containment Spray

Using an Alternate Cool Water
Supply, or Containment Venting

.t . i g NUltl!G' Cit.5805
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Table 4.5 Challenger., Mcchanisms, and Strategies During the Early Phase

-.

Challenge Mechanism Strategy

liefore Vessel 11 reach
1. SP lloundary load SRV Discharge with liigh RPV RPV Depressurization

Noncondensible Gas Content

2. Containment Pressure lead Mass and Energy Addition Containment Cooling,
(Noncondensible Gas lluildup) Containment Spray, and Wetwell

Venting

llurning of Cornbustible Gases Maintaining Containment
inerting, Wetwell Venting to
Reduce initial Pressure, Vent and
Purge, or Containment Spray

3. Drywell Temperature load Mass and Energy Addition Containment Cooling and
Containment Sprays

*

At Vessel 11 reach
1. SP Ilydrodynamic Imad Pool Swell from RPV lilowdown RPV Depressurization

with Primary System Conditions
Different than that of I OCA

2. Containment Pressure load Mass and Energy Addition at Vil Dr:well Spray or RPV
Depressurization

Direct Containment lleating RPV Depressurization, Drywell

(DCll) Spray, or Fkmding Reactor Cavity

Ex vessel Steam Explosion Eliminate Water in Reactor
Cayity

(For Above lhree Mechanisms) Early Wetwell Venting to Reduce
Initial Pressure

3, Pressure Load on RPV Rapid Mass & Energy Addition to RPV Depressurization
Pedestal the inside of RPV Pedestal

i
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Table 4.6 Challenges, Mechanisms, and Strategies During the late Phase

! Challenge Mechanism Strategy
,

1. Containment Pressure Mass and Energy addition Containment Cooling, Wetwell Venting
leads (CCI or FCl) or Small Area Venting with SG'IS,

Corium and Cavity Flooding, Drywell
Spray, or Containment Flooding with
Drywell Venting

Burning of Combustible Wetwell Venting to lleduce Initial [
Gases Pressure, Vent and Purge, or

Containment Spray

2. Ds)well Temperature load liigh Temperature Gas and Containment Cooling, Drywell Spray,
linergy Addition Corium and Cavity Flooding, on

Containment Hooding with Drywell
Venting

3. Drywell Floor Meltthrough ' Thermal Attack by Core Drywell Spray, Corium and Cavity
or Pedestal Erosion Debris Flooding, or Containment Flooding with

Drywell Venting

L
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- Table 4.7 Challenges, Mechanisms, and Strategies During the Release Phase -

. Challenge Mechanism Strategy

Before or After CF
1. FP in Containment in-vessel Release (Core SP Scrubbing or Drywell Spray

Atmosphere Melt)

Releue During Vil RPV Depressurization or Drywell Spray

Ex-vessel Release (CCI) Corium and Cavity Flooding, Drywell
Spray, or Containment Flooding .

FP Revolatilization from Adding Water to RPV, Containment _

RCS Cooling, Drywell Spray, or
Containment Flooding

I ate Release of lodine SP Cooling, Drywell Spray,
from Water Pool Containment Fkeding, or Adding Ilase

to SP

2, Driving Force for FP Release Containment Pressure WW Venting or Small Area Venting
with SGTS

I After CF
l. FP Release from Containment Containment Failure or WW Venting, Ekeding I cak Area, or

to Outside Containment Venting Containment ilooding

Isolation Failure isolating Failed System, or Same as
Above for CF

2. FP Release from RCS to Interfacing Systems LOCA Isolating Ilreak Area, RPV
Outside Containment (ISL) Depressurization, or Same as Aleve for

CF -

3. FP Release from Secondary Pressure and FP Increase SC Isolation, SC Fire Spray, or Using

Containment (SC) to in SC SGTS
Environment

_
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'1. '| Very Early Phase | Early Phase | Late Phase |

Accident Core Vesselm

2. Initiation Melt Breach
'

'r ,r ,r ,,

Early Containment FailutelCF) | Late CF

| Early Fission Product Releas | Late FP Release |

3. | Early CRET | Late CRET |

| Release CRET |

P
O

4. In-vessel Management

Prevent Core Retain Core Within
Damage Reactor Vessel

Ex-vessel Management |
Maintain Containment Integrity

Minimize Consequence of Offsite Release

5. | Existing EPGs | ,

Notes:
1. Tsme Phases of Acculent Progression E7

g 2. ' Phenomenologs:al Ewents e
i

3_ Containment and Release Event Trees (CRETs) Q-

O 4. Severe Acetdent Management Activities (sECY o8-147) -

d 5 Appkcability of Extstog EPGs n'
d .

Time Phases of Accident Pogression and Accident Management F
5.

[ Figure 4.1
8 E-m o
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5 Strategy Discussion

This section provides a detailed description of the strategies identified in the previous wians. The challenges
that can be arrested or mitigated by these strategies and the parameters that can be used to identify these
challenges are also discussed.

5.1 Strategies and the Challenges Addressed by the Strategies

Table 5.1 lists the challenges identified in the previous sections and the parameters that can be used to identify
these challenges. Actions, or strategies,would be implemented when certain predetermined conditions are
reached, For some challenges, direct instrument indication is available,while for others indirect parameters must
be used to infer the existence of the challenge.

The instruments that can be used to obtain the important parameter values during and following an accident are
described in Regulatory guide 1.97 (Rev. 3) [30]. Control room instrumentation information is also provided by
the Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS), which is required by the NRC as part of a nuclear plant's eme:gency
response capability [27]. Two important issues determine the availability of instruments during a severe accident.
The first is their survival under severe accident conditions and the second is their availability during a station
blackout.

The environmental qualification of the plant instruments include consideration of temperature, pressure, humidity,
and rad:ation conditions. Typical containment instrument qualification pressure and temperature, as required by
Regulatery Guide 1.89 and IEEE 323-1974, are approximately 85 psia and 350*F, respectively[32]. De actual
en ironmental conditions in a severe accident m.y be considerably harsher, particularly the temperature in the
drywell, if a corium concrete interaction (CCl) has been in progress for some time.

The availabilityof instruments during station blackout (SBO) sequences is important because station blackout
contributes significantly to the total core damage frequency for Limerick (and most likely for other h1 ark 11 plants
also, see Table 4.2).1.ack of instrument indication during Silo presents a serious problem for CRhi, particularly
after the depletion of plant batteries. There is no specific requirement for an independent power supply for
containment instruments. Identification of the instruments that are available and reliable during a station ,

blackout, or after depletion of station batteries,is therefore important. The identification of other methods to
obtain essentialparameters under SBO conditions is also important. A more detailed discussion of this issue has
been presented in the h1 ark I report [7].

.

Table 5.2 correlates the strategies identified in Section 4 with the challenges presented in Table 5.1. Table 5.2
shows that most of the strategies have the potentialof addressing a variety of challenges, and once implemented
they may have many beneficialeffects. On the other hand, some strategies while beneficialfor some of the
challenges, may aggravate or precipitate other challenges.

5.2 Strategy Description and Discussion

The strategies presented in Table 5.2 are described in more detailin this section. The information discussed in the
previous sections is integrated to provide guidance for the development of CRh1 strategies which could be
considered for implementation.

5.2.1 Strategies Related to Resource Management

He implementation of the CRN1 strategies listed in Table 5.2 requires plant systems such as RIIR or RilRSW,
and resources such as electric power, pneumatic supply, and water. Section 3 provided a detailed discussion of the
plant systems and resources that can be used for CRht.

5-1 NUREG/CR-5805
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One of the most important water sources for plant safety systems is the suppression pool (SP). During a enre i

accident,the SP temperature may beume high enough to cause accelerated pump wear or inadequatu NPSil, or
. the water level may become low enough to prevent the pool from being a viable water source. It is then necessary
to switch to a cool alternate water source. Additional discussion of this topic can be found in Section 3.1.2.

-The electric power and pneumatic su, > j for Limerick have been discussed in section 3.2.2, along with the
strategies to_ extend the availabilityof electric power or to enable emergency replenishment of the pneumatic
supply.

5,2.2_ Strategy to Depressurize the RPV

RPV depressurization is one of the key actions contained in the BWR EPGs. Emergency RPV depressurization is
called for under the pnmary containment control guideline when (1) the SP temperature cannot be maintained
below the lleat Capacity Temperature Limit (l!Cll, about 150"F Lr RPV at system pressure),(2) the drywet. and
containment temperature cannot be maintained below their design temperature limits (340"F for the drywell and
220"F for the _wetwell for Limerick),(3) the containment pressure cannot be maintained below the pressure-
suppression pressure (PSP), (4) the SP water level cannot be maintained above the heat capacity levellimit
(llCLL) or below the SRV tail pipe level limit (TPLI, for SRV air clearing k>ad consideration), or (5) the
containment hydrogen concentration reaches 6% and the containment oxygen concentration is abiwe 59. RPV
depressurization is also called for in the RPV control guideline of the EPGs and may occur automatically when
some plant conditions are reached, e.g., a low RPV water level and a high drywell pressure condition.

- The RPV will most likely be depressurized during the course of a severe accident. Ilowever, due to loss of electric
power, loss of pneumatic supply or insufficient supply pressure, or operator error, the system may not remain

' depressurized. Since depressurization requires de power, the RPV will be pressurized again in a station blackout
sequence after battery depletion. RPV pressurization may also recur when containment pressure i- high enough so
that the pneumatic supply pressure is insufficient to reopen the SRVs. The probability of maintaining the RPV
depressurized can be improved by (1) extending the availabilityof de power as discussed under resource
management and (2) increasing the pressure of the pneumatic supply or maintaining a lower containment pressure.

As a result of the CPI program, the NRC staff has recommended to the commissioners an enhanced RPV
depressurization system for Mark I containments [45]. His hlark I improvement is also recommended for
consideration for the Mark 11 containments [46]. He tecommended ADS enhancements for Mark I containments
include the assurance of electric power beyond the requirementsof existN regulations, improvement in the
temperature capability of the cables (from 340*F to 800 or 1600 F), an additional nitrogen bottle for each ADS
valve to allow longer operation (up to 16 hours), and a logic change to provide more complete automation for ISL
events. This enhanced RPV depressurization reliabilitywould significantly reduce the likelihood of high pressure
scenarios such as those from station blackout sequences.

As a CRM strategy, RPV depressurization before substantial core damage has developed could help (1) to avoid
SP boundary loads when a significant amount of noncondensible gases is generated in the RPV from cladding
oxidation,(2) to avoid the challenges associated with IIPME, and (3) to reduce the amount of fis< ion products
released to outside the containment during an ISL cvent. The parameters that can be used to itentify these
challenges are shown in Table 5.1. RPV in-vessel instrument indications, e.g., core temperature, are required to
estimate the potential for or degree of cladding oxidation, the corresponding amount of hydrogen generated, and
the probability and timing of vessel breach. An ISL cvent would be indicated by a high temperature and radiation
levelin the secondary containment or the environment and a relatively low temperature and radiation levelin the

,

primary containment.

RPV depressurization may also reduce the amount of in. vessel FP release (release before VB) to the containment
atmosphere because of the greater FP decontamination factor of the SRV sparger compared to that of the
downcomer vents, and the uncertainty of having intact SP vents at VB. On the downside, early RPV
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depressaritation may accelerate the in. vessel core melt progression after the loss of mic injection, could
sut stantially increase clad oxidation, and shorten the time to vessel breach. Ill'V depreuuriation may aho,

! increase the probability of an Mpha made failure. the beneficialeffects of itpV depressurintion nie in general
more important, particularly after significant core damage has developed and core melting continues.'

~5.2.3 Strategies Related to Containment Venling )
|

Containment venting is recommended in the llWit I?PGs as a means in psevent containm A failure due to high I

pressure. The llWit liPGs provides EOP guidance for the operator to carry out mntainment ven'ing before the
pressure reaches the primary mntainment pressure limit (PCPL)', As indicated in Table 5.2, venting can also be
useful for other acasons. These uses are:(1) to prevent containment pressure failure by reducing the base pressure
before mechanisms that may cause rapid pre $surization take effect and (2) to reduce the total amount of finion _
products released to the environment even after the loss of containment integrity.1he adverse effects associated ;

with venting, as shown in Table 5.2, are (1) the release of FP to the environment,(2) the drywell temperature load
-

outing CCl [7], and (3) the environmentalloads on equipment in e ' SC. These inues of mntainment venting are
.

'discussed in the fuhowing.
1

containment Ventine to Prevent Containment Preuute Failure: Containment venting has been described as a |
"last ter.M effort to prevent containtnent f ailure and uncontrolled fission product release to the environment. To |
avoid exceedingthe PCPl., the llWR liPGs call for venting even if the permitted offsite radioactivity release level
is exceeded.

Containment venting is the most effective action that plant personnel can take to prevent a containment pressure
failure due to noncondensibic gas buildup. The containment venting systems were not originally des,igned for
severe accident conditiont Herefore, some important issues, e.g., the flow capacity of the selected vent paths,

,

their structural capability, and their ope rability under severe accident conditions, should be investigated when
establishing a containment venting prograrn. %ese issues have been discuned in section 3.2.4.

!

De determir" ion of the venting pressure, PCpi,is another important issue. Starting venting at too low a value
~
,

may cause . essary release of fission products to the environment while a higher value increases the porantial
for contalm allure The containment venting pressure for !Imerick is 70 psig, which is about 1.3 times the
design presst, iut far lower than the expected containment failure pressure of aluut 140 psig. ,

Presently there is no guideline in the llWit I!PGs on when to reclose the vent path (s). It would be desirable that
guidelines, based on pressure and vent path operationalconsiderations,be provided for vent reclosing to minimlic
the felease of fission produsts. Such a requirement is provided in some llWil plant specific !! ops.

Direct instrument indication is available for c<mtaintnent pressure, ne past. accident primary containment
pressure measuring system covers a range from 5 psig to 3 times design pressure for concrete and 4 times design

|
pressure for steel containments [30). Since the PCPl. is usually taken to be one to two times the design pressure,

j- this range is sufficient, llowever, the pressure indication may not be available.,fter the loss of electric power, and
this presents crious problem for containment venting in S110 sequences because PCPI,is most likely reached
after the depiction of plant batteries.

~ JJarly Ventine to Reduce Containment Precure: The purpose of venting at a pressure lower than the PCPL is to
' educe the inioalcontaintnent pressere, in anticipation of a sudden, large pressure increase associated with a high
pressure vessel breach, and thus prevent catastrophic car!y containment failure. Assuming containment failure is

'Wetwell venting is the preferred venting mWe of contain nent venting and is the venting mate that must be used if the oliective of venting is to
redum fission prAluet release, Drywell venting is needed only in sequences where the required venting rate is high.c g , NIWS sequences. 'The
teon venting is used in the folkming discuuinn to imply wetwdl venting with the understanding that drpeH venting will be induded if wetwell
unting inclr is not sufficient to achieve the venting objective,
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inevitable even with reduced initialcontainment pressure, such as might occus due to direct containment heating
(DCll), this strategy may still have some benefit, it can reduce th total amount of lission products released to
the environment because a part of the fission product inventory accumulated before venet breath will be pawed
through the suppression pool and scrubbed.

'lhis strategy requires knowing the current containment status as well as estimating the vessel breach time and the
amount of the corresponding containment pressure increase.1herefore this strategy needs to rdy heavily on
previoudy established analytic models and predictions regarding the effect of vessd breach on containment loads
under a varicty of conditions. Itecausc ol the uncertaintiesin both predicting anident progression and knowing
containment strength, the decision on early venting would most likely be based on a probabilistic approach.
Section 4.2.5 has proposed a scherne to obtain data for making venting decisions.

'the most important containment status variable for this strategy is the containment pressure. Indications from in-
vesselinstruments, such as the itPV pressure and core temperature, are needed to estimate the probability and

~

timing of venel breach and its impact on containment thermal ed pressure loadt The offsite radioactivity release
rate should be monitored during venting.

*
liarly venting may also be needed for combustible gas control when the containtnent pas composition reaches the
con bustible limit. According to the llWit liPGs, venting and purging are to be used to control containment gas
composition. Since the systems that can supply nitrogen to the containment have limited pienure capability,
venting is required to reduce the containment preuure before these systems can be und (Section 3.2.1). Venting
also is duces the initialcontainment pressure before combustion, and thus reduces the pressure load on the
containment, should combustion occur if combustion should occur during ventinc., releases from the containment
would increase, llowever, the release would pass through the SP and thus lwnctit from pool scrubbing.

Wetwell Ventinc for l'ission Product itEI '.pg: A drywellleak is powible i- some severe accidents. 'lhe driving
force for fission product release is the pres .are in the primary containment. Wetwell venting will reduce this
driving force and provide fission product scrubbing through the suppression pool and thus reduce the total release
of radionudides to the environment. The need for this strategy can be inferred Irom the history of the accident
progression (e.g.,whether there is a core melt or a vessel breach) and the indications of the nutnerous radiation
monitoring instruments b the secondary containment and of fsite.

To avoid unnecesrar, venting there must be a dear indication that leakage from the drywell esists. 'there are
~

normally a sufficient number of area radiation and temperature monitoring instruments in the secondary
containment to determine the approxim..te location of the leak. Ilowever, the instruments in the secondary
containment are generally qualified for environmentalconditions much less severe than those in the containment,
Therefore the conditions near the leak may be harsher than those for which the equipment is qualified.

The vent path should be dosed af ter the leak area is isolated or reclosed. (The drywell leak area may be a fune-
tion of containment prenure and temperature and may reclose on its own when containment conditions change.)
'Ihe fission product release can be minirnited by continuously monitoring the leak and making decisions
accordingly. Previous nnalysis sesults reg:uding the most likely containment failure mode, such as those provided
by the Containment Performance Iteport [17b can help in deciding on the initiation and termination of wetwell
venting.

Operator Actioris and F4ppment itequirements: The operator actions needed to carry out venting strategies
indude (1) determining that the condition for venting inillation has been reached,(2) determining the vent paths
to be opened (These depend on containment pressure rise rate. N1WS events require the opening of larger vent
areas than other events.),(3) defeating the containment isolation valve interlocks (This step may need the

. assistance of an auxiliaryoperator to obtain the necewary equipment and make the needed temporary terminal
connections.), and (4) opening the ac motorized valves from the control room. In the case of an Sllo event ac
power is not available and the ausiliary operator must op(n the valves manually wherever the valves are actually
hwated in the plant, llowever,if the recommendation of the CPI program has twen implemented in a plant, the
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valves can be operated from the control room by de power, and this would significantly increase the probability of
successful containment venting. The CPI program has also recommended the inclusion of a rupture disk in the '

vtat path. 'the presence of such a disk will affect the feasibilityof using early venting to lower base pressure and '

wetwell venting for fission product serrSbing, as suggested here, if these twu strategies are deemed to be
irnportant for a particular plant, they mut be considered in choosing a disk rupture pressure, or mme vent paths
without rupture disks rnust be included.

In accordance with the requirements of NUlt!!G-06% |47), the TSC will p: ovide technical support to the reactor
operators. Since venting procedures have been established in the existing !!PGs, it is very likely that these
procedures will be carried out when the PCPl. is reached. Ilowever, without explicit guidance, the operator will be
reluctant to vent the containment before the PCPl. is reached, particularly with the contaminated containment
atmosphere which will often exist when venting could be useful. Ilesponsibility for venting decisions should be
clearly defined and explicit and unamb4uous guidance should be given to the operators.

Potential Adverse Effects: Potential adverse effects that rnay result from venting have been discuwed in Section
3.2.4. 'Ihe irnportant adverse effects include (1) loss of plant safety equipment due to containment
depressurization and SP flashing,(2) SC contamination and resultant loss of function of safety related equipment
or loss of accessibility to the secondary containment,(3) fission product release to the environment,and (4)
hydrogen burning in an oxygen rich SC. hiethods to avoid or mitigate these adverse effetts are also diseuned in
Section 3.2.4. The use of a hardened vent path, as recommended by the CPI program. will further lenen the
concern of SC contamination.

5,2A Strategies Related to Drywell Spray

As indicated in Table 5.2, drywell spray can be used to meet most of the challenges presented in Table 5.1. In
addition to its designed function of containment pressure and temperature control, the drywell spray also can
remove fission products from the containment atmosphere, provide water to the wrium on the drywell floor, and
reduce the probability of drywell floor melt.through, (Section 3.2.3) Furthermore, drywell spr" also has a
potential to mitigate the effects of hydrogen combustion (Section 4.2.2.1), to reduce the chalk ges associated with
IIPhili (Section 4.2.2.2), and to prevent excessive SP boundary loads due to chugging (Section 4.2.1).

The use of drywell spray to control containment pressure and temperature under accident conditions is dexribed
in the llWit EPGs. Drywell spray is called for in the !!PGs when the drywell temperature teaches the design
temps rature (or ADS qualification temperature) or when the containment pressure exceeds the suppression
chamber spray initiation pressure (SCSIP). Drywell spray is also called for in the llWit IIPGs when containment
hydrogen and oxygen concentratious cannot be controlled to below predefined limits and containment pressure
cannot be maintained below PCPl..

'the use of the drywell spray as a water source to flood the reactor cavity and to add water to the corium on the
floor will be discussed in Section 5.2.5

Dnwell Snrav for Fksion Product Scrubbine: One of the rnost important functions of drywell spray in Cithi is its
ability to scrub fission products from the conta nment atmosphere (Section 3.2.3). 'lhis function is particularly vital
after vessel breach when airborne fission product concentrations are high or when a containment leak or rupture
exists and fission products are released without the benefit of SP scrubbing. 'Ihe FP scrubbing capability of the
drywell spray is more important for hlark 11 plants than for htark 1 plants because of the higher SP bypass
probability of the former (Scrtion 4.2.3).

As a fission product scrubbing tool, drywell spray is activated when the radiation level in the containment is high
or, if tre containment has already been breached, as indicated by the radiation levelin the reactor building or
offsite. When operating the drywell spray, containment pressure and temperature should be constantly monitored
to assure that the spray will not lead to a containment failure due to negative pressure (about -5 psig desin). The

,
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possibility of deinerting the containment atmosphere by steam condensation should also be monitored when both
II, and O, are present (Section 3.2.3). 'the current liWR l!PGs provide guidelines for the derivation of a drywell
spray initiation limit (DSil ), beyond which drywell spray should be prohibited to avoid the above potential adverse s

effects. Since the spray strategies discussed here can have dif ferent objectives and inay be implemented under
conditions significantly different from those when dnvell spray is required by the i PGs different dnvell initiation
limits may need to be m ' %hed.

Dnwell spray for fL Cuet scrubbing is required during or af ter the late phase of an accident, and
containment conditm ay have exceeded the environmental mndition for instrument qualification before this
time. Whether there is still sufficient instrument indication available for the management of dnvell spray is
uncertain. Alternate means of obtaining necessary indications may have to be planned in advance.

Drywell Spray as a llent Sink 1)uring RPV lilowdown: Drywell spray, activated before vessel breath and operating
during the course of a RPV blowdown, has the potential to mitigate the ef fect of she challenges awseiated with

-

IIPMi! by providing an additionalheat sink for the blowdown gases and the core debris dispersinginto the
containment atmosphere (Section 4.2.2.2). 'the ef fectiveness of the spray as a heat sink ur. der these conditions has
not been analyicd,but would depend on the droplet size and spacial distribution of th( spray and its flow rate as
well as on the debris site and dispersion rate. Further research is required in this area. Prew .lon of droplet site
may be difficult because of equipment congestion in the drywell. Equipment in the spray path may result in
smaller droplets due to breakup, or in larger troplets which have cualeseed and drip from equipment surfaces.

Operator Actions and Fuuinment lleguirementy Once the decision tc. use the dnvell spray is made, the operator
must line up the RilR system in the containment spray mode, check the emergency procedures to assure that it is
safe to operate the spray, and then start the spray, in some cases, such as during hilO, where the normal water
supply is not available,the operator must locate and align an alternate water supply that has its own power source,
such as the diesel. driven fire water system. The operator must continue to monitor the mntainment pressure
against the drywell spray limits during spray operation to assure that spraying will not cause unacceptable adverse
effects.

In using dnvell spray to meet a variety of challenges occurring at dif ferent phases of an accident with very
different containment conditions there are aho limiting conditions that restrict the use of drywell spray. The
operating staff also needs to have guidance available to determine the appropriate initiation time and adjust the *

flow rate of the spray. In addition, they need to decide whether to add water 1, e vessel or to use the
~

containment spray,if both systems are competing for the sarne water supply? Lt aly defined proecdures or
guidelines are needed to avoid confusion in the manaqcment of drywell spray. Sush procedures currently exist in
the llWR lil%. Ilowever, modication to existing guidelines or additional guidelines inay be required because of
the extended applications of dnvell spray in CRM?

J'otential Adverse Effc(ts: Potential adverse etfects of drywell spray have been discussed in Section 3.2.3. ~lhe
primary concerns are the negative pressure load, containment deinerting, and a possible containment pressure
surge due to steam generation from corium-water interaction, if the containment integrity iias been lost, a
pressure surge in the containment would cause additionaldischarge of the containment atmosphere and FP
release. the timing of the spray needs to be coordinated with other severe accident managemcet activities,such as
offsite evacuation, to minimize the offsite risk. The rate of the spray should also be carefully assessed: Too high a

#lhe comptition of spra) watn with snsciinjection is a vahd question even after scuct t reach because soms of the reactor core materiah wdl
remain in the vnul. Chatung the bnt water application methat wdi be a po blem if only a ungle hmited water suppty system is asailabic One
solution to this problem is an arrangement that can stepply watc r to both mre injection and mntainment spray simuhaneously

'In same cases, the esistmg spray rntricoon mnditions,wuich apply during the stry early phase of an acudent. may need to t< remmed to a; hine
bener CRst roults. I'rt enample, cuumg i PCr$ piohibit the use of the dryarn spray wben the vacuum breakers between the drywell and the
wetwell are (kuled in order ta prevent an unacseptabic pressure Mfuential betaten thne two compartmenn 'tha ma) reurict the use of the
drywethpray for certain severc accident scenarim whkh indudt the motmuous pratxtion oflarge amount of nonmn.icn@lc gun m the drywru
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rate may generate an unacceptable pressure differentialbetaren the dr)vell and the wetutti. A less than
suf ficient spray flow rate may result in an additional preuure increase from steam generation (Section 4.2.2.2).

5.2.5 Reactor Cavity Hooding I

!

This strategy invoh>es two parts. 'lhe first is flooding the reactor cavity before venel breach to: (a) provide
conditions favorable for emling the core debris discharged from the RI'V and (b) rnitigate the thallenges
associated with IIPMil (llowever, current studies indicate that small amounts of water in the cavity may enhance

;

DCll prenuriution |49.) 'lhe second is to continuously add water to the core debris af ter it f alls into the reactor !

pedestal region and interacts with concrete. to: (a) modcrate or terminate the progress of CCI,(b) reduce the 5

probability of a suppression pool bypass due to the breach of downcomer vents or drywell floor drains, and '

(c) provide an overlying water pool for fiwion product scrubbing. *lhe effects of water on the phenomena
awociated with IIPMli and CCI stillinvohc i.orne uncertainty, but are expected to be beneficialand desirable.
'lhis strategy is not applicable to the Mark 11 plants that Me downcerners inside the reactor pedestal region.
Unless these downcomers becorne blocked during the cour.c of the accident, most of the core debris diwharged

,

from the vesselin these plants will be directed to the suppression pml and CCI in the reactor cavity will be
-limited (Section 4.23).

Most of the time,only indirect inferences are available to deduce the existence of the challenges that are
. addressed by this strategy (Table 5.1).1 or example, to assure sufficient water in the reactor cavity before venti
breach, the drywell spray needs to be initiated considerably before veuel breach 'lhe water levelin the dr)well
may be indicated by the drywell sump levelinstrument or inferred from the time and flow rate of spray operation.

Operator Actions and Fquipment Heyuirements: Drywell spray is the only means to add water to the reactor
cavity before vessel breach, other than flooding up the containtnent, 'the operator actions and equipment required
are the same as those discussed in Section 5.2.4 for drywell spray. Ilowever, af ter reactor breach, if both systems
are operationalwater can be added to the corium either through the vessel by the use of core injection of by
drywell spray, While adding water through the vessel can keep the core materials in the vessel cooled (Section
4.23 on revolatili/ation from RCS), adding water via the drywet spray can provide an additional fission product
scrubbing capability and also cool the c4mtainment atmosphere. For the Mark Il containments that have a shallow
reactor cavity, adding water via the drywell spray may also reduce the probability of downcomer melt through and
thus reduce the probability of Sp bypass. On the other hand, for the Mark 11 containments that have a deep
reactor cavity, adding water via the drywell spray may be impossible af ter Vll. Water can be added only through
the 1(pV break area in these plants (Section 4.23).

.

Since this strategy is likely to be implemented when significant uncertaintiesin plant conditions exist,it will be
more dif ficult to provide specific procedures and predefined parameter values for strategy implementation. It may
be more desirable to provide flexible guidelines as w ell as relevant data and calculational tools, as discussed in
Section 33.2.4. As discussed above, successful implementation of this strategy will require coordination with other
accident management activities.

Potential Adverse !!!fec.ty 'the same adverse effects associated with the drywell r, pray strategy discussed previously
are of concern here. In addition, the existence of water in the reactor cavity before vessel breach may result in
i C1 at vessel breach (Section 4.2.2.2), This pressure increase due to 17Cl, when (ombined with the increase from
mass and energy addition at vessel breach, may threaten containment integrity. Ilowever, this adverse effect has to
be w(Ighted against the possible beneficial effects for the mitigation of lil'Mi! and CCI. Current knowledge
indicates that flooding the reactor pedestal region and drywell floor is more desirable than maintaining these
.cgions dry, although phenomenological uncertainties are high.

Adding water could also result in a puff release of fission products to the environment if it occurs during
containment venting or af ter containment failure. ~lhe decision to flood the corium may also need to be:
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3
cmrdinated with other auident management activitics,e.g., the time of venting and of fsite evacuathin,if these are ;

'
: needed.

!

5.2.6 Cornbustible Gas Control

'lhe amount of combustible gases that can be generated from both in.veruel core degradation and CCI is ,

significant and rnay create an atmosphere that exceeds combustible limits (Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.3). (Note that t

there may also be enhanced radiolysis due to the corium's kication and its esjuure to water.) Combustible gas ,

'

control is primarily achieved by maintaining an incried containtnent,i.e.by avoiding the introduction of oxygen. If'

the containment pas, composition reaches unacceptable limits,inerting can be regained by a containment vent and
purge operation. Containment spray can also be used to mitigate the effect of combustion if the above efforts fall

I(Section 4.2.2.1). 'lhe hydrogen recombiners if still functional, can also be used to ashieve wmc limited control.

instrument indications are available for hydrogen and oxygen concentrations in luth the wetwell and the drywell.
Samples of containment atmosphere can aho be obtained and analyicd during an accident to provide data on
containment gas concentration. Detailed knowledge of hydrogen stratification is important. Ilowever, existing
hydrogen monitoring system in operating plants rnay not be capable of providing such information,

if wetwellventing or drywcli spray is needed for combustible gas mntrol, the requirements for the operation of |
those systems need to be followed. '!he pressure and flow limitations of the systems that can supply nitrogen to
the containment,i.e., CAC system, need to be observed to avoid damage to these systems (Se tion 3.2.1). If
combustion occurs during wetwell venting the discharge of the containment atmosphere to the outside may
increase significantly. ,

5.2.7 Flooding a leak Area for Fission Product Scrubbing

Should the containment failure rnode be a leak, fhsion product release can be reduced il the leak location can be
identified at d fhnded. 'the leakage will then pass through a pool of water and mme of the fission products will
be retained.Where applicable, this strategy can be used to reduce fission product release to the environment from
the containment atmosphere or directly from the llCS (Section 4.2.3).

Secondary containment radiation and temperature ruonitoring systems can be used to identily the leak area.
Analytical results on containment performance, such as those presented in NUltl7.G-1037 can provide information
about potentialleak areas and the ways to fkod these areas.

One of the important leak areas is the dryacil head area.1%oding this area will have a significant effect on 1 P
release and of fsite risk (Section 4.2.4). Iboding this area will aim provide an externalcooling to the drywell head
seal and thus may prevent its failure due to thermalload, and may reduce o' even prevent the leak [12[r

As discussed in the Mark 1 report |7b even a moderaic leak area would result in a significant volumetric flow rate,
consequently, the operating staff must determine quickly, af ter the leak is identified,whtther the area can be
flooded. the means to flood the area, and any potential adverse effects.

5.2.8 Priniary Containtnent Flooding
,.

- Primary containment flooding, once achieved, can provide cooling to the corium and 1'P scrubbing with minimal
use of active systems. Since Contingency #6 of the itPV Control Guideline of the llWit I!PGs calls for th>oding
the containmtnt up to the top of the active fuel (l'AF)levelof the reactor core, fkmding may have been carried
out earlier in an accident as an in vessel strategy to provide core cooling. 'this strategy could also be of benefit for

i containment and release control,
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1;ven with the ItPV failed, theJing the containment to the 'l Al'icul will(1) provide water to the core material
remainingin the vemt and thus reduce fission proJuct relraw from revolatiution and (2) provide water to the
corium on the drywell floor and thus terrninate, or shiw down the rate of,001, 'ihe sewnd objective is more
important for the Mark 11 containments that have a deep reactor uvity, b(cauw, for thew containments,it is more
difficult to add water to the reactor cavity, and 001, on(c started,is larly to continue until the drywell Door is
burned through, in addition to the above objectives, the water pwl will also reduce fission product ideaw by
pool scrubbing, and through dilution the larre amount of water will also reduce the late release of nol iodine.i

lhe amount of water required,the systenn that can be uwd, the time needed.and other important wnsiderations
for containment flooding have been discuwed in Section 4.23.

Once this strategy is implemented, the ability to perform other CitM strategies becomes very limited. Ilowever,
this strategy may be very desirable af ter the vesselis breached becau e (1) it invoh'en a ininimal uw of m tn e
equipmem and (2) its bendicialeffects are equivalent to thow of rnany other strategies discuurd in this section

_

'lhe large amount of water improves the efficiency of pool scrubbing and the retention of the fmion products
seleased frorn both in veswl and exaewelcore debrit it also reduces the rate of (Tl and improves the
probability of terminating CCI.

'lhe addition of a large quantity of water to the containment will dec rease the wntainmero airspace volutne and
thus the energy absorbing capability of the containment atmosphere (i c , pressure rise per unit energy input to the
containment atmosphere), and increa e the hydrostatic load on the containment. liven if the maw and energy
generated from CCI is terminated, the energy from the decay heat will raise containtnent pressure steadily and
drywell venting rnay be required to scrnove the added energy. 'iherefore,it is important that all drptll vent paths
are not flooded and remain operational for the duration of the accident.

As discuwed in Section 4.23, there is a time period, af ter the wetwdl sent paths are nooded but before the corium
on the drywell Door is completely covered with water, during which releases from the containment may not be
scrubbed. Preplanning is needed to ensure that containment venting is not required or that drywell sprays are
available during this time. Containment Unoding will also cause some plant systems and instrumentation in the
containment to be submerged and damaged, and preplanning is nevenary to ensure that this would not alfett a
successful management of the ongoing accident. l'urthermore, some instrument taps in the containment may be
submerged and their readings allected.

-

5.2.9 Strategies Related to SC Fission Product Retention
_

in the event of primary containment failure fission products are usually discharged to the secondary containment
before they pau into the environment. 'therefore the secondary containment provides the last opportunity to
mitigate the release of radioactive materials to the environment. lletention of fiwion products in the secondary
containment can be achieved by (1) natural deposition on secondary containment structures and cooling coils
within heat exchangers,(2) the operation of the Standby Gas Treatment Systcm (SGTS), and (3) the operation of
the fire spray. These systems and their ability to retain fiuion products were described in Section 3.13 and their
roles in CilM were discuwed in Section 4.2.4 Additional discussion is provided below.

Using the SG IS to itedyce l'iuion Product Iteleaw: ~lhe llWit liPGs call for the secondary containment
lleating, Ventilation, and Air-conditioning (llVAC) system to be isolated and the SG IS to be initiated when the
secondary containment ilVAC exhaust radiation level exceeds its isolation setpoint. The SGTS is used to remove
fiuion products from the secondary containment atmosphere by liliPA and charcoal filters and to disharge the
ef 0uent from an elevated locatio1,i c., the off gas stack.

The designed discharge capacity of the SGTS is small when compared with the expeded containment leak rates
(Section 4,23). llowever it may still be possible to opert te the SG~lS without damaging the system even when the
containment leak rate is much greater than the SGIS capacity. 'ihis is becau e the secondary containment is not
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designed t<> withstand a significant pressure load and substantialleakage will develop in the SC as pressure
increases. SG1S operation under this condition will still be beneficialbecause part of the leak flow will pass
through the filters of the SG1S and be released at an elevated kication. 'lhe flow through the SGTS, and thus the
benefit of filtering, could be enhanced if the SGIS can be operated in a recirculation mode. liven if the lil:PA ,

filters of the SG1S fail from acrosol plugging, their charcoal bed adsorption efficieng may still be maintained. i

; Even when both IIEPA and charcoal filters fail, the operation of the SGTS may be desirable because of the
elevated release point it provides. On the negative side the operation of the SGTS may reduce the residence tirne
of fiuion products, and thus their retention,in the secondary containment. 'lhls adverse effect bewmes important
if the filters of the SGTS have failed and the SC pressure is low (i.e., a low containtnent leak rate). ,

.

'

Additionalissues regarding the S(ilS were discuued in Sections 3.1.3.2 and 4.2.3'

'

Secondary Containment Fire Spray for 1:iulon Product Rctention: 'the secondary containment fire spray system.

can also be used to reduce the release of radioactive rnaterialsif the system can be actuated manually. Similar to
the containment spray system, the fire spray system can remove aisborne fiuion product actosols and vapois by the
rnechankm of impaction, interception, lirownian diffusion, diffusiophoreds, and thet mophoresis.

The fire system for 1.imerick has a diesel. driven putop as a backup to nn electric raotor-diiven pump. liach pump
,

has a capacity of 2,500 gptn at 125 psig. Since the diesel driven pumps do not depend on plant electric power, this
strategy could be available during Silo sequences if the ability to rna 0 'y operate the fire system esists.

The need for fission product removal from the secondary containment atmosphere can be inferred from high
offsite radioactivity and high secondary containment area radiation readingt flowever, the vccondary containment
instrumentation may not be working properly because the environmentalconditions near the containment break
may be harsher than that for which the equipment is qualified.

'

On the negative side,:he fire spray will condense the steam in the secondary containment and increase the
possibility of an cally hydrogen burn in the secondary containment.

.

5.2JO Other Strategies

The other strategies listed in Table 5.2 are strategies that have been included in the llWit !!PGs and in some cases
involve the designed use of the systen.s, e.g., containment and SP cooling. The challenges these strategies can i

mitigate are shown in Table 5.1. These strategies have been discussed in Section 4.

!
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Strategy Application

6 Strategy Application to Accident SequencesE

in this scetion the ttsategies are assessed by application to certain accident sequences. For strategy assenment each

i.
sequence is divided into the phases described in Section 23. Under each phase the expected challenges are

|
discuued, the strategies which can address these (hallenges are applied, and the effeus of implementing acddent i

managerncat strategies evaluated. I

'lhe 1imerick Generating Station was used as the surrogate plant for this anessment. 'Ihe llWit I?PGs were used
to determine the operation response as currently expected at the plant.

!

6.1 Severe Accident Sequence Selection j
'lhe selection of sequences used in the strategy assessment process requires engineeringjudgement and should
fulfill several objectives. 'the sequences selected should a nong them cover all the identified challenges and
thereby allow all the strategies to be considered. At the same time sequences with a high probability of core i

damage or with high consequences should obviously be considered lispecially the latter need to be included in >
,

the anessment of containment and release strategies. Multiple failures of safety systems should also be treated.

The sequence categories selected consisted of station blackout, N1WS, loss of containment heat removal, and
isolation failure. These provide a range of accident characteristics which need to be considered; the initial
condition of the reactor and the containment at the inception of the accident, the speed of accident progression,
and the availabilityof major safety systerns.

Selection of the above sequences should not be c4mstrued as implying that the identified strategies are only
applicable to the sequences discussed. The strategies will often be beneficial under other conditions as well,
although the circumstances surrounding those conditions may need to be accounted for in the strategy
implementation. '

6,2 Station !!!ackout Sequences
t

Station blackout (SHO) sequences are initiated by a loss of off site power and all on-site diesel generators._ l'or
the Mark 11 plants that utilize a llWR/5 reactor, this includes the loss of the dedicated diesel generator for the
fligh P+cssure Core Spray (IIPCS) system. An Silo leads in a Mark 11 HWR to the loss of all active engineered
safety features except the steam turbine powered kcactor Core isolation Cooling (RCIC) system, and, for the
plants that utilizes a HWR/4 reactor the liigh Pressure Core Injection (llPCI) system (Section 3.1). Since both the *

RCIC and the llPCI system require de power for control, they fail after the depletion of station batteries. 'the
RCIC and ilPCI turbines may also trip because of high turbine exhaust pressure (i.e.. containment pressure) or
high SP temperature, both of which occur due ta the loss of containment heat removalin Silo. 'the loss of all
co c injection would result in core damage, vessel breach, and eventualcontainment failure,if recovery and
mitigative actions are not successful.

The Silo sequence where all core injection is lost at the beginning of the accident and core damage occurs early,
at about one to two hours after accident initiation,is termed a fast Silo sequence (or short term Silo sequence).
A fast SHO sequence may be caused by the loss of all de power, or simply a failure of the RCIC and the llPCI
system, in addition to the loss of all ac power. A slow Silo sequence (or long term SBO sequence)is a sequence

__where core injection (e.g., by RCIC)is available initially and core damage begins at about 12 hours after accident
initiation (Table 43).

.
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6.2.1 Characteristics of Silo Sequences
J

Silo sequences are characletired by the lou of mott of plant instruments and eqWpment. the availability of .

)
wntainment instrument indication after the loss of ac swr, or the lou of both ac and de pow (r, would bc
rninimal, and is plant depc ndent. The plant also loses tht systenu for containment heat removal (Cillt) (e.g.,
containment and SP cooling), and the ability to deliver water to the containment (e g , containment spre). The

'
rnost imimrtant accident rnanagement activities after a station bladout therciore should be (1) to recover ac
power,(2) to extend de power, and (3) to identify and utilitc alte.rnate systems and tesources. More detailed
discuuions of thee.e issues have been provided in Section 5.2,1 for resomcc management. Other strategies
discuued in Section 5 may also help to prevent or mitigate the eikct of the challenges that may occur during the
progression of the accident. Detailed discussions are presented below.

6.2.2 Containment Response to Silo Sequences

l'igures 6.1 and 6.2 present containment pressure and temperature histories of a f ast 5110 sequence calculated by
the llWR ! TAS,llWRSAR, and Mlil.COR mdes for a synthetie llWR'4 Mark 11 plant |13[ 'lhe synthetic plant
uses reactor and containtnent parameter values of Susquehanna (which are similar to 1.imerick) and has a deep in-
pedestal reactor cavity, typical for llWlU5 plants (Section 3.1.13). 'Ihe reactor was not depressurized in thc
calculation. 'this could be due to the hiss of de power, which is requ(red for ADS actuation. ;

In the fast Silo case diwumd above, the core starts to melt at about two hours, and the itPV is breached at <

about four hours after accident initiation. The ruan and energy addition to the containment from the high
pressure itPV blowdown causes a sharp pressure rise in the containment immediately aller Vll. Containment '

pressure continues to rise af ter VI1, primarily due to the energy and noncondentible gases released f rom CCl, until
the containtnent failure preuure of 150 ps:a is reached at about 10 hours after accident initiation. Since the

- calculation did not incorporate a wntainment failure model, l'igure 6.1 shows a continuous containtnent pressure
rise after the containment failure preuure is reached. Containment pressure reaches approximately 175 psia at the
end of the calculation,when the drywell fher (4.7 ft thit k) is penetrated by CCI. *

As shown in 17igure 6.2, there is a signilicant temperature stratification in the containment airspace. 'the
^

containment temperature basically follows the same trend as the containment pressure, except for a temperature'

spike occurring immediately af ter VII, ~Ihe containment temperature reaches about BOW when containment
failure pressure is reachtd, and continues to rise af terward. Unlike the containment preuure, which would
decrease after the wntainment fails, containment temperature would continue to rise after containment failure.

In a slow Silo sequence,the containment pressure before core degradation depends on the duration of wre
injection. I igures 63 to ti5 present the containment preuure, wntainment temperature, and suppression pool
water temperature time histories, respectively,of a slow SisO sequence for the synthetic Mark 11 plant. Core
injection was assumed to be available until battery depletion, six hours after aaident initiation. According to the
calculation, the supprenion pool is not saturated, and the containment preuure is low (about 10 psig) before core
degradation (about 12 hours after accident initiation). llowever, the suppression pool can be saturated and the
containment pressure may be sigaificant if core injection is maintained for a longer time duration, either by an
extended battery life or by the use of an alternate water supply, in the -xtreme case, when core injection is
maintainedindefinitely,the Silo sequt nce would behave like a TW (lou of CllR) sequence,with the removal of
containtnent heat a major wncern.

RPV depressurization was auumed ;o tie succesdulin the slow Silo sequence. The 1(PV pressure was controlled
at about 200 psia in the calculation by the use of the l!pCI system in the test mode. (RPV depressuri/ationmuld
also be controlled by the SRVs, and it would be the method used in llWlUS plants which do not have the llPCI

' system.) llawever, control of the RPV pressure is lost after battery depletion, and RPV preuure increases untilJ

the vesselis breached at bigh pressure. The containment preuure and temperature responses after battery
depletion in the slow Silo case are in pencral similar to those in the fast Silo case.
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Significant uncertainties esist in the understanding of some severe accident phenomena, and in the ability to
predict containment responses accurately, llowever, the results of the above calculations can be ustd to identify
the important features of containment response in an S110 requente. They will be used as a ba is for the
discuuion of the challenges and strategies presented below.

6.2.3 Challenges aml Strategies During Silo Seqtiences

Table 6.1 shows the (hallenges occurring in a fast Silo as wcil as the atrategies and SAhi actions required to
mitigate these challenges. The tirnes shown in Table 6 I are bawd on the results presented in I igures 6.1 and 6.2.
Corre(ponding information for the slow Sito secuente, based on results prewnted in l'igures 6.3 and 6 4,is shown
in Table 2. lixcept for the difference in the timing ,f major events the two sequentes present similar (hallenges
and thus require similar strategies. These two tables ate used to guide the diwuuions that follow.

6.2.3.1 Challenges and Strategies in the Very I;arly and I arly Phases

With the loss of both offsite and onsite ac power, an Alert would be declared at the beginning of a slow Silo
sequence,and with the additionalloss of de power, a Generallimergen(v would probably be declared at the
beginning of a fast Sito sequence (NUlti?G-0654).1his declaration of ernergency claues will trigges the
activation of the TSC (Section 3.3.1) and entry into the emergency guidelines. The 'ISC is espected to be
operationalwithin about 30 minutes and will take control of plant operations and provide technical support to
reactor operations.

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the plant status indications and the corresponding liPG actions. There are no significant
containment challenges during the very early phases of the accidcnt. Steam generated in the itPV from decay heat
is discharged through the SitVs, or the llCIC or ilPCI turbine exhaust, to the suppreuion pool and causes a
temperature increase in the SP, which, in turn, causes a slow precure and temperature h.creaw in the containment
atmosphere. As noted in Table 6.1 containment actions called for by the !!PGs are not likely to be carried out
because of the lack of instrument readings or unavailabilityof required equipment.

As shown in Tables 61 and 6.2, core melt starts at about 2 hours af ter accident initiation for the fast Silo caw
and about 6 hours af ter battery depletion for the slow Silo case. The difference between these two cases is
prirnarily due to the decrease in decay heat with time. Af ter the onset of core melt, containment pressuritation is
primarily caused by the production and release of hydrogen. lhe containment pressure before Vilis about 30 psig
for the fast Silo case and 50 psig for the slow Silo case. The discharge of the hot hydrogen gas to the
containment also cau cs a temperature increase in the containment. The containment temperature can be high in
some locations but is in generalless than 40WF. 'the challenges anociated with these conditions are not
significant and actions are unlikely because of the lack of electric power.

'the amount of hydrogen released to the containment atmosphere is in general sufficient to cause the containment
hydrogen concentration to reach combustible, or even detonatable, limits before vessel breach (Section 4.2.2.1).
Since a Mark 11 containment is inerted, a hydrogen combustion is not espected to occur. 'lhe most important
challenges to containment integrity during this time are those anociated with IIPhili, occurring at the end of this
phase. Since h1El. Colt does not have a DCll model, the pressure rise due to llPhili shown in Figures 6.1 and
6.3, although already significant, does not include the effect of DCll, and a greater pressure rise would result 1

should DCil occur hiaintainingthe llPV depressurized is therefore,very important. A depressuri/cd itPV not
only mitigates the challenges anociated with IIPh1E, but also climinates the suppression pool boundary loads
(Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2), and changes the core melt process and the rnode of debris ejected from the vessel [13].
IlWitSAlUh1El. Colt analys:s of fast Silo sequences showed that there would be no significant containment
pressure rise at Vil if itPV pressure was low before Vil, and the containment pressure after Vil would be much
lower in the low pressure case than in the high pressure case (40 psig versus 80 psig). It is noted that the timing
(or reactor water level) for itPV depressurization will af fed the metabsteam reaction (an exothermic reaction)in
the veuel and the timing of vessel failure.
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In some caws early wetwell venting can be used to reduce the base preuure and thus the impact of IIPMii !

(Section 5.23) liarly venting is advisable only if the vent path can be reclowd before significant fission productsi-

are released. Venting the containment atmosphere before core degradation begins is theiefore enort desirable
because the radioactivityin the containment atmosphere is low. Ilowever, acmiding to llWitSAll'Ml!! Colt
calculations, the (tmtaintncnt pressure hfore core melt (CM)is too low (about 10 psig for the slow Slio cai,e and

,

less for the fast Silo case) for this strategy to be practical. Venting after CM but before Vil, while it will result in
some l'P release,will have SP scrubbing, and result in less l'P relcaw than an early llPMl! induced containment

'

f ailure. The wntainment pressure before vessel breach, as shown in l'igures 6.1 and 63, reaches its highest value :

after the second major SitV diwharge, about one hour before Yll, and venting during this time period will give
the greatest base pressure reduction. Early venting therefore has the potential to reduce the containment baw
pressure by 30 psi for the fast Silo case and 50 psi for the slow Silo case Pressure reductions of these

'

magnitudes may be helpful to prevent an early containment failure immediately af ter Vll. 'lhe containment
pressure reduction by early venting will be snore significant if thc pressure klore CM or Vil is greater, as would
happen in the cases where high pressure injection can be maintained for a longer time. Ilowever, the benefit is
uncertain because of the uncertaintiesin containment pressure and containment pressure capability predictions.
The ability to vent the containment during an S110 sequence is another uncertain issue and has been discuued in
Section 3.2.4.2,

c

!

It should be noted that early venting may not be beneficialfor risk reduction. In fact,it may cause unnetessary l'P
release if the containment integrity can be maintained without containment venting, or change a late release case
(due to late Cn to an early relcaw case. A simplified probabilistle risk analysis showed that preemptive venting,

-i.e., venting beiore a significant rise in containment pressure in a Silo sequence to prevent containment :ailure,
would result in significant increases in the important risk measures considered in the analysis (l.c.,the population
dose, the mean number of latent fatalities,and the of fsite cost) [12[ llowever,in the analysis,it was assumed that
the vent path, once opened, could not be reclosed. 'the risk will certainly be reduted if the vent path can be
reclosed before significant fission products are released to the containment atmosphere. Additionalconsiderations i

using actual plant data during an accident, such as those discussed in Section 4.2.5,will also help to make an
optimum venting decision,

! There are other strategies that may be uwful during this phan of a Silo sequence. As discussed in Section 6,
flooding of the reactor cavity before Vil may have a beneficialcifect on the load associated with ItPMi!. The'

,

operation of drywell spray,in addition to providing water to the teactor cavity, may also mitigate the cifects of
IIPMii, llowever,it is unlikely that water would be available for the drywell spray at this time. Available water
would be used for core cooling before vessel breach. llowever,in sequenceswhere the itPV is repressurized after
the loss of de power, an alternate water supply system, e g. the fire water system, may not have sufficient head to
deliver water to the RPV, consequently,it could be used for the drywell spray,

6.2.3.2 Challenges and Strategies in the late Phaw

Containment pressure and temperature continue to rise after the accident enters the late phase. As shown in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2, containment conditions would exceed some liOP limits (e.g., the pressure suppression pressure,

|
PSP, or the primarj containment pressure limit, PCPl.), but some of the actions required are not relevant any
more (e.g.,itPV depressurization) Containment cooling and drywell spray. if available,can be used to remove;

energy from the containment atmosphere and thus reduce pressure and te nerature loadt Containment venting
can be used to remove both mass and energy from the containment atmosphere and thus reduce the pressure.
'lhe latter action is the only means to reduce the pressure increaw due to the noncondensible gases resulting from
CCI. As shown in Figures 6.1 and 63, the containment venting preuure (PCPl.,70 psig for 1.imerick)is reached 4
hours after accident initiation for the fast Silo sequence and about 16 hours after accident initiation for the slow
S110 sequence; and containment failure pressure (135 psig for 1.imerick)is reached about 10 and 21 hours, and
drywell Ikior penetration (by CCl) occurs about 12 and 25 hours, after accident initiation,for the fast and slow
S110 sequences respectively.
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(Tl is the most important methanism f or containment loading in this phase of the auident. C01 will release
noncondensible gases to the containment atmospht te and cauw a containment pressure increase which cannot be
controlled by wntainment tooling or containment spray CCI may also cauw a significant temperature load on the
dr)well and an erosion of the reactor pedestal and the dryvell(bor. 'lhe hot wie d(bris may also attack the
downwmers or the drywdi drains and thus (ause a SP bypass shotfly after Vil(atuut 20 minutes Section 4.2.3).
~lhe strategies to wol the core debris and wntrol the progrewion of CCI are thu(fore important (section 4.2.3).
lboJing the reactor cavity before vessel brexh and continuous * adding water to the corium increases the
probability of slowing down the progress of, or run terminating,CCl. Water can be added to the teattor cavity
by drywcli spray before Vit, or to the hot corium, either through the llPV break area by wre injection.or through
the drywell by drywell spray, af ter Vit.1)r)vell spray, in addition to providing water *o the corium, tan also be
uwd to control mntaintnent pressure and temperature loadt

t he cffect of dr)vell spray on drywell tunperature is particularly important. ihen a moderate spray flow rate can
prevent a significant dryvell ttrnperature Liad {7[ Comeruly,dryvell(pray does not hase a significant ellect on
containment pressure response if the flow rate is low (e.g , $(o gpm), but could d(lay the time lo wntaintnent
prewure failure significantly (by a few hours) if the flow rate is high (e.g.,6,0m pm) |7[ llowever, a high sprayr
flow rate is not likdy to be available during a Sito sequence. ihe most likely water supply system available at this
time is the fire water system (Section 3.2.1), whith can supply a flow rate of about 570 rpm at /cro psid and has
/ero Dow at 82 psid |13[ A Mi ! C011 analysis using such a drywell spray was perfortned for a f ast Silo sequence
with IlPV depreuuri/ation to evaluate the ef f ect of drywdl spray [13| 'lhe dr)vell spray was initiated at the time
of Vil in the analysis, although, according to the llWil 1(P(h, if as ailable,it muld have been activated earlier.
'lhe wat t that (an be accumulated on the Jrywrlllloor depends on the neight of the downeomer li . aluve thef
drywell floor, which is atuut 1.5 ft for the Mark Il plants that do not have downcomers inside the p(destal region.
In the analysis, the spray was terminated 7.5 hours af ter its initiation due to high containment pressure (exceeding
the pump (utoff pressure). Af ter spray termination,it took another four hours to tud off the water pool on the
dryw ell door.

-

the ef fett of drywdl spray on the itack of the dr>vell floor is shown in I igure 6 r> (f rom the calculation of
lleference 13). 'the availabilityo! water to the corium significantly delap drywell floor burn.through esen for the *

deep cavity model used in the analysis. Ihbris spreading f or some Mark 11 plants would result in greater surface
area for heat transfer between water and corium (Set tion 3.1.1.3) and probably len severe conuete attack. the
drywell spray also reduces contalament temperature. 'lhe containment temperature is limit (d by the drywell spray
to below aluut (Ml' for all the containtnent regions uwd in the calculation. 'the containment pressure is also

,

slighdy lower for the spray case !han the n+ spray caw at the time of spray termination. Ilowever, the ,,

wntainment precure at drpell burn through is greater for the : pray case (135 psig in the drywell,16.5 hours af ter
accident initiation) tb t the no spray caw (105 psig,13.5 hours). Ihis is due to the decrease of containment free
volume by containment water addition horn divwell spray, and the continuous boiling of water overlying the
corium [13[

PCPl. is reached during this time phase foi all of the $110 cases discuswd alvve. Ilow es er, wetwell venting may
not be carried out because of lack of dectric power, I(ven if mntainment senting with SP scrubbing is available,it
may not be advisable to sent the containment at this time betauw of the high raJioactivity in the containment
atmosphere. A simplified probabilistic risk analysis indicates that venting at PCPI via a hardened wetwell vent
does not reduce Sil() risk because the wntainment may not tailin some of the senting cases |12[ In f act, risk
may actually be increased because there is a high probability of SP bypaw in Mark 11 containments [12L On the
other hand, if containment failure is certain, wetwell venting willin general cause a risk reduction [14[ The
decision to sent the containtnent should therefore depend on projections of the risks anociated with (and without)
containment venting, based on existing on-site and ot! site conditions during the accident (Section 4.2 $). 'lhere is
another potential adverse ef fect that needs to be considered when making the containment venting decision. 'lhe
wntainment temperature load may be ruore sescre if the mntainment is vented during CCI (see Sedian 4.2.3 for
more detailed discussion). 'this is because the gaso removed f rom the containment atmosphere via venting have a
lower temperature than the gases released f rom f('I. 'lhis indicates that venting, without accompanying
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containment cooling, e.g. by d ywell spray, would result in a more sescre temperature load and potentially an
earlier containment failure due to the combined temperature and pressure load [7[

6.2.3.3 Challenges and Strategin in the f(clease Phase

'lhe challenges during this phase, the tin es when they occur and the mitigating strategies are shown in Table 6.1
for a fast SHO sequence and in Table 6.2 for a slow M10 sequence.

Catminment failure may occur in the very catly phase,before core melt begins, for a slow SHO sequence if core
injection has been operating for a long time while containment heat removal capability is not available. 'the
amount of fission products released to the environment after a very early containment failure would not be
significant if core melt is prevented. '!he primary severe accident manager tent effort at this time is therefore to
prevent core melt, or arrest further xte degradation il core melt has aircody begun (by in. vessel rnanagernent

'

strategies). For cases where core rrelt cannot be arrested and vessel breath is imminent, the ptimary accident
rnanagement effort would then be shifted to preserve containment integrity. _

If containment failure is inevitable actions,if feasible,should be taken before containment failure to reduce the
potentialfor FP release af ter containment failure. Actions that reduce the amount of fission products in the
containment atmosphere and the driving force of 13P telease (i.e.. containment pressure) will be more effective if
they at_e carried out when the containment is stillintact (than if they are carried out after the containment has
aheady failed). Strategiu that can be useful for FP release control have been discussed in detailin Section 4.2.2,
and individual strategies have been discussed in Section 5. A general awessment of the efftetiveness of plant
systems to mitigate FP release, e g., containment spray and pool scrubbing, has been given in Section 3 in terms of
their decontamination factors for itP removal.

As shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, without operator actions, the primary containment would f ailin ainut four to five
hours after vessel breach. If the containment fails in the drywell, the release of the fission products would bc ,,

directed to the outside of the primary containment, bypassing the suppression pool. This scenario has been used
in the Mark I report as the base case to discuss the cifects of a few strategies <.. T release. As discussed in the
Mark I report, the objective of such strategies is to change the release em.ation from o,/ represented by an
accident progression bin (APil) with a greater FP nelease potential t one with less. Using a prtial release
CRET, the Mark I report has addresse.1 the effects of a few stratyieswhere FP release data are available from
NUREG-1150 APl?F analpis. Although the Mark i results may not be completely applicable to the Mark 11
plantt, they do provide adequate estimates of the effects of the various strategies for a Mark 11 plant. 'the Mark 1 -

results indicate that, when compared wi_th the base containment failure case, both drywell spray and wetwell
venting are cfIcetive in reducing the release of fission products. On the other hand, an early drywelileak directly

_

into the reactor building, such as occurs in a drywell head leak case, would result in a FP release comparable to
that of the base case and is significant. 'this shows the importance of Gooding the leak area if the drywell spray is
not available.

'the strategy of Gooding the drywell head has been discussed in Sections 4.2.4 and 5.2.7. More detailed discussion
can also be found in Reference 12. Simplified probabilistic risk analyses have been performed in lieference 12 to
evaluate the effect of dcliberate nooding the drywell head for SHO sequences. Results showed that drywell head
flooding would slightly reduce the offsite consequences when compared with a case without drywell head ihmding.
It results in a 3.9% reduction in mean latent fatalities, a 3.7% reduction in mean population dose, and a 7.3% in
mean offsite cost. It should be noted that these reductions are from a sensitivity analysis based on probabilistic
risk analyses, and do not represent the effect of Gooding the drywell head (versus not fkmding dnwell head)in a,

drywell head failure case, because included in the comparison are many other containment failure modes that do
not involve the failure of the drywell head. A direct comparison of the consequences from the releases of a
drywell head failure, both with and without dowell head fkmding, will certainly show a more significant effect of
drywell head flooding on IT release and offsite consequence.
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As discussed above, wetwd' venting and drwell spray are important strategies to mitigate the conscquence of a
severe accident lloth of them have multiple bencficialclfects on accident mitigation. lhe of fccts of these
strategies have been investigated in Itt ference 14, ~lhe containment model ustd in Ittit rence 14 was based on the
I imerick plant. llecause of the shallow reattor cavity of the 1.imerick plant, the corium w a 6 assumed to spread to
an area of 5 meters (the radius of the inside of the reactor pedestal region is 3 mcters) 'the sequente acalyzed
was a 'lOUY sequen c which auumed the low of all core injection at the beginning of the acsident and with a
successful itPV depressuritation. ('lhis ~lOUV sequinoe is similar to the fast MlO sequence discuwed ateve in
Section 6.23 2.) 'lhe analysis was performed using the Source Term Code Package (SiCP). When compared with
the results calculated by llWitSAR Mlil 0011(Section 6 23,2), the SICP predicted a greater mntainment
pressure the alter Vil and a containment pressure failure at an earlier time (145 psia f ailure prcsture at R5
houtst

the cases analyzed in lteference 14 are shown in Iigure 61 In addition to the base case,where the mntainment
was auumed to f ailin the drywell by overpressure, two senting cases and two spray (with venting) cases were also
investigated In the first venting case (VI1), the wetwell vent path (the 6 inch II.RT line, Section 3.2.4) was
opened w' the containment pressure reached 70 psig (PCPl. for 1.imeri(L) and remained open for the duration

In the second venting case, the vent path was retlosed when the containment pressure dropped toof the acci 4.

55 psin and reopened when the pressure reached PCPl. again. 'lhis resulted in an intermittent v,dve ope.ong and
closing operation. 'lhis intermittent wetwell venting operation was retained in luth spray cases, with spray flow
rate of 250 gpm and 500 rpm ropectively.

'the consequences ci the above five cases, obtained by the Mill COR Acsident Consequence Code System
(M ACCS) and using the Peath llottom meteorologicaldata, are presented in 'Iable 63. 'lhe bencfit of wetwell
venting and drywell spray are clearly demonstrated in Table 61 Significant benefits are also reali/td in the
reduction of the decontaminated and interdicted farm areas. 'the interdicted farm area is reduced from 272
square miles for the nonmitigated base case to 1 square mile for case SVI. Not reflected in the consequence
comparison is the eff ect of drywell spray on drvwt11 temperature. While the userage drpell temperature af ter the
initiation of wetwell venting for the senting case was about IMkfi, the drvwc11 temperature for the spray case was
maintained at below 3(kfit through almost the entire transient (except for a short period when the drpell
temperature rose to about Wl ). 'lhe drywell could therefore f ailin the ventiog case from the temperature load,
or a cornbination of temperature and pressure loads, and as a mnsequente, the release in the venting case would
be without the benefit of SP scrubbing, and more severe consequence would result. ~lhe drywell spray,in addition
to its ability to maintain a lower drywell tsmperature,is also an important tool to remove huion products f rom the
containment atmosphere. 'lhis 1:P scrubbing capability is particularly important if there is a suppression pool
bypass, which has a high probability for Mark 11 mntainments (stctior 3.1.13). l'urthermore, if there is a SP
bypaw, the mitigating effect of wetwell venting on l'P release is lost because the release will not hase the benefit
of S" scrubbing.

Additional strategies for mitigating the release of fission products to the environrnent include the strategies to
control fission product revolatization and late release of iodme from water pooh, the strategy to flood the leak
areas or the containment, and the strategies for fiwinn product retention in the secondary containment. *lhese
strategies have been discussed in Settions 4 2 4,5.2A and 5.2.9

6.3 NDVS Sequences

lhe AlWS sequences discuued in this section are those initiatcJ by an MSlV tlosure at full power while the
reactor failed to scram. Ileactor power, af ter a successful automatic recirculation pump trip and RPV water level
control, would still exceed the containment heat removal (CIIR) capability of the Rllit system. The discharge of
the RPV steam to the SP would lead to a rapid heat up of the pool and containment pressure rise. lhe
containment would failif remvery or mitigative actions are not sucteuful. The llashing of the SP watei would
cause the ITCS pumps to fail by cavitation in some Mark 11 plants, and core melt, then veuel breath, would
follow in these plant. In the Mark 11 plants where the liCCS pumps have been designed to pump saturated water.

6.7 NURI G CR-5505
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the pumps may not be lost at containment failure. Nevertheless. core injection may still be lost because of random'
s

hardware faults or operator errors (e g., f ailure to deptessuriz_e the itPVi

in a slow NIWS sequence, core injection is lost late so that core damage, core melt, and vessel breach occur after
. containment failure. In a fast NIWS sequence. core injection is lost early such that core damage occurs in the

short term, and core melt and vessel breach occur prior to containment failure. 'this may occur if the high |
'

pressure system, which takes suction from the SP, fails due to high pool temperature or etcessive back pressurc, :
and the low preuure 9 stems are unavailable due to either random systen faults or a failute to depreuurire the '

IIPt

6,3.1 Characteristics of A'nVS Sequences

- ATWS sequences are characterited by the significant amount of thermal power generated in the core and released
to the containment. The primary objectives of operator actions are to (1) reduce core power by in-vcuel
strategies.and (2) increase the energy removal capabibly from the itPV anWor from the containment. Energy can

,

be removed from the 1114' by restoring the main condeni,cr as the heat sink (an inacuel strategy), or from the
containment by venting (an ex-vessel stratery). 'lhe major concerns for containment venting are whether there is'

sufficient venting capacity to remove the input thermal power and whether there is sufficient time to complete the
venting actions. These and other inues regarding venting have been discuued in Section 3.2 4.

Since ac power is available during an N1WS sequence, most of the important plant systems and instruments
discuued in Section 3 would be available during the accident. Some of the plant systems and instrutnents may be
lost during the accident due to harsh environmental (e.g., containment temperature and pressure) or loading (e.g.,
loads associated with IIPME or hydrogen combustion) conditions.

6.3.2 Slow NhVS Sequences

63.2.1 Contalument itesponse to a Slow A'lWS sequencei

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 present the contamment pressure and temperature time histories of a slow NIWS sequence
calculated by the STCP code for l_imerick (TC4 case of NUllEG/CR-4624 [11]). In the cakulation, the reactor is
auumed to be at 30% rated thermal power. The containment pressure, as shewn in Figure 6.8, reaches its failure
point (130 psig) at about 40 minutes after accident initiation. The ECCS f aila after containment failure, and core
melt starts at about one hour. Vessel breach occurs at 150 minutes after accident initiation. Since a catastrophic

.

containment failure (a failure area of 7 f t') is assumed in the calculation, containment pressure drops to
atmospherie level and remains there af ter the containment fails. Containment temperature, as shown in l'igure

i 6.9, reaches its design value early in the accident, drops slightly after containment failure, and then rises to about
6tMTF a few hours after vessel breach, it drops suddenly at about eight hours after accident initiation,when the
drywell ikx>r is penetrated by corium attack, and continues to decrease afterward because the corium has rehicated

'

to the suppression pd,

! The control of reactor power by in vessel strategies, e.g., itPV level and pressure control, will affect the energy
'

input rate to the containment and consequently the pressure and temperature responses in the containment. 'this
i willinfluence the vent area required for containment preuure control, the time of occurrence of major

phenomenological events, and the time availabte for ex vessel responses.i

i
' 63.2.2 _ Challenges and Strategies of Slow NIWS Sequences| _

|-

Table 6.4 shows the challenges and the strategies and SAM actions required for a slow NIWS sequence. llesults
,_

of the TC4 sequence, shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, are used to provide timing and containment conditions for|

Table 6.4. Table 6.4 is used to guide the discussions that follow,i

l
|
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6.3.2.2.1 Challenges and Strategies in the Very Early and Early Phases ;

With the failure of the reactor protection system to initiate and cumplete a scram, an Alert would be declared at
,

the beginning of a slow N1WS sequence. A Site Arca timergemy may also tw declaredJihe TSC and the liGF
would be activated early in the accident and the TSC is expected to be operationalin atnut 30 minutes after!

accident initiation.

As shown in Table 6.4, the EPG control variables would exceed their limits within about 30 minutes after accident
,

initiation because of the enormous energy input rate to the containment. The operator actions required to
respond to these conditions include ItPV depressuritation, drywell cooling, drywell spray, and containment venting.
Although the itPV was assumed to be at high pressure in the calculation of Figures 6.8 and 6.9, itPV- :_

depressuritation can be successful and the low pressure ECCS system is then available for core moling if needed.
Drywell cooling and dry 411 spray (if operated with RilR heat exchangers)would remove some energy from the
containment, but their combined capacity (designed for about 2% of rated thermal power, Section 3.2.1) may be
below the energy input ratec Ilowever,with the addition of containment venting there maybe the capacity to ;

handle the energy input rate and prevent containment failure for many A'lWS cases.

The venting area required to keep the containment pressur( oclow the failure pressure depends on the net energy
input rate to the containment atrnosphere and the pressure loss along the flow path. Figure 6.10 shows the
effective venting area required to keep the containment pressure at a constant value for various energy input rates.
(The curves in Figure 6.10 are based on isentropic flow of dry steam taken as an ideal gas.) For a particular net
energy input rate, the containment pressure willincrease and stabilire at a higher pressure if the vent area is too

i small, and cimtainment failure may occur if this steady state pressure is alove the containment failure prenure. -

Figure 6.10 shows that an effective vent area of about 1.5 ft'is required to maintain containment pressure below
70 psig for a net energy input corresponding to 10% rated thermal power of the reactor. The effective vent area
could be much smaller than the nominal area of the vent path. Factors accounting for the actual valve opening
area, the pressure loss along the flow path, and the effect of actual composition and real gas properties should be
considered in the determination of the effective vent area.

Containment venting is the most important strategy to prevent a very early containment failure. Containment
venting pressure (PCPL) is reached in approximately 30 minutes after accident initiation. Since ac power is
available, there seems to be sufficient time to open the vent path (described in Section 3.2.4). 'Ihe important issue
is then whether the vent area is sufficient to maintain the containment pressure at PCPL. llecause of the high
reactar power, the vent area required to maintain the containment pressure at (or below) PCPL will be relatively
large. The total vent area available for Limerick,i.e., the area discussed in Section 3.2.4, seems to be sulficient to<

maintain the containment pressure below the failure pressure if the reactor power can be reasonably controlled
(e.g.,less than 15% rated power). liowever, as discussed atove, the real flow capacity of the vent lines needs to
be assessed. Since containment venting is needed before core melt begins and the radioactivityin the containment
atmosphere is low, actual venting could be started earlier, before PCPL is reached. The use of a hardened vent

} path climinates the concern of potential damage to the RD structures and the equipment (Section 3.2.4.2).

In the A1WS sequences, the SP is saturated atuut 30 minutes after accident initiation. The opening of the vent
paths will cause the containment to depressurite and the SP to flash. Consequently,in some Mark 11 plants, the
pumps that take suction from the SP could fail.1hese pumps should be switched to an alternate suction source
before the opening of any vent path (Section 3.2.1).

Shortly after containment venting, the etmtainment atmosphere would be practically void of noncondensible gases
and become full of steam. The use of a high capacity, cold containment spray in this steam emironment, after the
vent path has been closed, could cause a rapid containment pressure decrease and an unacceptable negative
pressure load, and should therefore be avoided.1he CAC system in the containment vent and purge rnode
(Sections 3.2.1) can be used to supply nitrogen to the containment after the reactor power is under control and the
containment is depressurized.

6.9 NUREG /CR-5805
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6J.2.2.2 Challenges and Strategies in the late and Ihlease Phases ,

Without succcuful containment venting, containment pressure would continue to riw until the contaisuant f ailt
1his will be followed, in some Mark 11 plants, by the loss of the ECCS pumps, core melt, and veuel breach.

,

liefore containment failure pressure is reached, the llPV may repreuurite because the pneumatic supply pressure
may not be sufficient to keep the SitVs open with the high containment ba k preuure. Ilowever, the d(crease of
containment pressure af ter containtnent failure would perrnit the itPV to depreuuri/c again, and core melt and
vessel breach would take place at a low 1(PV pressure. Since the containment has aheady failed in the very early
phase of the accident, the primary objectives of CitM in these later phases are to control the progress of CCI and

~

;

to reduce the release of the fission products to the environment. Since the core power is reduced to its decay,

power level af ter core rnelt, the thallenges and strategics of the release phase of the accident will be sirnilar to
'

those of the Silo cases discussed in Section 6.233.

6.3.3 Fast NnVS Sequences

6J3.1 Containment flesponse to a fast A*lWS Sequence
l

Figures 6.11 and 6.12 present the containment pressure and temperature time histories, respectivcly,of a fast
AlWS sequence for 1imerick (TC3 case of NUltEU/Cib4624 [11]). The difference between this case and the
slow NIWS case is that in the present case core injection is losti and core melt starts, before containment failure.
ihe high pressure injection systems are lost due to either high SP temperature or high turbine exhaust back
pressure, and the low pressure injection system is not available due to llPV depressurit.ation failure.i

liefore the loss of core injection, the reactor power is high and the containment pressure rises rapidly. After the
' loss of injection, the reactor power is reduced to its decay value as the 1(PV loses its water level, and the energy

input rate to the containment is greatly reduced. Containment pressure stays almost level after the start of core
melt because of the combined effects of lower energy input rate and energy absorption by containment heat
structures. This leveling of containment pressure lasts until the core collapses (at about 70 minutes in l'igure
6.11), after which the containment pressure increases considerably (about 30 psi, Figure 6.1l). ihe high pressure
vessel blowdown that follows results in a significant pressure rise in the containment (about 70 psi,l'igure 6.11),
and containment failure pressure is reached alcut one hour after Vll. Containment temperature basically follows
the same trend as containment pressure before containment f ailure, drops sharply after containment failure, and
increases steadily during CCI to over 5(Km It drops sharply again at about six hours after accident initiation
when the drywell floor is penetrated by corium attack, and continues to decrease af terward, when the corium is
rekicated to the suppression pool.

| 63J.2 Challenges and Strategies of fast A1WS Sequences

Table 6.5 shows the challenges as well as the strategies and SAM r.ctions for a f ast A1WS sequence, llesults of
the TC1 sequence,shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, are used to provide timing and containment conditions for
Table 6.5. The challenges to containment integrity for a fa.,1 N1WS sequence are Umilar to those for a fast Sllo
sequence except that, because of the availabilityof ac power, the plant systems are available for the A IWS
sequence.

Since PCPL is not reached before ves el breach, containment venting is not likdy to be carried out as a result of
the EPGs. As shown in Figure 6.11, the venting pressure is reached duriag vessel blowdown. Since containment
failure pressure is reached approximatelyone hour after Vil, there would be sufficient time to open the vent path
to prevent a containment overpressure f ailure. The situation after Vil 1 similar to the fast Sito sequence
discussed in Section 63. It should be noted again, however, that there are considerable uncertaintiesin both the
containment pressure capability and the ability to accurately predict accident progreuion. ~lhe containment f ailure
pressure could be reached during vessel blowdown, immediately after Vll. Shouit this happen, there would not be
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sufficient time for containment venting, and early containment venting to reduce the base pressure before Vit
becomes more important.

Table 6.5 shows the challenges and strategies for this case. They are in genera similar to those of Table 6.2 for
; the fa'.t Silo sequences. Ilowever, the availabilityof dectric power would improve the chances for

implementation of some strategies l'or example, containment cooling or containment spray may be available,and>

their use will remove energy from the containment atmosphere to reduce the base pressure and temperature.
Ilowever, the effect may not be significant because the temperature of the containment atmosphere before venel
breach is not significant.

:

6.4 less of Containment lleat Removal Sequences

Accidents involving the loss of long terrn containment heat removal (Cill() are similar to the slow N1WS
j sequences discuued in Section 63.2 in terms of the sequence of major events (e g.,venel breach and containment

failure) and the failure mode of the f(PV and the primary containment. There is a net energy increase in the
containment for both types of accidents, and the containment will fail by overpressure if corrective actions are not
taken. Since the net energy input to the containment in a loss of Clllt sequence is at the decay heat level,which

,

is much lower than the energy involved in an KlWS sequer.re, the containment pressure increase is much slower
and the tirne available for operator action is consequently much longer,,

The operator response required to mitigate the various challenges of a loss of Cillt sequence is similar to that for
a slow NIWS sequence (Table 6.4), but with much longer time windows available for action. ~lhe most important

i operator action, containment venting, is not required until rnore than about 20 hours after accident inception. 'lhe
capacity of the containment venting area is also not a concern because of the low power levelin this sequence.
Tbc probability of successful containment venting is therefore very high. This reduces the significance of the low
of Cllit sequences,and as a result, this sequence does not contribute significandy to the total core damage
frequency of IlWit plants in NUlmG 1150 [4j.

If containment venting is not successful, or if all reactor core makeup is lost, the accident will progress to core
degradation and subsequent vessel breach. The application of CitM measures will be similar to that of a slow
KlWS sequence discuned in Section 63.2.

|
6.5 Containment ihpass Sequences

Containtnent bypass sequences (V sequences) involve the breach of the reactor coolant system (f(CS) pressu.e
boundary at an interface with a low pressure system. The rupture of the low pressure system outside the primary
containment and the unavailabilityof the core coolant makeup systems (which may be a consequence of the ;

rupture) lead to a core melt and the release of fission products directly to the secondary containment. 'lhe V
sequence is not included in the plant damage states (PDS) considered in NUl(EG-ll50 due to the low core
damage frequency (CDP) as ociated with this type of sequence. Ilowever, since the release bypasses the primary
containment and the suppression pool, it is a high consequence sequence and will be discussed here.

'lhere are no appreciable preuure and temperature increases in the containment before venel breach because the
break is outside the primary containment. The primary system loses its water inventory through the break area, '

and core degradation and vessel breach will follow after the depletion of all core water.
_ ._ _

flhe blowdown of the high. temperature, radioactive steam from the I(PV directly to the outside, bypassing the
primary containment, will result in a high temperature radioactive a'mosphere in the area acar the break and an
entry condition fu. the secondary containment control procedure (based on llWit EPGs). Following the
instruction,in the procedures, the operator will try to isolate the sptems that are discharging into the high
temperature area. If this fails to control the secondary containment conditions, the operator is then instructed by

h-t| NUllEG' Cit 5805
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the procedures to shutdown the reactor, enter itPV control guidelines,and perform emergency itPV
depressurization.

!

1he secondary containment area radiation level would also escced the operating limit as the accident pnweeds. ;

1hc operator actions for area radiation level control are r.imilar to those for area temperature control discussed ,

above,11 should be pointed out that high secotadary containment area ternpcratures may also be caused by a fire
in that particular area, liowever, with the instrutnentation indication availaNe for the RPY rnd for the area

'

radiation monitoring system,it should not be difficult to distinguish one scenario from the other,

'

isolation of the systern that leaks to the outside of the primary containtnent could climinate the sourte of the
accident and terminate its progrenion,or it could thange the sequence to one that loses core injection but without
containment bypan, sirnilar to an Silo sequence diwuaed in Sution 6 2 !! the break area cannot be isolated, ;

itPV depressuritation would reduce the driving force for the break flow and thus the amount of release to the
outside, (The pressure in the itPV before veswl breach may remain high, even with the leak.) Duting itPV ,

depreuuritation,some of the gases and the fission products generated in the RPV are diwharged to the
containment through the SitV lines and the SP: the total flow and fission products leaked to the outside of the
prunary containment are thus reduced. Since significant arnounts of ficion poducts are generated in the itPV
after the start of core incit (about 30 minutes af ter accident initiation),it is desirable to initiate emergency
depressurization as soon as possible, and to maintain the SRVs open throughout the accidcnt. 'the 1 PGs are
adequate to address release control as discussed above.

1hc release could also be reduced by flooding the pipe that leads to the leak area or by keeping the leak area
subtnerged under water. This is very plant specific, and the identification of potentialleak areas and the
preplanning for possible means to flood these potentialleak areas are important for the success of this strategv.

'

Alter vessel breach, the pressure in the itPV would be in equilibrium with that in the containment. the.
pressuriration of the containment from CCI would drive the containment atmosphere through the RPV and the

'

leak area to the outside of the containment. liy passing through the RCS, the fission product release may be
enhanced because of itPV revolatilization. The radioactivity from this mode el release can be reduced by reducing
the containment pressure.1his can be achieved by wetwellventing.1he flow to the secondary containment from
wctwell venting will have the benefit of fission product scrubbing by the SP, and the total release will therefore be

'

reduced. In fact,if the leak area cannot be isolated,it may be desirable to open all available containment vent
paths as early as possible to have the maxirnum amount of the release pass through the SP. Since the PCPl. is not
reached and the radioactivity released would exceed the operating limit, containment venting is not likely to be"

"
carried out based on the liPGs.

- After vessel breach, the containment atmosphere will leak to the outside of the containment through the RCS.
Containment integrity is therefore lost after vessel breach. 'the primary objective of accident management is then
to control the progress of CCI and the release of fission products.1he challenges and strategies for this care are
similar to those for the Silo cases discussed in Section 6.3 (Tables 6.1 and 6.2).
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l tTime' Hr: Min " Plant Status Challenge (Comment) Strategy er SAM Actions .

.

03)0 . less of Both AC & DC Power (Plant Damage State) Alert & Site Emergency Declared
General Emergency Declared

;. Activate 13C & EOF

f' - Very Enriv Phase of the Accident l,i
1 r

| Very Early Recovery Actions ;
I

I

SP/T > 95 F (EPG Entry Condition)' Monitor and Control SPtr. SP/I,
.

{
.

j DW/P. and DW/r(Note 1) j ji SP Cading (Note 2) ! |

f
'

0:15 SP/r > 110 F Potential Unacceptable SP Enter EPG RPV Control G/L
Boundary Ioad (Note 3)

{
0-30 (13C Operationa!) [

t
] DW/P > 2 psig (EPG Entry Condition) CAC System end SG75 '

j: DW/r > 135 F DWCaimg& HTrSprav

| Enriv Phase of flie Accident I
"

i i

j 2-00 Core Melt Starts Early Recovery Actions f4 SP/T > llCTL Same as Atwe Emergency RPV Depressurization t
Dil7T> 340 F . Containment Temperature load D W Sprar

{RPVDepresurization
| DlViP > SCSIP Same as Above Earir MTV Venting
; Dil7P Increase & EB imminent Potential Challenge at VB Reactor Canrr IImfmg

D W Sprav
i

45)0 Vessel Breach
. Ioad Associated with IIPME RPVDep. or Alee Actions
1

1 (DCII. M&E Addition & SP Before FB to le Egectne
lead) .,
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]: *Z - Table 6.1 Challenges and Strategies for a Fast SBO Sequence (Continued) If
|4 C =
.

.: p ,

8
- .t

k Time IIr$lin - Plant Status Challenge (Comment) Strategy er SAM Actions >
O nm7 =- 6, late Phase af the Accident

j. y (Note 4) h_ ;

. - a
2 4;00 Late Recovery Actions

, . DW/P > PSP Containment Pressure lead RPV Depressurizatkm
i i

CCI Containment Pressure, Drywe!! Corium Flooding f
i Temperature, N9ncondensible Containment Flooding j

j Gas Generation. DW Floor Melt- Containment Spray ,

through, and SP Hypass Containment Venting f1

: - ;

10:00 Containment Failure j

II Release Phase of the Accident
\
! 21)0 - 4110 ' In-vessel Release and Release at FP in Containment Atmosphere RPV Depressurizatsm
; VB,

7. 4:00.- '. Ex-Vessel Release (CCI) Corium IhMing i
;

Revolatilization Water to RPV & DW Cooiing i^ ^
,

late lodine Release SP Cooling '}
| All Alme DW Spray and Containment [
i

! Ihiing ;

! t

| 10110 - Containment Failure or Venting FP Releax from Contaimnent to WW Venting ;

Outside Fkniing leak Area ;
|.
i

Containment Ihiing !
I

!

d IT & Pressure in SC FP Release from SC to SGTS f'

Environment Fire Spray

Note:j

| 1. SPfr - Suppression Pool (SP) Temperature SP/L - SP level. DWiP - Drywell or Containment Pressure DWTF - Drywell Temperature.
i letters in italic indicate that the information or system may not be available because of lack of support, e.g., electric power. j

.

i 2.
! f3. The RPV control guideline shouki have been entered earlier.

'Ibe availability of instruments and equipment after battery depletion is very uncertain. Unless special arrangements have been made, they f4.
are generally not available. Ilowever, recovery of electic power will make some of them available. |
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Tshle 6.2 Challenges and Strztegies for a Slow 580 Sequesce (Contimmed)
.
=&' D

Q ' Time IIr: Min Plant Status - Challenge (Comnwnt) Strategy or SAM Actions E'%

- Q
o >,

B Iete Phase of the Accident

i N . (Note 5) 1
y

m ".
,' h 161)0 Late Remvery Actions ' ;;-

5
! DWiP > PSP Gmtain nent Pressure load RPV Depressurization
:

| . CCI Containment Pressure. Drywell Cont. Gmting, DW Spray

| ..
Temperature, Noncondensible Corium Flooding & Containment
Gas Generations, DW Floor Melt. Flooding

|- through, and SP Bypass

!

.. DW/P > PCPL Containment Pressure I.osd DW Spray

I
Containment Venting

'

21110 Containment Failure
: Relesw Phase af the Accident
J

12fK) - 16dX) In-Vessel Release and Release at FP in Containment Atmmphere RPV Depressurization
,

i ? VB
'

E Corium Flooding16Kr Ex Vessel Release (CCI)
Revolatilization Water to RPV & DW Gmling

12te lodine Release SP Cooling;

; DW Spray and ContainmentAll Above
Flooding

1
'

21dX) Gmtainment Failure or Venting FP Release from Containment to WW Venting
Outside HoodingIrak Area

Containment l'kmding

FP & Pressure in SC ' FP Releaw from SC to SG15
Environment Fire Spray

SP/r- Suppression Pool (SP) Temperature SP/L - SP Level DWiP - Drywell or Containment Pressure, DWir - Drywell Temperature.Note: 1.'

2. letters in italie indicate that the information or system may not be available because of lack of support, e.g., electric power.
'the RPV control guideline shouki have been entered earlier.3.
'Ibe RPV will repressurize after the loss of SRV control power (i.e., de power). RPV depressurization can be maintained using alternate

'

4
electrie power (E/P) and pneumatic supply (P;S) as recommended by cpl.
'Ihe availability of instruments and equipment after battery depletion is very uncertain. Iluless special arrangements have been made, they5.'

are generally not available. Ilowever, recovery of E;P will make rome of them available.
|
,

i

1

!

m -__ , , , ,,, ,
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!

Strategy Application

!

:
;

i

!

,

i

Table 6.3 Consequences of the Various APils in 11gure 6,7

.

. ..

Ilase Case VT1 YT2 SVI SV2
,

latent Fatalities 3,040 209 139 100 91

50. Mile Population Dose 1.5(5)' l.8(4) 1,2(4) 7.2(3) 7,0(3)
(Person-sleverts)

Offsite Cost ($) 5.3(9) 4.8(7) 3.4(7) 1.2(7) 1,2(7)

DecontaminatedFarm Area 70 0 0 0 0
(llectares) >

Interdicted Farm Area 70,500 1,063 701 264 312
(IIcctares)

,

Note: *1.5($) = 1.5 x 10'

i

:

6 17 NUlli!G/ Cit.5805
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Table 6.4 Challenges and Strategies for a Slow ATwS Sequ:nce (Continued)

Time IIr:5 fin Plant Status Challenge (Comment) Strategy or SAM Actions

Early Phase of the Accident

If)0 Core Afelt Starts Early Recovery Actions

2:30 Vessel Breach

Late Phase of the Acciderg

2-30 Late 'u ryery Actions
CCI Noncondensible Gas Generation, Cm . - soding

DW Floor Melt-through, and SP Con' ewnt Ihxling

1'ypass

Rc! case Phase of the Accident

0:40 -100 Containment Failure Release of Containment RPV Depressurization
Atmosphere

1:00-230 In-Vessel Release and Release at FP in Containment Atmosphere RPV Depressurization

? VB
~

2:30 - Ex Vessel Release (CCI) Corium Ihxlingc

Revo!atilization Water to RPV & DW Cooling

Late Iodine Release SP Cooling

All Above DW Scray and Containment
Floochg

1:00 - Containment Failure or Venting FP Release from Containment to WW Venting
Outside Hooding leak Area

Containment Ibxling

FP & Pressure in Ri1 FP Release from Ril to SG1S

Emironment Fire Spray
i

i

SPfr - Suppression Pool (SP) Temperature, SP/L - SP Level, DW/P - Drywell or Containment Pressure, DW/r - Drywell Temperature. ,,Note: 1.

z 2. The RPV control guideline should have been started earlier. 5
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: Table 6.5. ChcIldnges and Strategies for a Fest mee F oeued)
., m ,a,

Time IIr: Min - ' Plant Status Challeng ,
,

Strategy or SAM Actionse e

. Iate Phase of the Accide -

1:40
Late Recovery Actions

DWTF > 340 F Containtrent Temperature Load DW Spray
RPV Depressurization

DWiP > PCPL Containment Pressure Load DW Spray |
,

Containment Venting
i

CCI Containment Pressure, Drywell Corium Fhling
Temperature, Noncondensible Containment Flooding
Gas Generation, Drywell Floor
Melt 'Ihrough, and Suppression
Pool Hyprss

2:40 Containment Failure
,,
'

i

Release Phase of the Accident '

p,

'
if 0:35 - 1:40 In-Vessel Release and helease at FP in Containment Atmosphere RPV Depressurization j<

VII
[

1:40 - Ex-Vessel Release (CCI) Corium Fkxxiing
Revolatilization Water to RPV & DW Cooling
ble Iodine Release SP Cooling

-

' All Aixwe DW Spray and Containment. I

! Flooding ,;

2:40 - Containment Failure or Venting FP Release from Centainment to WW Venting i

Outside Fhxlicg Leak Area

.

Containment Flooding ;

FP & Pressure in RB FP Release from RIl to SGlS -

Environment Fire Spray. *

g
2 Bc Note: 1. SPTF- Suppression Pool (SP) Temperature, SP/L - SP Level DWiP - Drywell or Containment Pressure, ;- ,

@ DWfr - Drywell Temperature. 9' ;

Q 2. The RPV control guideline should have been started earlier. g ~

n
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Strategy Application

, , , , , , , , , , . , , .ss

1.2 -
-

Containment failure pressure
-

|-
(not modeled) 1-- iso.3

3,i .

s.o-
-

- 440.o

|~
a.n - Reactor vessel bottom

g head failure _ig,

s/
- 3" o.e - \

i% -. :oo.o 1~ o.7 -
Y %

i
S

I

g o.s- [ - {
L - so.o

SRV discharge Drywell floor !.o,, _ rupture (731 min)

o.5 -
--''

03- SRV discharge ' . ,o,o

o.2 - y,

- 20.o
e4

' o.o sd.o is.o is.o 2s.o 24.o ss.o 34.0 4s.o es.o ss.o ss.o vio.o ss.o is.o iso.o
time t a)

: Lowoc dryweLL
-O--- dw hood cogs.on
-O- vont.s
-ts-- exped welwelt.

Figure 6.1 Primary Containment Pressure Distribution for the Mark Il Short Terni Station tilackout Sequence
Without ADS Actuation (Reference 13)
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Strategy Application

i.s , , , , , , , 1 i i i , , i
-_

i,3 o -- 2.as i

1.1 - -

- 2.o0

t .3 - -

d - i.75
i .a - ;-'

Reactor vessel I ,,_
' *e bottorn head -_ i ,2i,i _

n failure n
a

C i .0 - <p - C

g - 1.25 7

3 0.s .. - 0

?.?. 4
E0 - '" E
3

.e-
.

3
,

'0.7 - '
- 0.75SRV discharge

-

0.s - \ - /-( . ,
> g / <

' ' ' ~

Drywell oor
.l rupture (731 rnin)

0.1- J -- 0.25

|< -

0.0 5b0 Idn 0 lb.0 2d0.0 2b.0 350.0 lb.C 9$0.0 ib.0 5d0.0 LN.0 6$0.0 6N).O 7b 0 750.0

timelm)

+ dw i.npedo s tal ; expedestol-3
--G- expodontol-1 ---K- hood regi.on
-O- expadestol-2
-6- onnulue

Figure 6.2 Primary Containment Temperature Distribution for the Mark 11
Short Terrn Station Blackout Sequence Without ADS Actuation (Reference 13)
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StrateFy Application :

. i.a , , , = , .- , , , , , , , ,

Reactor vessel bottom head failure
(blowdown into containment)

3,s --- 160.0

n '

5.Q - |
-

-"0Containment failure
;

-pressure ,o,, _

- 120.0
,

_ - o.e - .
-

!

! E' I

"cs D b SRV discharge -- 100.0 'A
: of Hg
. .

.. ,h o.s - -

.
g-=

; --
,

; - so.o g

IL - Lo.s .

SRV discharge,,, _- so,o
of H2 ,

0.3 -
- 10.0 :-<

[
'

O.a - -

- q @^r-
- 20.0

- 0.1 , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

0.60 0.6% 0 10 0.75 0.to 0.53 .0.00 0.95 l.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 .1.20 1.25 - 4.3J i.31
3time t m) al0

i : -Lower-dryweLL- .

O dw head region !

O vent.s
- a exped wetweLL

,

1
--

;- Figure 63 Primary Containment Pressure Distribution for the Mark 11 lemg-Term
; Station Blackout Sequence With ADS Actuation (Reference 13)
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| Strategy Application
|
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i 8. o.es - e f
2 3 C
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SSRV discharge of H2,,n . g - o.g
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0.60 - SRV discharge of I
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' - c.s

~

o g _

[u- ~V - c.20.35
0.50 o'.65 0.70 0575 0|80 o!e5 0|90 D'.95 1|o0 1505 l '.1 D !$1s l'.20 I!25 l'30 1.35.

3timatal #10

--O - dw inpodestal ---4- expedestot-3
--G--- expedo n tal. - l ---X- head region
--G-- expeden tol-2
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Figure 6.4 Primary Containment Temperature Distribution for the blark 11
long-Term Station Blackout Sequence (Reference 13)
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Strategy Application

-_

4
+I=_._

3.5~ No DW Spray
/ /, ,

r 3- With DW Spray ,/
O 4
O I*y 2.5-
C
O
z: 2-
8 -

E
E 1.5- *
0.

/1- a

0.5- Spray On Spray Off

-w/One , . , , , , ,

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Time (Minute)

Figure 6.6 Reactor Cavity Floor Penetrution by CCI for Fast SBO Sequences With RPV Depressurization
(Data From Rererence 13)
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TC4 X straien A rlicationi
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Figure 6,8 Containment Pressure Respouse for Umerick TC4 (slow ATWS) Sequence
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Figure 6.9 Contalement Temperature Resposee for unserick TC4 (slow ATWS) Sequence
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: Strategy Application
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Figure 6.10 Venting Area and Venting Pressure for Various Reactor Power Levels
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Strategy Applicatkm
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Figure 6.11 Contslament Pressure Response for Umerick TC3 (Fast ATWS) Sequence
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7 Summary and Conclusions

Information on severe accidents, available from research efforts supported by the NRC under its Severe Accid nt
Research Plan as well as results from the industry sponsored Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking Program, has
been reviewed to identify the challenges a Mark 11 containment could face during the course of a severe accident,
the mechanisms that cause these challenges, and the strategies that can be used to mitigate the effects of these
challenges. The capabilitiesof existing plant systems and procedures that are relevant to containment and release
management (CRM) have also been examined to determine their applicability to CRM and to determine possible
areas for improvement. Important findings from this investigation have been described in this report and are
summarized below.

7.1 Existing Accident Management Capabilities

Existing accident management capabilities are based on the NRC requirements described in NUREG,0737
regarding emergency response, and NUREG-0654 regarding radiological emergency plans and preparedness. The
elements of these requirements that are most significant for CRM are the establishment of the technical support -

cmter (EC), the availability of the emergency operating procedures (EOPs), and the requirements on plant
instrumentation for accident monitoring.

The Technical Support Center (TSCM in the accident sequences examined in this report, the TSC will be
activated and operationalwhen CRM activities,beyond those of the current EOPs, are required. Since a wide
variety of plant status conditions may occur and significant uncertaintieson future accident progression exist, the
availabilityof the TSC to take control of plant operations and to provide support to reactor operations is an
important attribute for containment and release management in a severe accident.

Existine limercency Procedure Guidelines (EPGsk The existing EOPs for a Mark 11 containment, which are based
on the EPGs prepared by the General Electric Company, are symptom based procedures. 'Ihe plant operations
personnel can follow these procedures well into a severe accident by observing the values of some selected plant
variables and taking actions accordingly. However, some of the assumptions on which the EPGs are based are
obtained from design basis accident conditions and may not be adequate for sev, re accident management after
significant core degradation has developed. Modification of the existing EPGs regarding initiating and restricting
conditions for accident response actions may be desirable to extend their applicability to weident phases beyond
core damage.

The existing EPGs also concentrate on the restoration of core cooling and maintainingcontainment integrity under -

design basis loads. The mitigation of containment loading conditions that m'y occur after vessel breach or the
mitigation of fission product release after containment failure are not emphasized. Additional guidelines far
accident aanagement after vessel breach or containment failure could therefore be beneficial.

Existine Instrumentation and Environmental Oualification: The most significant potential problem with plant
instrumentation for CRM is the lack of sufficient c<mtrol room indications of containment variables during a .

station blackout (SBO) sequence. According to NUREG-1150 and other PRAs, SBO is one of the most important
severe accident sequences for Mark 11 containments. This lack of indicators severely restricts the ability of plant
personnel to perform CRM activities during an St O. To improve severe accident management, an alternate
electric power supply beyond that required by existing regulations has been recommended by the CPI program for
both RPV depressurization and containment venting. It may be desirable to provide such an alternate power
supply also for some instrumentation that is important for making decisions on CRM activities. In addition, the
identification of alternate methods to obtain containment variable indications in the absence of electric power will
improve the availabilityof relevant information for CRM.

The survival of plant instruments under severe accident conditions could also be a problem. The containment
conditions, e.g. temperature, pressure, and radiation, that may occur in a severe accident may exceed the
environmentalconditions for which the equipment and instruments are qualified. Even though the equipment and
instruments may survive under conditions well beyond their qualification conditions, their accuracy is not cssureo.
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Summary

A case by case analysis of the various types of instruments may be needed to determine their availability and
reliability under severe accident conditions.

In some cases, the range of existinginstruments does not cover the values the measured variables can assume in a
severe accident Examples include the drywell temperature reading (tgical present range: 40 to 440T) and the
suppression pml water level indication (5 ft ahwe normal water level). Presently there is no water level gauge in
the drywell. This would be helpful if containment fheding is considered for containment and release management.
For some challenges, e g., ex. vessel steam explosion, there is no direct instrument indication and the identification
of the potcntial fer the challenge must rely on indirect indications.

7.2 Interface lletween Existing EPGs and CRM Strategies

As stated in the Introduction of this report, an important goal of the USNRC's Severe Accident hianagement
Program is to make innovative use of existing plant systems for accident management instead of resorting to costly
hardware changes or additions. It is not surprising therefore, that many of the strategies described in the prevmus
sections involve actions similar to ones called for in the existing EPGs and often rely on the activation of systems
de:igned to cope with design basis accidents. He CRht strategies differ from the existing EPGs primarily in terms
of the conditions under which certain actions are undertaken and certain systems are activated. Dis includes
operating systems in an anticipatory rather than a response mode, operating am beyond their design limits, as
well as making usc of non-safety grade systems in some instances. The boundary between current emergency
procedures and those actions referred to as wvere accident strategies is not a sharp one, and the interface between
the two types of actions is complex.

He greater emphasis on anticipatory actions for CRh1 compared to current EPGs was illustrated by several
strategies discussed in the previous sections. Such phenomena as llPME are too fast acting to allow remedial
actions at tl.e ame of their occurrence, and therefore an advance action,like depressurit.ing the containment if
high pressure RPV failure is deemed likely, may be advantageous.

hiany actiu called for in the EPGs remain valid and useful in the severe accident regime as well. PPV
depressuriatiu .. for instance,is requested by the HWR EPGs under a number of emergency conditions. If the
accident progtesses to the severe accidant stage before depressurization is implemented, RPV depressurization
would still be a beneficialsev1 accident strategy under almost all circumstances. Another action called for in the
EPGs that would generally be I cneficialis containment heat removal via suppression pool cooling. Ilowever,in ,

this case " question of prioritization,already considered in the EPGs, is also vitalin the severe accident phase.
If the R' .ystem is needed for vessel injection or containment spray operation (which provides another mode of
contaio . heat removal), its use for SP cooling may have to be postponed.

Containment venting is another action referred to in the EPGs that has importance as a CRM strategy under
severe accident conditions. In the severe accident regime however,it may be more difficult to proceduralize the
initiation of venting. In other words, veraing would likely undergo considerable assessment by the TSC at the time
of the accident, before it is implemented under some of the severe accident conditions discussed in this report.

Ilowever, the limiting conditions in the current EPGs regarding some emergency actions may not apply in the
severe accident regime. An example is the exclusion plot for containment spray. His plot in the BWR EPGs
prohibits the use of sprays under some temperature and pressure conditions in the containment because of the
concern that the spray will quickly cool down the atmosphere and create a vacuum that may lead to a loss of
containment integrity. The generic calculations for this plot assume a fixed content of non.condensible gases and a
fixed temperature of the spray water. both of these variables can change dramatically during the course of a
severe accident. Ilydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide willincrease the non-condensible gases, and
heat-up of the suppression pool willincrease spray water temperature. Therefore,the use of sprays may indeed be
beneficialin the later star- of a severe accident as discussed in previous sections, e.g , FP scrubbing, even though
they may be prohibited :er present EPG entry conditions.
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Summary

|
| Finally, there are a number of CRht strategies which have no direct counterpart in the EPGs, or, if similar actions

are called for in the EPGs, they have a very different basis. Containment fkioding is such a strategy, for instance.
Flooding is mentioned as a Contingency action in the EPGs as a last resort for vessel, i.e., core cooling. Ilowever,
the CRhl strategy of Ilooding the containment in anticipation of vessel breach or after s essel f ailure, has the
purpose of achieving CCI mitigation and fission product scrubbing. Another example is the use of the fire sprays
in the secondary containment to mitigate fission product release, resulting from a containment bypass or a failed
containment. 'Ihis is an action not mentioned in the EPGs, but is a strategy that could be used under severe
accident conditions.

Ilow severe accident strategies in general, and CRM strategies in particular, are integrated into the plant
emergency response will depend on many factors. Options include proceduralizing strategies so that they fit into
existing EOPs, creating separate severe accident procedures, or providing more general guidance instead of specific
procedures. 'there are advantages and disadvantages attached to all of these methods. While specific procedures
lead to faster response than more general guidance,it is unlikely that all severe accident situations can be
anticipated in sufficient detail to rule out the possibility that a prescribed procedure may be inappropriate for the
particular situation. Some strategies maybe easier to proceduralia than others. The wsources of a particular

_

utility can also determine the best method of CRM integration at a particular plant. ' considerable expertise is
available in the TSC to direct accident management, general guidance may be the ol = num way to integrate CRM
actions. On the other hand, if it is unlikely that a sufficient body of experts will b pickly available at the time of
the accident, more specific advance direction should be developed in an accident management plan. In practice a
combination of procedutes and guidance is likely to be most effective in filling the needs of the operators, support
staff, and accident management team.

lhe containment and release event trees (CRETs) discussed in this report provide a framework for accident
progress projection and CRM decision making. He use within the CRETs of current plant status and offsite
information together with updated and more accurate estimates of the probability for recovery, etc. can provide a
more reliable prediction of the effects of various CRM strategieson accident progression and offsite consequences.
Such an approach can be the ba*.is for optimum containment and release raanagement. (More detailed discussion
on this issue can be found in the Mark i report [7].)

7.3 CRM Strategies

he CRM strategies in this report were identified via a detailed examination of the important accident phases -

using the CRETs as a guide for examination. The identified strategies have been discussed in iciailin terms of -

their applications and potential adverse effects. The strategies have also been assessed by applying them to some
accident sequences to determine their feasibility and practicality.

The results of the strategy identification effort are summarized in the salety otsjective tree (SOT) in i igure 4.2.
The important strategies identified by this investigation are presented in Table 5.2. Although some of the
strategies (e.g., containment venting) have already been included in the existing EPGs, their applications in this
report have been expanded to mitigate the challenges that may occur in a severe accident. The strategies in Table
5.2 not included in the existing EPGs are primarily those associated with the energetic events that may occur at
VB (IIPME/DC11 and EVSE) and fission product release reduction.

Although there are significant uncertainties,the strategies listed in Table 5.2 were found to be in general effective
based on their application during accident sequences calculated for the 1.imerick plant. The strategies should be
beneficial for other llWR plants with Mark 11 containments. The effectiveness of strategies could be evaluated by
including them explicitly in probabilistic safety analyses.

~lhe decision to carry out a strategy during a severe accident, particularly those strategies with significant adverse
effects such as venting, depends on balancing the potential adverse consequences of strategy implementauon
against the consequences that could result if the strategy is not implemented. An integrated approach, such as the
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Summary

use of CillEl s discusseJ above, can be utih/ed ta proviJe data for decision nuking. ihe probabihty of making the
right decision will bt increascJ if the uncertaintics can be reduced. Important areas of uncertaintiesinclude
current understanding of containment performance, and the abihty to predict accident progression accurately. For
sonic strategies lurther investigation at this time may not be warranted until severe accident phenomena are better
understood. Even when these uncertainties are resolved as best as possible, there will be a need to consider an
optimum choice of strategies. 'lhe optimum (hoice will depend on the impact of a strategy on a particu;ar
challenge, as well as on other challenres that may occur toncuirently or at later tinies. As severe accident
phenomena are understood better,it should become increasingly worthwhile to im estigate and re-evaluate such
optimum choice of strateeies

7.4 An Integrated Approach for CRM

('lWis base bten used in this teport as a guide in the examination al accident sequtnces I"r challenpc and
strategy identification. The same tree structun, with appropriate probabihty distributions $gned to the
individual elements of the tree, can be used to quanuty the effectiveness of indivictual strategies. Another
application of the ('lWls for ace;de nt management is in the prediction of auident progression during an actual
accident. When combined with a simple consequence predistion code ana with the meteorologicalconditions and
of fsite attinties already available, this could pro',iJe an integrated approath for accident progression and
consequ( nce piediction.
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